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WILL you pardon us if we talk about Mars again? The good

old Red Planet is getting quite a workout from the scientific

gentry recently, and John Carter and his Princess must be gently

laughing Somewhere.

Last month, you may recall, we reported the theory of the Soviet

scientist who thought Mars’ moons could be artificial satellites put

into orbit by a now-extinct race of Martians. This month, the word

is that Mars isn’t quite so abysmally desolated as we all were led

to believe. In fact, according to one top expert, the existence of life

on the planet has been “established almost beyond question.”

The authority is Dr. Gerard de Vaucouleurs, of the scientifically

impeccable University of Paris and the Harvard College Observa-

tory. His evidence : spectroscope observations that revealed the

presence of vegetation
;
seasonal changes in the planet’s dark areas

;

and, most interesting, the ability of these areas to shake off (or to

overgrow) giant clouds of dust.

One dust cloud was seen moving across the face of Mars, stop-

ping for a month in one spot, and then gradually disappearing. It

had seemingly first covered over, and then been overgrown by, vege-

tation.

Commented Nobel Prize physicist Dr. Harold Urey; “It appears

plants on Mars have the ability to dust themselves off. There is no

reason why muscular movement should be limited to animals.”

Nobody suggested that maybe somebody was doing the dust-

ing.—NL
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In the quarry pond, she was beauty.

In the harsh light of day, she was
ugly. But truth remained—and truth

is beauty. The boy grew up in the

short days that he knew his

FIRST LOVE
By LLOYD BIGGLE

ILLUSTRATOR SUMMERS

WALTER ROGERS laid

aside his brush, pushed

back the easel, switched off the

dim light. The storm had fal-

tered momentarily, and now it

surged back with a pounding

torrent of rain. Walt stepped

to the open window and stood

there, oblivious of the water that

flooded against his eager young
face.

Flashes of lightning ripped

aside the darkness and laid bare

a familiar landscape twisted

strangely. Towering trees bowed
submissively before the angrily

moaning wind. Water veiled the

accumulated filth of the barn

yard, and cattle huddled pathet-

ically under a shelter. The rain

blurred the outlines of the barn,

and gave it a somber loveliness.

Lightning flashed again, and

thunder snapped and rumbled
after it, and Walt leaned for-

ward with his elbows on the
window sill, and whispered,
“Beautiful. Beautiful.”

But how to paint it? Oh, he
could paint how it looked. Any
darn fool could paint that. But
how to paint the sound of it, and
the feel of it, and the wonderful,

glorious, fresh-breathing smell

of it?

He turned away and kicked

disgustedly at the easel, and at

that moment the thunder struck.

It came with a thickening roar

that impaled him in clinging

fright against the window sill.

As he stood crouched in numbed
amazement it swelled to a

bloated, consuming agony of

sound until he winced in pain

and clapped his hands to his

ears, and still it grew and cre-

scendoed until, at the instant it

seemed no longer bearable, it

exploded.
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He was lying on the floor

under the window, in the full

blast of the driving rain. Glass

tinkled as he moved, and cas-

caded from his back as he got

to his feet. His first thought was
to close the window, and he cut

his hand on a sliver of glass that

remained attached to the empty
frame. His ears rang painfully,

and the wild roar of the storm
now seemed only a subdued mut-
ter. As he stared into the night,

lire glowed in the distance, sent

an exploring tongue of flame up
into the rain, and suddenly

leaped skyward.

He ran from his room, and
down the hallway. As he reached
his parents’ room his father

opened the door, flashlight in

hand.

“Did your window break?’’ his

father said. “Ours did.” He
flashed the light into a spare

bedroom, “That one’s broken,

too. And the lights are out.”

“Dad,” Walt said breathlessly,

“something happened over by
the quarry. There’s a big fire.

The flames are shooting way up.”

“Damn the flames. What hap-
pens at the quarry is Zengler’s

business, not ours.” He was
looking into the bathroom.
“Every window in the house is

broken. In this storm, too. We’ll

be flooded out. Mother, get some
oil cloth, or anything you can
dig up. Get a hammer and some
tacks, Walt. We’ll have to work
fast.”

“Maybe we should telephone.

About the fire, I mean.”

8

“I’ve tried the telephone,”

Walt’s mother called from the
bedroom. “It’s out-of-order.”

Walt turned obediently to go

for the hammer and tacks, and
was brought to a halt by
his father’s sharp exclamation.

“Walt, your back is cut. It’s

covered with cuts. What were
you doing ? Standing by the win-
dow?”
“I—yes—

”

“What on earth for?”
“I w'as watching the storm.”

“Good Lord! At three in the

morning—fix him up, mother. I

better get started on those win-
dows.”
There was no more sleep for

the three of them that night, as

they covered windows, and swept
up glass, and mopped. Walt slip-

ped away only once to open a

door a crack and peer out into

the night. “The quarry—” he
began.
“Damn the quarry!” his

father said.

“It’s still burning.”
The storm had passed and

dawn was a pink blush on the

horizon when they finished their

cleaning. Walt went out with
his father, and they walked
across the yard with the water-
soaked grass squishing under
foot and stood looking towards
the quarry.

“Whatever it was,” Jim
Rogers said, “it’s burned out.

I’ll go take a look. Maybe
Zengler had some gasoline stored
over there—though I wouldn’t
know why. But if he’s respon-
sible for this, he’s going to pay

AMAZING STORIES





for these windows, or he’ll never

get another lease.”

But it seemed that Zengler

was not responsible. The fire had

burned out a corner of the north

pasture, where Zengler certainly-

had no equipment stored. The

quarry, and Zengler’s property,

were undamaged. Neighboring

farmers had heard the explosion,

without any worse results than

having their sleep disturbed. No
one but the Rogers family had

seen the fire.

The net result was a brief

item in that week’s edition of the

Harwell Gazette, under Local

Briefs. “A mysterious explosion,

which might have been a clap

of thunder, broke windows at

the James Rogers farm during

the storm last Monday night.”

The Saturday after the storm

Walt helped his father with the

morning chores, as usual, and

took the cows to the pasture. As
they lurched away he cut di-

agonally across the pasture to-

wards the quarry. The morning
was warm, even for early June.

White wisps of cloud drifted

serenely across the purest of

blue skies.

“Beautiful,” Walt whispered,

and wished he had brought his

paints.

The mysterious fire had scar-

red a circle perhaps a hundred
yards in diameter. At the point

nearest the quarry it had ruined

the fence, and Walt had come out
with his father on Tuesday after

school to string new strands of

barbed wire. But the haste had

been unnecessary. The cows, for

strange cow reasons of their

own making, refused to go any-

where near the place.

Walt climbed through the

fence, and walked over to the

quarry. Water filled a hollow that

had been gouged out sometime in

the past—long before Walt’s

time. The little lake was fifty feet

deep, it was said, at its deepest

point. Beyond it, the hill was

sliced neatly away where Zeng-

ler’s men were blasting out the

rock.

Walt sat down by the water

and amused himself with the

reflections, imagining how he

would put them on canvas. The
clouds overhead, the one tower-

ing oak tree, the mass of the

hill beyond—^the dark, still water

mirrored them splendidly.. His

own image had an amusing,

elongated perspective.

He seized at an inspiration.

“I’ll come this afternoon,” he

thought, “and do a self-portrait,

using the water instead of a

mirror. I wonder if it’s ever

been done.”

He felt gloriously happy.

School had ended the day before,

and he had the entire summer
before him. There would be the

farm work, of course, but he
should find plenty of time to

paint, and paint, and . . .

He looked longingly at the

water. The morning was warm,
hut it was too early in the year

for swimming. The water was
probably icy. His mother would
be waiting breakfast for him.

He was out of his clothes in
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an instant, carelessly dropping

them on the rocky bank, and he

turned and stepped off into ten

feet of water. The icy shock

spurred him to a frantic churn-

ing of arms and legs. He broke

water, wiped his eyes, and turn-

ed to strike out for the opposite

side.

Suddenly he whirled, and

threshed wildly for the bank. He
pulled himself out, and turned to

stare at the water. He could see

nothing but his own reflection,

peering back at him quizzically.

But he had seen something,

long and dark, drifting up out

of the deep water and nosing

purposely towards him. A fish?

But there had never been any

fish in that water, and a fish of

that size would be a venerable

monster.

Then he saw it again, a long,

sinister-looking shadow that

drifted slowly towards the bank
and then hung motionless, too

deep for him to see it clearly.

He waited breathlessly. It tilted

slowly, approached the surface,

and he found himself gazing into

the face of a girl.

He sucked in his breath

sharply, and it was seconds be-

fore he realized that she was
also staring at him and that he

was nude. Moving slowly, he got

to his knees and stretched out on

a flat rock, moving his face close

to the water.

She remained well below the

surface, but by watching her
intently he began to make out
her features. Her dark mass of

hair swayed gently in the water,

stretching back the length of her
body. A smooth material, green-

ish even in the dark water,

covered her body, molding the

contours of her small brea.^ts .so

distinctly that he felt himself

blushing. The water gave her

face a curiously flattened appear-

ance, but he measured its perfect

oval with an artist’s eye, and
wondered what mysterious color

her eyes might have.

Then he noticed the gills.

One of her hands, with deli-

cately webbed fingers, made a

circle, pointed to her open
mouth, circled and pointed again.

The third time he understood.

She was hungrj’.

Even as he watched, his alert

sixteen-year-old mind was at-

tacking the imponderable with
relentless logic. She was hungry.

Of course she was hungry. The
.storm had been Monday night,

whatever it was that had
brought her had crashed and
burned Monday night, and this

was Saturday. She must be

staiwed. There was nothing in

that water for her to eat.

He had read of flying saucers

and possible life on other worlds,

and he did not pause to specu-

late. He kneio. She could not be
of this world, so she must have
come from another world. How
had she come? The charred edge
of the pasture was a mere two
hundred yards from the water.
Could her people, water i)eople,

have mastered the mystery of

space flight ? She was here. That
was answer enough. She was
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here, and her ship had consumed
itself in that mysterious fire that

had tossed flames high but

seemed to have produced rela-

tively little heat.

He extended one hand slowly,

towards her face. She darted

backwards in alarm, approached
again as he withdrew his hand,

and repeated her signal. Her
hand moved towards her mouth.
She was hungry.
Walt leaped to his feet and

pulled on his clothing. With one

last glance at the face in the

water, he started back across

the pasture—running.

Edna Rogers took in her son’s

disheveled appearance and wet
mop of curly hair, and exclaimed,

“What have you been doing?”
“Dad,” Walt said breathessly,

“I’d like to go fishing. Could I

take the car?”
“By yourself?”

“Why—yes.”
“Well,” Jim Rogers said eas-

ily, “I guess summer’s officially

here, now. Things are pretty

well in hand, and a mess of fish

would itaste good. Where are you
going ?”

“I know some good places,”

Walt said evasively.

Fishing had never interested

him much. Nothing had inter-

ested him, except painting and
drawing. But there was a sub-

merged tree stump over on the
river south of town, where he
had once luckily caught a few
sunfish. It was as good a place

as any to start.

The girl was hungry. But

what would she eat? Raw meat,

or fresh? What about vege-

tables? Or fruit? She lived in the

water, so he would get her some
fish, if he could. And then he

could try some other things.

He left the car parked by the

road, and cut across the Malloy

farm to reach the river. No one

was about, which pleased him.

Tense with excitement, he baited

his hook and dropped it into the

water. Now ... if the fish would
cooperate . . .

They did not. The bobber

drifted idly, with the current,

snagged Walt’s hook on the

stump. He freed it and tried

again, and impatiently counted

the minutes. Nothing happened.

He watched uneasily, and told

himself that he should have

taken her something else. His
mother wouldn’t miss one steak

from the deep freezer. And he’d

have to do something, quickly or

she might starve.

He whipped the line out of the

water and ran back to his car.

Two miles down the road he

pulled in at Marshall’s Service

Station. Old Ed Marshall sat by
the door of the weathered frame
building, tilted back in a chair,

reading and enjoying the sun-

shine.

“Minnow?” he said. “I can let

you have some. But if you’d
rather get your own, you know
where the net is. Take it any
time you want it. Quite all right.

And say—Sadie’d like another of

those pictures of yours. She
wants to put it in the guest
room.”

12 AMAZING STORIES



“She’ll get one,” Walt said

fervently.

He found the neatly-folded

net in the shed behind the sta-

tion. He started back to the car,

and Old Ed called, “Sure you
can manage it by yourself?”

“I can manage it,” Walt said.

The net was twenty-five feet

long, and a rather large-meshed
affair for capturing minnows.
There were those who thought
maybe Ed used it on larger

prey, and Walt, who had seen

him in action one morning, was
certain of it. And then—every-

one knew about the way the

Marshall family lived on fish in

the summer.
“I’ll tell you, Walt,” Old Ed

said in a confidential tone. “It’s

a little late in the morning to

start out with that thing. And
you have to know where to go.

If you want fish, why don’t you
come with me tomorrow?”

“I’ll give it a try,” Walt said.

“I could let you have a few,

for today.”

“And—tomorrow ?”

“I go every morning. You’re
welcome to come along.”

“Thanks,” Walt said.

Minutes later he was driving
wildly towards the quarry, with
three healthy-sized bass splash-

ing in a bucket.

Fortunately Zengler’s men
did not work on Saturday. The
quarry was deserted, the water
dark and lifeless. Walt leaned
over and splashed with his hand,
splashed frantically. The he saw
her, gliding swiftly towards him.

FIRST LOVE

She halted well below the sur-

face.

He held a fish low over the

water. She did not move. He
lowered it into the water, and
she backed slowly away. Suddenly
the fish jerked, splashed, and
slipped from his clutching fin-

gers. He gasped in dismay as

it darted away. •

But in a flash the girl was
after it. With dazzling speed she

overtook it, captured it deftly,

and with a graceful twist in the

water headed downwards and
disappeared. It all happened in

an instant, a blur of movement
in the water directly below him,
and then he saw only her long,

shapely legs receding quickly

away from him.

He waited for a time, and
then, when she did not reappear,

he released the other fish. It

would be humiliating for her, he
thought, to be summoned for

her food like a trained animal.

And if the fish were there, he
had no doubt that she could

catch them.
As the fish swam away, he

saw her watching him. He
stretched out on the bank, his

face close to the water, and
looked at her.

“Beautiful,” he murmured.
Certainly there was a strange

loveliness in that water-shrouded
face, in the blurred gracefulness
of her slender figure, in the long,

flowing hair. The hair fascinated
him. Most of the girls of his

acquaintance were wearing their

hair in disturbingly short, boy-
ish styles. He found girls to be

13



formidable enough when they

looked like girls.

He wondered how he might
appear to her, as she looked up
through the water at him. Did
he possess an alien ugliness that

fascinated her? Suddenly the

question became very important.

He told himself bitterly that he

was only her provider, her meal
ticket, and she could not possibly

have any more interest in him
beyond that. But he lingered

long, that morning, and he was
back again after the evening

chores, lying on the bank as the

sun vanished and the shadow of

the old, scraggly oak tree lay

quietly across the water. He
stayed on until the dusk deep-

ened, and her face was no long-

er visible.

He had read the poem in a

school book of his mother’s when
he once went through it looking

for subjects to draw. It sug-

gested rich colors and strange

scenes to him, but he had not

understood it. Now he found it

again.

"Come live with me, and be

my love.

And we will some new pleas-

ures prove.

Of golden sands, and crystal

brooks.

With silken lines, and silver

hooks.

"There will the river whis-

pering run
Warm’d by thy eyes, more
than the Sun.

And there th’ enamour’d fish

will stay.

Begging themselves they may
betray.

“When thou wilt swim in that

live bath.

Each fish, which every chan-

nel hath.

Will amourously to thee

swim.
Gladder to catch thee, than

thou him . . .

He dreamed that night of a

sheltered mountain stream, pure,

crystal-clear, deep, where young
lovers could splash and play and

love in the tumbling torrent. He
aw’oke in a chill of fright. What
would become of her? He could

care for her during the summer.
With Old Ed’s help he could get

plenty of fish. But winter would

come, and there would be ice on

the water, and even if she would

accept other food it would be

difficult to get it to her. It might
be impossible.

And she might die a lonely

death in the cold, stagnating

water of the quarry.

The river? He rejected the

thought instantly. He knew in-

stinctively that she needed deep
water, that she would be helpless

and at the mercy of any passerby
in the shoals of that small

stream. It was thirty miles to the

nearest lake, which was small.

But in the opposite direction

fifty miles would take him to

Lake Michigan. That was where
she should be, with the vast,

connecting waters of the Great
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Lakes to conceal and protect her
solitary life on this strange

planet. But how could he get her

there?

He would have to think of

something.

He was out before dawn with
Old Ed and his net, and they

brought in fish by the milk-can

full. Walt swore him to eternal

secrecy, and confided that he
wanted to try to stock the quar-
ry. Old Ed allowed that he didn't

think it would work, that the fish

would lack their natural food
and the water might be queer
for them. But then—there might
be some way to feed them, and
if Walt wanted to try, why, he
enjoyed catching fish, and he’d

never rightly caught all he
wanted to catch because he hated
to waste them. Walt saved out
enough fish for the Rogers’ table

and triumphantly dumped the
rest into the quarry with the
shadowy face watching silently

from the depths.

Walt took advantage of a lull

in the dinner-table conversation

to say cautiously, “Mother, I’d

like one of those aqualung out-

fits.”

Edna Rogers set down the

steaming dish of mashed pota-

toes, and stared at him. “Did
you ever! What on earth would
you do with it?”

“Go in the water,” Walt said.

Jim Rogers seemed interested.

“Now where around here is

there water for a thing like

that?”

“There’s the river,” Walt said

evasively, “and the quarry . .
.”

“You can’t swim long under
water in the river without your
tail fins sticking out. And
the quarry’s deep enough, but
there’s nothing there to see, and
if there was you probably
couldn’t see it in that water.
Those lungs things are for

places where there’s lots of water
and lots of fish and things to

see.”

“Mr. Moore has some of that

equipment in,” Edna Rogers
said, giving Walt a worried look.

“It wasn’t very expensive.”

“Just some of these goggles,

and the things you put on your
feet. And I told him he’d never
sell them. What Walt meant was
these outfits where you have a

tank of air on your back, and
you can go down and stay for

hours. No sense in it around
here. But if you want the gog-
gles, Walt, go ahead and buy
them. You’ve got your own
money, and if you want to waste
it .

.

“Thanks, dad.”

“Take some more potatoes,

Walter,” Edna Rogers said.

“You’re burning up a lot of

energy these days. All this fish-

ing and swimming . .
.”

“Does him good,” Jim Rogers
said.

Walt’s mother shook her head.

“What about your painting,

Walter? You haven’t touched it

for a week.”
Walt said patiently, “There’ll

be plenty of time for painting

when I can’t go fishing.”

FIRST LOVE 15



“He spends too much time by
himself,” Edna Rogers said.

“Walt, Virginia Harlow asks

about you every time I see her,

and she felt awfully bad because

you wouldn’t go to her party
when she asked you. She’d teach

you how to dance, if you’d let

her. Then you could go to the

Saturday dances.”

Jim Rogers chuckled dryly.

“He’s young. He’ll have plenty

of time to chase after girls.”

“I still think he spends too

much time by himself,” Edna
Rogers said. She shrugged re-

signedly, and changed the sub-

ject. “What did Mr. Zengler
want?”
Jim Rogers laughed, and laid

down his fork. “His boy thinks

he saw some fish over at the

quarry. He tried to catch them,

and didn’t get a nibble, so he

wants to dynamite and see what
will come up. Zengler wanted to

know if I had any objections to

doing it.”

“Dynamite?” Walt blurted.

“Dynamite—the quarry?”
“Yeah. I told Zengler there’d

never been any fish there and
couldn’t be any, and if he wanted
to waste the dynamite that was
all right with me.”
“Did you ever!” Edna Rogers

said. “Is he going to do it?”

“I don’t think so. Zengler’s

not one to waste anything.

What’s the matter, Walt?”
“I’ve finished,” Walt said, get-

ting to his feet. “I’m not very
hungry.”
“You might excuse yourself.”

“Excuse me, please,” Walt

said humbly, and fled before they
could answer.

The quarry was a blending of

shadows. The water was motion-

less, solid-looking in the gather-

ing darkness. Walt circled

around it, and moved on around
the edge of the hill to the shack
that served Zengler as office and
storehouse. Zengler’s four trucks

were parked haphazardly near-

by, three of them battered hulks

and the fourth new, its sleek

lines shining in the wispy
moonlight.

Walt sat down in the shadow
of the shack, and waited.

He knew Roy Zengler. The kid

was a young punk who did what
he pleased, and if his father told

him not to do something he’d be
sneaking around the first chance
he got to do it. And old man
Zengler would think it was a
joke, aftemards, and laugh it

off.

Crickets chirped busily, and
a rabbit loped slowlj’ past, hes-

itated, and scampered away. The
ground became insufferably hard,

and Walt got to his feet and
leaned against the shack. Sup-
posing Roy didn’t come? Then
Walt could see him in the morn-
ing, but he knew if he warned
the kid off, he’d be that much
more certain to try it.

A light bounced towards him
on the quarry road. A bicycle

lurched and skidded in the sand,

and its rider leaped off and
wheeled it forward. He leaned
it against the shed and moved
towards the door, keys jingling.
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Walt stepped out of the shadow
and faced him.
“Roy?”
“Oh, it’s you, Walt. Jeeze, you

scared me. Gonna have a little

fun—want to join me?”
“Those fish are mine,” Walt

said. “I put them there. You let

them alone.”

“Like hell they’re yours. Dad
leases this place, doesn’t he?
You’ve got no business . .

Walt swung. His fist spattered

against Roy’s face, and sent him
sprawling. Walt was on him in

a flash, his hands found the

throat and circled it, and he ap-

plied pressure. “Try dynamiting
those fish,” Walt said, “and I’ll

kill you.”

“All right,” Roy said weakly.

Walt released him, and Roy
got up slowly. “AH right,” he said

again. “I didn’t know. Your old

man said—you could have been
nice about it. Why didn’t you tell

me?”
“You let them alone.”

“All right.”

Roy went to his bicycle,

wheeled it out to the road, and
mounted. “You can’t watch this

place all the time,” he shouted.

“I’ll be back. You’ll see.”

Walt fumbled frantically on
the ground, found a stone, and

threw it.

“Missed!” Roy shouted. “And
I’ll be back.”

He vanished into the darkness,

and Walt stood looking after

him, white-faced and trembling

with rage and fright, knowing
he would be back.

“Your mother and I would
like to go over to Coleville to-

morrow,” Jim Rogers said. “She
wants to see her sister, and may-
be we’ll take in a movie. Think
you could manage the evening
chores all right?”

Walt, lost in thought, said

nothing.

“Walt? Did you hear what I

said?”

“What? Oh, sure. I can man-
age. I always have, haven’t I?”
Jim Rogers chuckled. “Sure

you have. I was just wondering
if you were still with us.”

“Will you stay overnight?”
“Nope. We won’t be back very

early, though. Don’t wait up for

us.”

Walt nodded absently, looked

up, found his father regarding

him with a troubled frown.

“Something bothering you,

Walt?”
“No. Why?”
“You’ve been acting odd. Your

mother’s worried about you. So

—when you went out last night,

I followed you. Don’t look so

guilty,” he went on, as Walt
started and flushed crimson.

“She was afraid you were get-

ting into trouble, the way you’ve

been staying out nights. I reckon

maybe she was more afraid you

were getting some girl into

trouble. Anyway, I don’t see

much point in sitting over there

by the quarry until after mid-
night, but if you want to do it

I can’t see that harm can come
of it. I know you’ve always en-

joyed kind of going off by your-

self. It isn’t our way, your
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mother and I, but we try to un-

derstand. So I want you to know
we’re on your side, and if you

have something on your mind
we’ll try to help.”

Walt moistened his lips, and
swallowed. “Thanks, dad.”

“You’re sure there isn’t some-

thing bothering you?”
“No. Nothing.”
“Well—you weren’t over there

to meet someone, were you? A
girl, maybe?”

“No,” Walt said defiantly.

“If you have a girl, or when
you have one, you don’t have

to sneak off and meet her. Bring
her here, and we’ll make her

welcome. Otherwise, well, you’re

young. There are a lot of prob-

lems in this life, and you’ll run
smack into them when you get

older. There’s no point in rush-

ing around trying to tangle with
them now. Might as well enjoy
yourself. And—are you sure it’s

all right about the chores ?”

“It’ll be all right.”

Later, when his parents were
safely out of hearing, Walt
risked a telephone call. Carl

Reynolds, a friend Walt’s age,

accepted his request as a matter
of course. “Sure,” he said. “Sure
—I’ll do chores for you Saturday
night. I owe you one, you know.
Wait. I’ll clear it with the old

man.”
“Carl,” Walt said tremulously,

"tell him you’re going to help
me. Don’t tell him I won’t be
here.”

There was a moment of si-

lence, and then Carl laughed.
“Sure—I’ll tell him that. And

I’ll wish you luck, old man. Do
I know her?”

“No,” Walt said. “You don’t

know her.”

Late Saturday afternoon. Walt

walked slowly over to the

deserted quarry. Somewhere in

the depths of water she was—
doing what? He knew that he

had only to splash, and she would

come. But instead he sat down
under the oak tree, and thought-

fully studied the quiet, dark

water. He had come to realize

that his w'as a hopeless love, that

there was no middle ground

where a creature of the air and

one of the water could meet. He
had gone swimming in the

quarry twice since he had found

her. The first time she had fled

in seeming panic, and when she

did return she kept her distance

cautiously.

He wanted only to touch her,

to caress the beautiful, flowing

hair. She eluded him easily, and
then, when she found how awk-
ward his movements were, she

circled around him with daz-

zling speed. He dove to the

depths with her, but in the un-

certain light it was only a nimble
shadow that cavorted about him.

His second effort had been as

frustrating as the first, and he
had not tried again.

True love, he told himself,

must be selfless. The happiness
of the loved one was the impor-
tant thing. He had spent hours
trying to think of some place,

some way for her to live in com-
fort and safety, where he could
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still visit her from time to time,

even if only to see her through
the blurring water. But there

was no such place. He would
have to get her to Lake Michigan
and once those vast waters closed

over her he must accept the fact

that he could never see her
again.

He glanced at his watch, and
walked towards Zengler’s shack.

“Has to be timed just right,”

he reminded himself. A single

blow with a rock snapped open
the flimSy padlock. There weren’t
—never had been—any thieves
around Harwell, and that lock

had served Zengler for years.

Walt lifted the rings of keys
from a nail inside the door, and
ran an appreciative eye over
Zengler’s new truck. Gas? He
could syphon some out of the

other trucks if thei'e wasn’t
enough. Anything else? A buck-
et. He found two in the corner,

and set them aside. And . . .

Looking up at the truck’s high
tailgate, he started apprehen-
sively. How would she get in?

In the shack were tools and
nails. Scattered around were
lengths and scraps of lumber.

Walt nailed frantically, fearful

that now he might be late. He
should have thought of it. He
could have made something
easier for her than this rough
ramp with strips nailed aci'oss

it. But it would have to do. He
carried the ramp, and the buck-

ets, down to the water, to the

spot he had picked out, and then

he ran back to the truck.

He drove slowly, at first, get-

ting the feel of the truck, timidly

testing its deep-throated pfower.

Dusk was settling on the town
when he reached Harwell. Near-
ly everyone would be uptown,
but he took no chances. He fol-

lowed a circuitous route towards
the business section, using alleys

as much as h^ could, driving

without lights, crossing side

streets cautiously.

He kept glancing at his watch.
Mr. Warren always closed up
promptly at eight, Saturday
night or no Saturday night. He
couldn’t be late, but he didn’t

dare be too early.

He turned into the alley paral-

leling Main Street, and careful-

ly backed into position. “A. J.

Warren and Sons,” the weath-

ered sign over the rear door

said. “Farm Implements.” Walt
glanced at his watch again, went
to the door, and looked in. There
were several farmers up front,

casually inspecting a new trac-

tor. One of the Warren boys was
sweeping up. Walt dropped back
into the shadows and waited
nervously.

The farmers left, one by one.

Not until Mr. Warren followed

the last one to the door, and
locked it, did Walt step forward.

Mr. Warren turned, and saw
him.

“Evening, Walt,” he said.

“Just closing. Can I do some-
thing for you?”
Walt fought to make his voice

sound normal. “Dad’s decided to

take that big stock tank you
were talking to him about.”
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Mr. Warren beamed. “Glad to

hear it. What changed his

mind?”
“Ours sprung another leak.”

“I told him it , wouldn’t last

long. I’ll send the new one out

Monday morning. That be all

right ?”

“I’ll take it now, if you don’t

mind,” Walt said. “I borrowed

a truck. It’s out back.”

“Why, sure. Tank’s out in the

shed.”

“I know,” Walt said. “And

—

Mr. Warren—

”

“Yes?”
“Dad will be in Monday to

see you about—about—

”

“Sure thing, Walt. Your Pa’s

credit is good as gold. Come on,

and we’ll get it in the truck.”

It was easy—so easy that Walt
giggled hilariously when he got

the truck out of Harwell and
pointed towards the quarry.

Then he soberly reminded him-

self that this was only the begin-

ning, and he stopped laughing.

At the quarry he stopped by

the water, set his brakes, and

got Zengler’s pump going. The
ancient gasoline engine made a

racket that he fancied could be

heard for miles, and he felt

panicky as he directed the

stream of water into the tank.

Across the fields he could see

the lights in the barn, where
Carl Reynolds would be finishing

the milking. It was taking him
longer than Walt had expected.

Supposing he heard the pump,
when he took the cows to the

pasture, and came to investi-

gate?

It couldn’t be helped. It would
take forever to fill the tank by
hand.

When the tank was brimfull,

he cut off the motor and slowly

backed the truck around to the

place where he had left the ramp
and the buckets. It took him
some jockeying to get the truck

into position, so that the ramp
just reached the edge of the

water, and he had to be careful

about it. A false move, and
Zengler might never find out
what had happened to his truck.

He set the brakes. He dropped
the tailgate and wedged the

ramp into position. Then he
leaned over and splashed the

water.

She did not come.

“The pump must have fright-

ened her,” he muttered.

He splashed again, and again.

Suddenly he saw her, near the

surface, a dark shadow in the

darker water. He waited for her

to edge closer, and then he

mounted the ramp. Looking
down at the water, alarm grip-

ped him. How could he make her
understand what he wanted ? He
could scarcely see her, and he

doubted that she could see him
better. And would she trust him
if she did understand?
He gestured. He moved up and

down the ramp. He splashed the

water in the tank. And all the

while her shadowy form hung
motionless in the water below
him.

“Oh, God,” he pleaded, “make
her understand!”
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It was getting late. He had
to drive fifty miles, and fifty

miles back, and leave Zengler’s

truck and get home before his

parerrts got there. And somehow
he’d have to explain about the

tank.

The darkness deepened, and

the moon had not yet appeared.

Lights went off in the barn as

Carl finished up and headed for

home. He could hear the cattle

on the other side of the pasture.

He stumbled frantically up and
down the ramp. There must be

some way . . .

He leaped down, and ran for

Zengler’s shed. Maybe a rope . . .

He stopped before he got

there, and turned back. How
could a rope help? He couldn’t

drag her out of the water. Was
she afraid of the air? But she’d

gotten from the place the ship

came down over to the water.

He turned back towards the

truck, turned again, and re-

traced his steps. A light—per-

haps if he could light the tank

she could see what he wanted
her to do. Even a match might
help. He fumbled wildly about
the shed, knocking things about,

and finding nothing.

A new fear splashed over him
coldly. Perhaps there were
others there. Perhaps she would-
n’t want to leave by herself.

Suppose there were dozens of

them ?

He started to run back to the

truck, and stopped abruptly as

he heard— something. Some-
thing, followed by a splash. He
ran again.

A wet trail led up the ramp
and into the truck. The truck

was flooded with the tank’s over-

flow. “She did it!’’ he gasped.

He leaped up the ramp, and
looked into the tank. She was
there, the closest he had ever

seen her, a dark form somehow
shimmering and dimly lumines-

cent. He threw the ramp and the

buckets into the truck, and put

up the tailgate. With a wild song
of joy throbbing in his thi’oat he

started the motor and got the

truck in gear.

He took a route that would

carry him around Harwell on

back roads. He had studied maps
—how he studied them !—and he

wanted to keep to the country

roads most of the way. But he

would have to hurry. He had no

idea how long the girl could live

in that tank of water.

He had only been underway a

few minutes when, topping a hill

his lights outlined a car parked

by the roadside. He recognized

the long lines of Zengler’s new
Cadillac, the only one in the

township. He caught a glimpse

of a pair of heads close together

in the front seat, and guessed

that it would be Roy Zengler,

out with some girl too young to

know better.

His foot dug hard at the ac-

celerator. As the truck picked up
speed he glanced at the side-

view mirror. He saw the light

flash on the Cadillac as Roy flung

open the door and leaped out.

As long as Walt could see him
he was standing in the road.
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staring after the disappearing

truck.

He thought with reckless

abandon, “He’ll tell. They’ll go

to the quarry, just to make sure,

and they’ll find the truck gone.

And they’ll start looking for it.

They’ll think some kids took it

for a joy ride, and they’ll be

looking around Harwell, but
they’ll probably catch me on the

way back.” He felt a twinge of

uneasiness, but he told himself

boldly that what happened didn’t

matter—on the way back. The
truck roared on smoothly, power-
fully.

He was only ten miles from
the lake when he had to risk a

stretch of main highway. Now
he was beginning to worry about

the girl. Should he stop some-

where, and try to change the

water in the tank? Or should

he concentrate on getting to the

lake as soon as possible? He
just did not know, and he drove

on helplessly, using side streets

when he could to pass through

two small towns.

Traffic on the highway was
light, and Walt was so com-
pletely lost in his thoughts that

he did not notice the car ap-

proaching him from the rear. He
did not notice until it pulled

alongside and the red light

flashed, and he realized that a

state trooper was ordering him
to stop. His numbed hands and
feet obediently made the proper
motions. The truck eased off the

road and halted. The police car

stopped behind him. Then, as the

trooper got out and walked for-

ward, he jammed the truck into

gear.

For precious seconds the

trooper seemed bewildered. He
stood outlined in the lights of

his car, waving his hands. Sud-
denly, as Walt risked another
glance at the mirror, one hand
spouted fire. “He’s shooting at

me,” Walt thought. “The tii'es

—

if he hits a tire
—

”

Glass tinkled behind him as

the rear window shattered, and
the bullet thudded into the roof

of the cab. The fire flashed

again, and again, and then the

truck nosed over a rise and was
safe. Walt drove with the accel-

erator crushed down to the floor,

peering anxiously beyond the

racing glow of his lights. A dirt

road veered off at a sharp angle

to the right, and he made the

turn with screaming brakes. He
found himself on a winding
country road. Around a curve
and out-of-sight of the highway
he switched off his lights. A
farm house beckoned, and he
slowed and skidded into the

driveway, rolled as far as the
barn, and turned sharply to come
to a stop between the barn and
a corn crib. Seconds later the
police car roared past and disap-

peared.

A yard light came on. A man
opened the farm house door and
stood looking out at him. Walt
backed up, turned, and drove
back to the highway. He followed

the highway for a short dis-

tance, took the first turn to the

left, and breathed freely once
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more as the truck bounced along

a rough dirt road. At the next

crossroad he turned right, and

headed for the lake.

In the moon’s half-light the

gently tossing water was beauti-

ful. Walt drove past an unoc-

cupied summer cottage, turned

on the edge of the beach, and
backed towards the water. A
few yards short of his goal his

wheels spun in the loose sand,

and dug themselves in.

Walt leaped out and dropped

the tailgate. Water soaked his

knees as he hauled himself up.

He placed the ramp into position,

and then, as he turned, a stream

of water brushed his foot. He
knelt, fumbled in the darkness,

and found the holes. The troop-

er’s .last shot had struck the

tank. One had sliced a long gash
in the side.

And the tank was two-thirds

empty.
With a moan he seized the

buckets and ran for the lake. For
the moment he had no thought

that the shots might have struck

the girl. He thought only of life-

giving water. He splashed into

the lake, dipped the buckets, and
raced back to the truck. Again
and again he made the trip, until

his breath came in tormented
jerks and his aching legs could

carry him no faster than a plod-

ding walk. Still he worked on,

dumping water into the tank,

and seeing it gush forth through
the holes.

He lost all sense of time. The
water level in the tank rose

slowly, and he began to pause,

each time, before he lifted the

full buckets from the lake. Sud-
denly it occurred to him that the

girl might already be dead, that

the bullets might have killed her
even if the stale water had not.

He dropped the buckets and
forced his weary body to run.

Then he saw -her, stumbling
down the ramp and staggering
towards him— towards the lake.

She moved awkwardly, her feet

churning in the sand, and as he
hurried to meet her she fell at

his feet with weird, whistling

gasps.

He bent over to help her, and
fell back with a cry of horror.

Her face was a gruesome, rub-

bery mask, her eyes large and
sunken. She had no nose. Needle-

like fangs protruded from her
gaping, gasping mouth. Her
hair, her lovely, flowing hair,

was short tufts of fur that

covered her back from the crown
of her head to the base of her
spine. The glimmering dark
green fabric that she wore was
her flesh, spongy and slimy to

the touch.

As he stared helplessly, she

lurched to her feet, staggered
forward, and sprawled at the

water’s edge with her head sub-

merged. A moment later her feet

kicked and tore at the sand, and
she slid into the water and dis-

appeared.

Walt stood paralyzed, unable
to move, or think, or do anything
but stare bewilderedly at the

ruffled sand and the lapping

waves. He did not hear the car
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drive up and stop. He did not
notice the lights that pinioned
him against the watery horizon.

He heard nothing until the
trooper approached with a sharp
command. Then he turned slowly,

and raised his hands.

The trooper walked towards
him cautiously, stared at his

face, and blurted out, “Why
you’re only a kid!’’

Walt said nothing.

The trooper searched him
deftly, stepped back, and sig-

naled him to drop his hands.
“That wasn’t very smart. What
were you trying to do?’’

W’alt shook his head. The

enormity of what he had done
horrified him. The truck, stolen
and damaged. The tank, which
his father would have to pay for.

Running away from the police.

And now he’d have to face his

parents. What could he tell

them? What could he tell any-
one?
A few yards out from shore,

something broke water with an
echoing splash—something big.

The trooper whirled. “Good
Lord! What was that?”
Walt shrugged wearily. “Only

a fish,” he said, still numb from
the experience.

THE END
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SECURITY
By

ARTHUR FORGES

For ten minutes with these

papers,” said Dr. Mason,
stroking the bright-eyed kitten

on his lap, “the enemy would
gladly pay a million dollars.”

The naval officer frowned un-

easily. “That much, really?” A
wry smile touched his lips.

“There can’t be very many men
in the world who could make
anything of your notes in ten

minutes—or ten hours, either,

for that matter.”

“I meant, of course, they’d

give plenty to get an expert here
in this room for a few days. And
don’t think for a second that

they haven’t dozens of scientists

who’d catch on damn quick once
they saw this math.” He waved
a sheaf of papers. “There’s Vavi-
lov, Hsui, and quite a few oth-

ers. Never underestimate your
opponent; isn’t that a military

axiom. Commander? We should

It's jfuite all rlghf fa

be clever and bril-

liant and daring , , ,

any spy can be all

that /on. What you

have to have is heart.

know our enemy by now; too

much mis-evaluation in the past
surely taught us a lesson in that
regard.” He raised the loudly

purring kitten to his desk, where
it humped its back comically,

sprang into the air, and plunked
with all claws extended squarely
on an imposing looking stack of

documents. A corner fluttered, to

be instantly pinned.

The officer watched disapprov-
ingly. He was a dog man him-
self. Vague notions of fidelity,

courage, and other military vir-

tues passed through his mind.
Dr. Mason guessed his atti-

tude, and chuckled, giving the
commander an amused glance.

“You sailors,” he complained,
“naturally prefer the loyal dog
to the eccentric, independent
cat. It’s easy to figure a dog ;

he
wears his heart on his sleeve,

and always obeys orders. Man is
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his god, an attitude some people

enjoy. I won’t offend you by ex-

plaining why! But just catch a

cat doing what it’s told. As for

courage, I’ve seen many a small

cat fight against terrible odds
when its blood was up. It won’t
defend its master’s boots,

though.

“However, I didn’t mean to

reha.sh the old battle. Security’s

the thing, and I’m unhappy

:

that’s the main i-eason I asked
you to come. Without boasting,

I know that if the Sino-Soviets

had my calculations on the

Gravitational Field Generator,

they could attack within a year

—and almost certainly win.
Why, with it you can stop mis-
siles cold over a city of any size

;

and as for powering spaceships,

a new era is in sight. No more
weighing each ounce that goes
into a rocket; no weight limit

—

none.”

The commander’s eyes nar-

rowed. “Don’t worry about se-

curity,” he said in a sharp voice.

“Hell, man, not even an invisible

midget could slip in here with-
out being blasted.” He began to

tick off points on his fingers.

“One—force. There are two
battalions of crack troops quar-

tered right on the grounds, fully

armed, and on twenty-four-hour
alert. Any raiding party strong

enough to crash through could

never reach this area undetect-

ed ; they’d be annihilated by the

Seventh Corps, with fifty thous-

and top combat men to draw
from.

“Two — detector - security.

There isn’t a chance for spy-
rays or micro-pickups. Every
inch of this plant was built ex-

pressly to make all such devices

useless. And even if our own
detectors missed something, we
have a scrambling beam going
constantly that will jam any
broadcast up to a million watts.

Can you imagine anybody smug-
gling a more powerful transmit-
ter than that into here? One
that size would weigh tons. No,
just let ’em try sending anything
out of here!

“Three—personnel. How can
they plant a spy in this installa-

tion when psycho-technicians can
shoot a man full of drugs and
probe him from his bald spot
clear down to his toes—and back
to his memories of the womb.
I’'ve seen them do it. One man
confessed to stealing a nickel’s

worth of candy when he was
nine years old!”

“No doubt,” Dr. Mason admit-
ted, taking the kitten back in his

lap. “But somehow I’ve been un-
easy. I have a queer feeling of
being watched. I’m getting

jumpy.”
“Of course, you’re being

watched. We keep an eye on
everybody.”

“I don’t mean that; I should
be used to your spies by now.”

“You’re just working too hard.

You should relax more often.”

Mason snorted. “They won’t

let me out except with a heavy
guard of your bully-boys for

fear somebody’ll blast me. Never
even have a visitor without days
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of clearance. I used to slip out

for a walk in the park, or a

night at the opera, but two
years ago they clamped down.

The damned generator, I sup-

pose ; they’re terrified the enemy
will get wind of it. Well, I’m

tired of other scientists for

company, and the only non-in-

tellectual I can associate with is

my kitten. Just look at Fermi.”

He pointed to his pet “That’s

the temperament I need. No
nerves there. Uninhibited, grace-

ful. Never tense except for an
immediate utilitarian act, then

wholly relaxed the instant after.”

The commander watched him
stroke the soft fur, vague an-

noyance growing in his mind.

These experts were a tiresome

responsibility : high strung, un-

reasonable. Obviously there

wasn’t a spy within hundreds of

miles. Too bad the military

couldn’t invent its own equip-

ment. He glanced enviously at

the door -leading to Mason’s
luxurious suite. Nothing w'as too

good for a top research man.
Sudden, irrational malice moved
him, although, paradoxically, he
was fond of the scientist.

“One of the.se days,” he warn-
ed sourly, “that cat will tear up
your best work, or”—with a

chuckle
—“commit a nuisance

right over those nightmare mat-
rices there!”

Dr. Mason grinned, the tired

lines about his eyes deepening
to crow’s feet. “Not on your life.

Cats don't behave that way. This
one was probably housebroken

by its mother, as usual. Clean
right from the start.” He v,ag-

gled a bit of string before the

kitten, and although the paw-
stroke seemed a mere lazj' swipe,

hooked claws captured the string

before it could be whisked away.
It settled on the desk.

“What if your men had mus-
cles like Fermi here?” he de-

manded proudly,* as if personally

responsible for the animal’s nat-

ural endowments. “What a navy
you could develop if men had
strength and agility in the same
ratio to weight as this little ras-

cal. Especially in space, where
so much coddling will be need-

ed.”

“Don’t forget,” the command-
er objected, “ours is a pushbut-
ton military, and no organism
can match a well-designed robot

for reactive speed and preci-

sion.”

“That’s true, on the whole, but
quick, independent action by a
free agent will always be need-

ed in some emergency situations.

And no robot can be built to

handle all the variations arising

in combat. I remember when a
Loki ICBM with an H-bomb in

its nose ran wild over Los
Angeles. The ‘destruct’ button
didn’t work, nobody knows why,
and a dozen of the big brass sat

there frozen waiting for the

county to blow off the map. It

was no robot but a Lieutenant
J. G. who thought of getting a

new' anti-missile missile after it

in a hurry. A few more seconds
of delay, and Los Angeles would
be a memory. That officer looked
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like a commander I know, but he

wasn’t so fond of robots then!”

The commander flushed with
pleasure. “That was some years

ago, when missiles were full of

bugs. Now we have foolproof re-

lays and duplicate controls. A
child could handle our biggest

hardware safely. It couldn’t

happen today. No, muscle speed

is obsolete
;
it can’t possibly com-

pete with electronic units.”

“Never believe it. No robot

has all the flexibility of a living,

sentient organism. ’The Reds are

better at missile design and
theory than we—yes, it’s true;

we needn’t bluff to each other,

not in here—yet they train their

young men more rigorously by
far. Old-fashioned muscle exer-

cise, too.”

“Maybe so,” the officer said

stubbornly. “But a whole army
of cat-men would be useless

without a robot technology. A
bullet or explosive wave is still

faster than any animal; so is a

radar pulse. All men are good
for, really, is to be there, in cer-

tain key places, just in case. Per-

haps the robots loaf when
nobody’s looking,” he added face-

tiously. “In fact, it’s only because

of the machines you scientists

can dream up that the govern-

ment coddles you so. Anything
you like from steak at five

dollars a pound to Hollywood
starlets for company,” he con-

cluded mendaciously. “Hxcept,

of course, freedom to live nat-

urally.”

“Yes, isn’t it ironical that

when people fight for survival,
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they must deprive themselves of

almost all the things worth liv-

ing for?”

“Count your blessings,” the

commander said darkly. “Maybe
in ten more years—if the peace
balance holds on the present
knife-edge—even adopting a kit-

ten will involve so much red tape
you’ll settle for some new three

dimensional TV Feelie-Smellie

Set. Still,” he added hastily, “it’s

only a temporary restriction.”

Dr. Mason raised his brows.
“Twenty-two years. More than
one-fourth the average life time.

Cold war and restriction of free-

dom in varying degrees.” He sat

in silence. The kitten sprang
from the desk into his lap, and
curled up, nose in its paws. The
furry sides heaved gently; the
delicate white whiskers twitch-

ed. He stroked the small form
absently, his thoughts far away.

The officer cleared his throat
harshly, and Dr. Mason started.

“Sorry,” he said. “I’m being
rude.” The kitten squeaked in

protest as he placed it on the
floor. “I’ll redeem myself by giv-

ing you a preview of our prize

package. Come along.”

He led the commander down
a concrete corridor, unlocked a
heavy metal door, and ushered
the officer into a large labora-

tory. He pointed to an impres-
sively-shrouded machine that

bulked in one corner.

“There she is,” he said proud-
ly-

Together they stripped off the

plastic cover, discussing the
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monster in enthusiastic tones.

Finally Dr. Mason shrugged,
made several adjustments, and
peered about.

“This is hardly correct pro-

cedure,” he said. “Fm not sup-

posed to demonstrate until the

big brass arrives. Besides, all the

test equipment’s being re-cali-

brated in another lab, so I’ll

have to improvise. But I can

trust you; at least, if I can’t,

the whole security program’s a

farce. And you are anxious to

see the generator in action, I

assume.”

“Damn right,” was the eager
reply. “If this contraption per-

forms according to Hoyle, let the

Sino-Soviets strike—it’ll be the

last time!”

“I’d just as soon they didn’t,”

Mason demurred bitterly. “And
the last time for whom?” He
seized a squat metal stool, and
placed it on a concrete slab. “I’ll

flatten this out for you,” he
promised in casual tones. “How
many g’s should that take, do
you suppose?”

The officer’s eyes twinkled as

he studied the massive piece of

furniture. “Humph. That’ll need
a lot of mass. I know these offi-

cial stools—and the big, bureau-
cratic bottoms they uphold so

valiantly! If you do it under five

hundred pounds. I’ll eat the

fragments.”
Mason nodded. “You haven’t

lost your engineering eye; take

at least that.” He put a pound
weight directly top center of the
stool, and returned to the ma-
chine. There he sighted careful-

ly, set a dial, and pressed a stud.

The stool settled itself firmly,

metal legs digging into the con-

crete like an animal crouching
to spring. As the commander
watched in breathless fascina-

tion, Mason began to turn the

dial. Steel creaked; the legs

bowed slightly, but the tough
material refused to yield. •

“Five hundred g’s won’t do it;

that’s obvious,” Mason said.

“Typical government specifica-

tions—twice as high as ordinary
commercial stuff.” With an im-
patient gesture, he gave the dial

a sharp clockwise twist. “Now
we’ll see.”

There was a groan of over-

stressed metal, a loud snap, and
one leg buckled. The stool tilted

too fast for the eye to follow,

and the pound weight, now equal
to a ton, grated free.

“Look out!” The commander
leaped back. Metal struck con-

crete with a force of two thous-

and pounds. Both men ducked,
making themselves small, and a
jagged hunk of concrete, chip-

ped from the heavy slab, cata-

pulted by to fall behind the

officer with a strangely muffled

sound.

White-lipped, the scientist

sprang forward.
“Oh, Lord!” he groaned. “The

kitten !

”

From under the large frag-
ment of concrete a tail-tip pro-

truded. It twitched feebly for a
moment, then stopped.

“Poor little devil,” Mason
muttered, his voice filled with
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regret. “What a lousy break

—

a one in a million chance.”

“At least it was quick,” the

commander comforted him.

“Never felt a thing, I’d bet.”

“It was my fault,” Mason ac-

cused himself. “I didn’t notice

he was following me in here. I

should have remembered ; he al-

ways did. If I
—

” He gaped.

“Look! It’s still moving! He’s

alive under there! The kitten’s

alive!”

They stared incredulously.

The massive chunk of concrete

stirred. It rose one inch, then

another; it was pushed steadily

aside. There was no blood; no
torn flesh. The kitten stood up.

It lurched away. Abruptly its

wavering course straightened.

Mewing, the little animal
crouched.

“It can’t be,” the officer

breathed. “Alive after that—and
walking!”

“Maybe that concrete had a
hollow underneath—no that’s

not possible; look at the slab.

Pounds of concrete on its back,

and no blood, no—” He broke
off, wild-eyed. The kitten spoke.

From deep in its interior came
a tiny, resonant voice—the

words of Mason himself. They
listened in unbelief.

“Kramer!” it cried exultantly.

“The theory was right after all.

We just miscalculated the field

correction factor. It should be
pi to gamma of xi, rather

than—” The kitten whirred soft-

ly, and after a moment meowed
—a plaintive, musical note, in-

finitely appealing. Once more the

animal crouched, silent and
tense.

“Commander,” Mason gritted,

appalled. “It’s a robot—

a

damned enemy robot—and its

got our secret data recorded in-

side!”

“We’ll see about that!" the
officer snapped, leaping towards
the motionless kitten. Instantly

the tiny robot awoke to savage
life, bounding insanely about the

lab. Snarling, it clawed first at

the door, then at the plastic win-
dows.

“Look out—it mustn’t get

away!” Mason roared. “Ah, I’ve

got it.” Then he yelped in pain,

staring horrified at his torn,

bloody hands. “I couldn’t hold

it,” he moaned. “Don’t touch it

—the damned thing’s using full

power now! You’ll be clawed to

ribbons.”

“You’re right!” The officer

snatched a heavy wrench from
a table, and coolly measured his

swing. There was a crash as
steel shattered concrete, but the

robot shot by unharmed. Human
muscles were no match for its

incredible speed. It returned to

a window, clawing frantically at

the glowing plastic. Great shreds
tore free under savage talon

strokes.

“The guard!” Mason cried,

leaping towards the door.

“No! Don’t open it. If we let

it out, there’ll be no stopping
it.”

“But there’s no alarm in the

lab itself. We never thought—

”

“We were wrong,” the com-
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mander rasped. “Can’t those

fool sentries tell something is

the matter?”
“No, not with one-way win-

dows and all this soundproofing.

It’s up to us. Keep it away from
the windows with that wrench

;

he won’t tangle with it.” Mew-
ing, the robot retreated from the

heavy tool. “That’s the idea.

Now, give me your jacket

—

quick, man!”
The commander blinked. Then,

with a giunt of approval, he
slipped otf the ribboned blou.se.

Mason snatched it, and as the

kitten raced by, opened it wide
to bar the path. In an effortless,

soaring leap, the robot sailed

over Mason’s head, one taloned

paw ripping his scalp. Growling
and spitting, the kitten flashed

from floor to bench to generator,

where it crouched, eyes glaring,

fur on end.

“It’s just too damned fast,”

the officer groaned.

“Once more,” Mason snapped.

“Go after him with the wrench
again. I doubt if he’s vulnerable,

really, but they made him not to

take chances.”

The commander warily ap-

pi’oached the generator, bludgeon
ready. For a moment the kitten

held its ground, then with a

spiteful snarl resumed its wild

round.

Mason wiped blood fz'om his

eyes, only to smear more from
his injured hands. He held the

tunic deliberately low as a feint,

sweeping it up even before the

kitten leaped. The anticipation

trick worked. “You’ve got him!”

the commander yelled, as Mason
staggered under the impact.

“Hold on!”
Breathing heavily. Mason

kneeled on the writhing bundle,

adding fold after fold. They
heard muffled mewing ;

cloth

ripped.

“My dress blouse,” the officer

complained ludicrously. “Give

me a clear swing. Ah!” He
brought the wrench down once,

twice—smashing blows delivered

with all his power. The cloth still

heaved. “Like hitting steel

springs,” he panted. “It’s tear-

ing out.”

“Hold on just for a second,”

Mason urged, leaping to the

generator. Sighting hastily, be

turned the dial, and the officer

felt his own weight become un-

bearable. At Mason’s gesture, he

released his grip on the blouse,

and gasping with the effort,

crawled free of the squirming
bundle. Immediately Mason gave
the dial another twist. The
movements were very small with
the increased mass.

“It weighs half a ton now,”

Mason said grimly. “That’ll keep

the thing quiet.” He paused.

“Better not take any chances.

Once more he turned the dial,

and there were splintering

sounds under the cloth. “Damn-
ation!” he muttered. “Watch the

thing while I lower the pow'er.”

Gradually he cut down the

number of g’s, and it was soon

apparent that the robot was
smashed. When they removed
the ripped tunic, the kitten lay
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there quietly, its mechanisms
shattered. They stared in won-
der at the tiny cameras that had
lain behind the kitten’s guileless

green eyes, together with the
solar batteries which had sup-
plied its energy. There were
minute recorders with their

hair-thin silvery wires on micro-
scopic reels

;
and dozens of Du-

val motors that had driven
those superb muscle-springs.

Mason looked up to meet the
commander’s dazed glance.

“Talk about robots, the offi-

cer said. “This is a Sino-Soviet
job, and a humdinger. We’ve
done a little along this line.

but—” He shook an admiring
head. “What do you think of ro-

bots now?’’

“It’s a beauty, all right, but
they missed one thing. If it had
played dead, after the concrete

fell, we’d have buried it, I sup-

pose. Then it could have dug its

way out, and easily escaped at

night—with all our data. But
their robot didn’t know enough
—couldn’t possibly. A living

thing dies because it must; but

how can a robot know that a kit-

ten simply cannot survive with
ten pounds of concrete on its

back?”
THE END

COMING NEXT MONTH
A spgce-sweeping novel by Harlan Ellison, Sound of fhe

Scythe, headlines the Oc-
tober issue of AMAZING.

It combines a swift-moving

story of search and revenge

with some startling innova-

tions of writing technique.

Backing it up are a solid

payload of short stories, top-

ped by Les Collins' Triple

Time Try, a new approach to

the paradoxes of time travel.

Be sure to get the Octo-

ber Amazing, on sale at

your newsstand Septem-
ber 8. Reserve a copy at

your newsdealer now.
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THE GREAT
POTLATCH HIOTS

By ALLEN KIM LANG

Oh,, leave if to the bureaucrats and

they'll figure out new ways to make
you buy more and more But

there was only one way the poor

consumer could rise up in his wrath.

I
’VE sweated for months over

the plans for this campaign,”
Captain Wesley Winfree told the

Major. “Just nod, sir; that’s all

I ask; and I’ll throw my forces

into the field.”

“I admire your audacity, Win-
free,” Major Stanley Dampfer
said, “but don’t you think we’d
be wise to consolidate our cur-

rent positions before launching a

fresh offensive?”

Captain Winfree, straight

in his scarlet-trimmed winter
greens, tapped the toe of one
boot with his swagger-stick.

“With all respect, sir,” he said,

“I feel that if we do no more
than hold the line, we’re lending

moral comfort to the foes of

prosperity. Attack! That’s my
battle-plan, sir. Attack! And at-

tack again!”
Major Dampfer, seated behind

Winfree’s desk, stretched out his

legs and sighed. “You younger
officers, men who’ve never in

your lives tasted defeat, are an
inspiration and a trial to us old

field-graders,” he said. “Cap-
tain, a project that failed could

set your District back fifteen

years.”

“I realize that, sir,” Winfree
said. “I’m placing my career in

the balance. If I attempt this,

and goof, ship me to the stix.

Major. I’d rather spend the rest

of my BSG years as a corporal,

a simple Potlatch Observer in a

downstate village, than never to

have embarked on this cam-
paign.”

“Young Napoleon must have
been very like you, Winfree,”
Major Dampfer mused. “Very
well, lad. Brief me.”

“Yes, sir!” Captain Winfree
marched over to the giant cal-

endar that covered one wall of
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his office and tapped his stick

against the three dates circled in

red. “We’ve established this tri-

angle of strong-points,’’ he said.

“We control the second Sunday
in May and the third Sunday in

June in addition to our first and
most vital holding, the twenty-
fifth of December. I regard these
three victories, sir, as only
beachheads, only the softening-
up phases of a still greater cam-
paign. We must press on toward
Total Prosperity.’’

“How, Winfree?’’ Major
Dampfer asked.

“By adding three hundred and
sixty-two days a year to our lau-

rels, sir,” Winfree said, sweep-
ing his swagger-stick across the
face of the calendar. “My plan
is to make every consumer’s
birthday a Gratuity Day for each
of his Nearest-and-Dearest.”

Major Dampfer sat up
straight. “Captain,” he said soft-

ly, “this is Thinking Big. This
could lend billions a year to the
Gross National Product. It could

mean a major break-through on
the Prosperity front. Are you
really proposing that each con-

sumer be required to give birth-

day presents to the same people,

and on the same scale, as he now
gives Xmas Gratuities?”

“Precisely, sir,” Captain Win-
free said. “My staff has in the

files the birthdate of every con-

sumer in the District. Enforce-
ment of the new quotas I pro-

pose will be no more difficult

than the old: the same scale of

fines for non-compliance, the

same terms of imprisonment for

repeated offenses will be impos-
ed. The dates-of-destruction to

be marked on Birthday Gratui-
ties will be set as the next Pot-
latch Day, plus one year. Mer-
chandise will be marked with the

year-date precisely as is now
done for Xmas, Dad’s Day, and
Mom’s Day gifts. Birthday-cards
will be addressed and sent from
this office, just like Xmas cards.”

Major Dampfer stood and
drew on his uniform gauntlets.

“May I assume that you’ve cov-

ered the field public-relations-

wise?” he asked.

“Yes, sir,” Captain Winfree
said. “I’ve composed a slogan for

this year’s drive in my District

:

‘Make the Maji Come the Year
’Round—Birthday Gratuities for

All!’
”

“It sings, Winfree,” Major
Dampfer said. “I like it. Captain,

you have my nod. Carry on with
this program. If you win the bat-

tle for this District, I’ll get you a
desk in Washington and Divi-

sional Command; you’ll help us
tailor your plan to fit the entire

nation.”

“Thank you, sir,” Winfree
said, grinning. “I won’t disap-

point you.”

“You’d best not,” the Major
said. He paused by the office

door. “Captain Winfree, the

word is on the grapevine that

you’re planning to marry one of

the corporals in your office. That
right?”

“Yes, sir,” Winfree said.

“Peggy and I have set the wed-
ding for twenty-three December,
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the day before Potlatch. We’d be
delighted should your duties al-

low you to attend, Major.”
‘‘I’ll be there,” Major Dampfer

promised. “And as a little gift

from the Bureau of Seasonal
Gratuities, Winfree, I order you
to move out on your new cam-
paign that same day: twenty-
three December.” He raised a
gauntleted hand. “No, Captain!
Don’t protest that you’ll be need-
ed here. Your work is strategy,
not tactics. Your plans can be
implemented by your staff while
you’re off on your honeymoon.”
“Whatever you say, sir,” Win-

free said.

“I’d be further gratified,” the

Major continued, “if you’d hold

the ceremony right here in your
Headquarters Building. We of

the BSG must establish some
traditions, Winfree ; the other
Services have a century-and-a-

half’s lead on us in that field. So,

if the lovely corporal approves,

we’ll make yours a proper mili-

tary wedding.”

“All this is very good of you,

sir,” Captain Winfree said. “I’m
certain Peggy will be pleased.”

“Good!” Major Dampfer said.

“I’ll handle all the details. Win-
free, you’ve got the quality we
used to know as Old-Fashioned
Intestinal Fortitude, back in the

day when a spade was called a

spade and no apologies about it.

We need more men like you in

the Bureau.” He snapped a sa-

lute. “Carry on. Captain; and
Happy Potlatch!”

“A Very Happy Potlatch to

you, sir!” Winfree said, tossing

back the salute. “And a Merry
Xmas !”

Captain Winfree v/alked to the

big window in the outer office to

watch Major Dampfer driven off

in his sergeant-chauffeured, scar-

let-and-green BSG Rolls limou-

sine. Then he about-faced with-

out warning to glare at his little

command, the
,
eight non-coms,

the twenty-seven Other Ranks,

the four young lieutenants. They
all sat silent, watching him as

though waiting for confirmation

of an unpleasant rumor. Not a

file-cabinet stood open, not a

typewriter was moving. “Listen,

you people,” Winfree growled,

pointing his swagger-stick like a

weapon, not sparing even Cor-

poral Peggy MacHenery his an-

ger; “We’ve got a Potlatch Day
coming up, the biggest ever.

Now get on the ball, dammit! I

don’t want to see one of you
stopping for breath again till

Xmas Day.” The lieutenants and
sergeants flushed ; the girl pri-

vates jumped their fingers onto
typewriter keys. “Corporal Mac-
Henery,” Winfree said, “bring
your notepad to my office.”

Peggy MacHenery, Corporal,

Bureau of Seasonal Gratuities,

followed her commanding officer

and husband-designate into his

office. “Close the door. Corporal,”

Winfree said. Peggy did so, and
took her chair next to his desk,

the pad open on her knee and
her fountain pen at the ready.

“No dictation,” Captain Winfree
said. “Please forgive me for tak-

ing valuable official time for a
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personal matter, Corporal ; espe-

cially after that little display of

tyranny I just put on out there.

Peggy, Major Dampfer has or-

dered us to hold our wedding
here at District Headquarters.
He’ll bring in a transport loaded

with BSG brass, fly in a band to

give us a send-off with pibrochs

and marches and double-flams;

and he’ll probably set up an arch
of sabers for us to parade
through. Do you mind all this

very much, Peggy?”

She snapped her notepad shut.

“Daddy will be furious,” she

said.

“Your dad is already so work-
ed up about your marrying me,
a BSG-man, that a little extra

anger won’t even show,” Winfree
said. “I’m convinced that he’s

teaching me fencing only in

hopes I’ll have a fatal accident.”

“Nonsense!” Peggy said. She
tossed her notebook on the desk

and stood to take Winfree’s hand.

“Don’t make Daddy out a mon-
ster, Wes. About the other thing,

the military wedding, I don’t

care. I’d marry you in a beer-

barrel, if you wanted it that

way.”
Captain Winfree took the

girl’s free hand. “Peggy,” he

said, “you’re the greatest! Now
the good news. Major Dampfer
has approved my plans for insti-

tuting Birthday Gratuity Quotas
in this District. Aren’t you glad

for me?”
“Glad?” Peggy demanded,

pulling away. “Wes, do you think

the consumers of this District
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will put up with another invasion
of their j)ocketbooks, let alone

their private sentiments?”

“Peggy, if you’re going to

gripe every time the Bureau
raises the quotas a notch,” Win-
free said, “you don’t belong in

that uniform you’re wearing.”

“Want me to take it off?”

Peggy challenged, reaching for

the top button of her blouse.

“No, dammit!” Winfree said.

“But if you’re going to discuss

the propriety of every decision I

make, please have the grace to

wait till we’re outside District

Headquarters to do it.”

“Yes, sir; thank you, sir,”

Peggy said. She saluted. “Is

there anything more you want to

chew me out about, sir?”

Winfree saluted back, then
growled at himself for the reflex.

“Woman,” he said, “once we’re

married I want to see your re-

quest for discharge lying here on
my desk. How the devil can an
officer run an organization when
one of the enlisted personnel, the

corporal he’s in love with, per-

sists in subordination?”

“I can’t quit,” Peggy said.

“We’ll need my salary, Wes, if

only to pay off our BSG quotas.

What with buying Xmas pres-

ents, gifts for Mom’s Day and
Pop’s Day, and sending Birthday
Gratuities to every naipe on our

combined Nearest-and-Dearest

lists, we’ll be living on rice and
soybeans till you make Light

Colonel. Quit? Wes, if you expect

to eat regular after we’re mar-
ried, you’d best put me in for

sergeant’s stripes.”
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“Please, Peggy,” Winfree ask-

ed. “We’ll discuss this all to-

night, off duty, if I survive your
father’s swordplay. For now,
please let letters out to all Dis-

trict wholesalers, telling them of

the Birthday Quotas and the new
dating procedures. Have one of

the lieutenants open the secret

files for you—it’s all under ‘Op-

eration Nativity.’ You can get at

it right away.”

“Very well. Captain, sir,”

Peggy said. “Happy Potlatch,

sir.” She about-faced and march-
ed out, banging the office door

behind her.

“Happy Potlatch be damned!”
Captain Winfree said, flinging

his swagger-stick toward the

calendar.

The MacHenery home was all

gables and pinnacles and spooled

porch-pillars, very like an enor-

mous wedding-cake, every hori-

zontal surface now frosted with

a thin layer of snow. Captain

Winfree tugged off his gauntlets,

rang the bell, and stood straight-

en than usual to withstand the

hostile inspection of Kevin Mac-
Henery, Peggy’s father.

Mr. MacHenery opened the

door. Captain Winfree, although

retaining his smile of greeting,

groaned inwardly. MacHenery
was wearing his canvas fencing

outfit, flat-soled shoes, and car-

ried a foil in one hand. “My you
are a gorgeous sight, all Kelly-

green and scarlet piping, like a

tropical bird that’s somehow
strayed into the snowfields,”

MacHenery said. “Do come in,
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Captain, and warm your feath-

ers.”

“Thank you, sir,” Winfree
said, brushing the snow from his

cap. He peeled off his overcoat

and hung it on the hall tree,

sticking his swagger-stick in one
of its pockets. “Peggy busy?” he

asked, hoping that her appear-

ance would preclude his being
given another ‘unsolicited fenc-

ing-lesson.

“After having spent two hours
in the bathroom with a curry-

comb and a bottle of wave-set,”

MacHenery said, “my daughter

has Anally got down to work in

the kitchen. We have time for an
engagement at steel in the par-

lor, if you’d care to refine your
style. Captain.”

“Just as you say, sir,” Win-
free said.

“Your politeness offends me,

Wes,” Kevin MacHenery com-
plained, handing him a foil and a

wire-mesh mask. “Slip off your
shoes. It’s a terrible burden you
are laying on the shoulders of an

aging man, being so well-spoken

when he likes nothing more than

an argument. Now assume the

on guard position, Wesley.”

Winfree obediently placed his

feet at right angles, raised his

foil, and “sat down,” assuming
the bent-leg position and feeling

his leg-muscles, still sore from
his last session with MacHenery,
begin to complain. “You’re hold-

ing your foil like a flyswatter,”

MacHenery said. “Here, like

this!”

“None of that. Daddy,” Peggy
said, appearing from the kitchen.
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“I’ll not have you two sitting

down to eat all sweaty and out of

breath, like last time Wes was
over here.”

“She treats me like a back-

ward child,” MacHenery said. He
took a bottle from a shelf and
poured generous dollops of

Scotch into two glasses, one of

which he handed to Winfree.
“Inasmuch as I disapprove of the

coming season,” he said, “I’ll

offer you no toast. Captain.”

“You don’t care even for

Xmas?” Winfree asked in a tone

of mild reproach.

“Ex-mas ?” MacHenery de-

manded. “What the devil is this

nor-fish-nor-fowl thing you call

Ex-mas ? Some new festival, per-

haps, celebrated by carillons of

cash-register chimes?”

“Christmas, if you prefer,

sir,” Winfree said. “We in the

Bureau of Seasonal Gratuities

get used to using the other name.
We use the word so much in

writing that cutting it from nine

letters to four saves some thirty

thousand dollars annually, in this

District alone.”

“That’s grand,” MacHenery
said. He sat down with his whis-

key. “Simply grand.”

“We could drink to a Happy
Potlatch,” Captain Winfree sug-

gested.

“I’d sooner toast my immi-

nent death by tetanus,” MacHen-
ery said.

“I’d like to taste this stuff,”

Winfree said. “Let’s compromise.

Can we drink to Peggy?”
“Accepted,” MacHenery said,

raising his glass. “To my Peggy
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—our Peggy.” He gave the whis-
key the concentration it deserv-
ed. Then, “You know, Wesley,”
he said, “if you weren’t in the
BSG I could like you real well.

I’d rejoice at your becoming my
son-in-law. Too bad that you
wear the enemy uniform.”

“The BSG is hardly an en-

emy,” Winfree said. “It’s been
an American institution for a
long time. This is excellent whis-
key.”

“We’ll test a second sample, to

see whether its quality stands up
through the bottle,” MacHenery
suggested. “For all we know,
they may be putting the best on
top.” He poured them each an-
other. “Yes, Wesley, the Bureau
of Seasonal Gratuities has been
with the American consumer
quite a while. Twenty years it’ll

be, come next Potlatch Day. You
were brought up in the foul tra-

dition, Wes. You don’t know
what our country was like in the

good old days, when Christmas
was spelled with a C instead of
an X.”

“I know that a paltry twenty
billion dollars a year were spent
on Xmas—sorry, sir—on Christ-

mas Gratuities, back before my
Bureau came on the scene to

triple that figure, to bring us all

greater prosperity.”

“Your Bureau brought us the

stink of burning,” MacHenery
said. “It brought us the Potlatch

Pyres.”

“Yes, Potlatch!” Captain Win-
free said. “Potlatch Pyres
and Potlatch Day— childhood’s
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brightest memory. Ah, those

smells from the fire ! The incense

of seared varnish ; the piny

smoke from building-blocks toss-

ed into the flames ; the thick wool

stinks of dated shirts and cow-

boy-suits, gasoline-soaked and
tossed into the Potlatch Pyre. My
little brother, padded fat in his

snowsuit, toddling up to the fire

to toss in his dated sled, then

scampering back from the sparks

while Mom and Dad smiled at

him from the porch, cuddling hot

cups of holiday ponchero in their

hands.”

“Seduction of the innocents,”

MacHenery said. “Training the

babes to be wastrels.”

“We loved it,” Winfree insist-

ed. “True, the little girls might
cry as they handed a dated doll

to the BSG-man; while he pre-

pared it for suttee with a wash
of gasoline and set it into the

fire
;
but little girls, as I suppose

you know, relish occasions for

weeping. They cheered up

mighty quick, believe me, when
the thermite grenades were set

off, filling the night air with the

electric smell of molten metal,

burning dated clocks and desk-

lamps, radios and humidors,

shoes and ships and carving-sets

;

burning them down to smoke and
golden-glowing puddles under

the ashes of the Potlatch Pyre.

Then the fireworks, Mr. Mac-
Henery. The fireworks ! The
BSG-man touching a flaming

torch to the fuses of the mor-
tars; a sizzle and a burst; the

Japanese star-shells splitting the

sky, splashing across the night’s
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ceiling, scattering from their

pods, blossoming into Queen
Anne’s Lace in a dozen colors of

fire.”

“Fire and destruction,” Mac-
Henery said. “There’s your holi-

day for children—fire and de-

struction !”

“You missed it, sir,” Winfree
said. “You don’t understand.

Potlatch is a wohderful day for

children, a glorious introduction

to the science of economics. The
boys light Roman candles, shoot-

ing crimson and orchid and
brass-flamed astonishers into the

clouds. A soft fog of snow makes
fuzzy smears of the pinwheels, of

the children racing, sparklers in

both hands, across the frozen

lawn. Dad lights the strings of

cannon-crackers— at our house

they used to dangle from a wire

strung across the porch, like

clusters of giant phlox—and they

convulse into life, jumping and
banging and scattering their red

skins onto the snow, filling the

air with the spice of gunpowder.

“The high-school kids come
home from their Potlatch Par-

ties . .

.”

“Wreckage and mayhem,”
MacHenery grunted. “We used

to throw the same kind of parties

when I was a tad, but they were
against the law, back then. We
called ’em chicken-runs.”

“But nowadays, sir, those Pot-

latch Parties contribute to the

general prosperity,” Winfree ex-

plained. “Used-car lots used to

border all the downtown streets,

anchors on progress. Now those
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dated cars are smashed, and used
for scrap. The high-school driv-

ers work off their aggressions
ramming them together. And
there’s no mayhem, Mr. Mac-
Henery; the BSG-man assigned
to Potlatch Parties strap the

kids in safe and make sure their

crash-helmets fit tighl. It’s all

clean fun.”

“Morally,” MacHenery said,

“Potlatch Parties are still chick-

en-runs.”

Peggy came back, as sleek and
crisp as though cooking were an
expensive sort of beauty treat-

ment. “Supper will be ready in

five minutes,” she said. “If you
tigers will wash up . .

.”

“We’ll drink up, first,” her

father said. “This man of yours

has been feeding me BSG propa-

ganda. I’m not sure I have any
appetite left.”

“What started you hating the

Bureau of Seasonal Gratuities,

Mr. MacHenery?” Winfree said.

MacHenery poured them each

a drink. “You ever read Sueto-

nius, Wes?” he asked.

“No, sir.”

“Yours is a generation of

monoglots,” MacHenery sighed.

“It figures, though. There’s no

profit in having today’s youth

read the clinical record of an-

otjier civilization that died of

self-indulgence, that went roist-

ering to its doom in a carnival

of bloat.”

“Doom?” Winfree asked.

“Doom richly deserved,” Mac-
Henery said. “Old Suetonius de-

scribes, for example, an instru-

ment that accompanied dinner-
parties during the reigns of the
last few Caesars. It was a device
that accomplished, two thousand
years ago, the function of our
proud Bureau of Seasonal Gratu-
ities. A feather, my boy. A sim-
ple goose-quill.”

“I don’t understand,” Winfree
said.

“I’d be hurt if you did. Cap-
tain,” MacHenery said. “I’ve set

my mind on explaining the point.

Now you see, Wes, the late Cae-
sars were pretty good consumers
of everything but petroleum, we
having that edge on them. They
spread a mighty fine table. A
gourmet would bring to Rome
caviar from the Caucasus,
peaches from Majorca, and, for

all I know, kippers from Britain.

Picture it, Wesley : cherries

served in golden bowls, heaped
on the snow trotted down from
mountain-tops by marathons of

slaves. A dish called The Shield

of Minerva was one of their

greatest delights; this being an
Irish stew compounded of lam-

prey-milt, pike-livers, flamingo-

tongues, and the tiny, tasty

brains of pheasants and pea-

cocks; eaten while viewing the

floor-show of strip-teasing Cir-

cassian girls or—Galba’s inven-

tion, this—elephants walking
tight-rope. Grand, Wes. No meals

like that at the supermarket ; no

shows like that even on the tele-

vision.”

“But the feather?” Winfree
prompted.

“Ah, yes,” MacHenery said.

“The moment our noble Roman
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had eaten his fill he’d pick up the

feather next to his plate and, ex-

cusing himself, adjourn to the

adjoining vomitarium. A fev/

tickles of the palate, and his first

meal would be only a lovely mem-
ory. He’d saunter back to his

bench by the table again, ready

to set to with another helping

of Minerva’s Shield.”

“Disgusting,” Winfree said.

“Yes, indeed,” MacHenery
agreed, smiling and fitting his

fingertips together. “Now attend

my simile. Captain. Unlike those

feathered Romans of the De-

cadence, we moderns settle for

one meal at a sitting, and let it

digest in peace. We have instead

our more sophisticated greeds,

whetted by subtle persuasions

and an assurance that it’s really

quite moral to ransom our future

for today’s gimmicks.’’

“Prosperity requires the coop-

eration of every citizen,” Cap-

tain Winfree said,' quoting an

early slogan of the BSG.
“Your artificial prosperity re-

quires us, the moment we’re

sated with chrome chariots and

miracle-fiber dressing-gowns and
electronic magics, the minute our

children have toys enough to last

them through the age of fran-

chise, to take in hand the feather

forced upon us by regulation of

the Bureau of Seasonal Gratui-

ties and visit the parish Potlatch

Pyre, our modern vomitarium, to

spew up last year’s dainties to

make belly-i’oom for a new lot,”

MacHenery said.

“Daddy!” Peggy MacHenery
protested from the living-room

doorway. “What sort of table-

talk is that?”
“Truth is the sweetest sauce,

Peggy,” MacHenery said, get-

ting up from his chair. “What
delights have you cooked up for

us, child?”

“Your favorite dish. Daddy,”
Peggy said, grinning at him.
“Peacock brains on toast.”

The next two weeks were too

busy for Captain Winfree to

partner Kevin MacHenery on the

fencing-mat. He was double-

busy, in fact; planning the big-

gest Potlatch Day in twenty
years at the same time he started

the wheels of his project to make
birthdays Gratuity Days for

every consumer in his District.

The girls, assisted by two of

the male sergeants, had decorat-

ed the District Headquarters till

it glittered like a child’s dream
of the North Pole. Against one
wall they’d placed the Xmas tree,

its branches bearing dozens of

dancing elves, Japanese swords-
men, marching squads of BSG-
recruits, prancing circus-ponies

;

all watch-work figures busy with
movement, flashing with micro-

scopic lights, humming little

melodies that matched their mo-
tions. A giant replica of the

Bureau’s cap-emblem—the Fed-

eral eagle clutching between his

talons a bandarole bearing the

motto, 'Tis More Blessed to Give

Than Receive—had been mount-
ed on the center wall, the place of

honor. Beneath the eagle stood a

bandstand draped in bunting,

ready to accommodate the Bu-
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reau of Seasonal Gratuities

Brass-Band-and-Glee-Club, the

members of which were to fly in

from Washington to grace the

bridal day with epithalamiums

and martial song.

The big work, the eight-hours-

a-day and after-supper-overtime

work, was the preparation for

Potlatch Day, the festival that

meant to the BSG what April

Fifteenth means to the Internal

Revenue Service. Cases of fire-

works piled up in the brick ware-
house next door to Headquarters.

Sawdust-packed thermite gre-

nades were stacked right up to

the perforated pipes of the sprin-

kler system. No Smoking sign

blossomed a hundred yards on

every side. The blacklists, nam-
ing consumers who’d withheld

dated gifts from the Potlatch

Pyres of earlier years, were

brought up to date and distrib-

uted to the Reserve BSG Officers

in each township of Winfree’s

District. These holdouts, it was
safe to assume, would be under

surveillance on Potlatch Day.

Cold-eyed sergeants and lieuten-

ants would make note of the

material each of them consigned

to the flames, and would cross-

check their notes with Nearest-

and-Dearest lists to make sure

that all post-dated Mom’s Day
and Dad’s Day gratuities, all of

last Xmas’s gifts, had been de-

stroyed as required by BSG or-

dinance.

Meanwhile letters piled into
Captain Winfree's office, thou-
sands of them each time the Post
Office truck stopped outside
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Headquarters. Several of these
were penned in a brownish stuff

purported to be their authors’
lifeblood

;
and all voiced indigna-

tion against Schedule 121B,
Table 12, which set minimum
levels of cost for the birthday
gratuities they’d have to give
each of the fifteen persons on
their Nearest-and-Dearest lists.

Hundreds of protests were print-

ed in the vox populi columns of

District newspapers, recommend-
ing every printable form of vio-

lence against agents of the Bu-
reau. BSG practice was to regard
with benign eye public outcry of

this sort. No consumer in Win-
free’s District, immersed as he
was in the debate over Birthday
Gratuity Minima, could possibly

plead ignorance should he be ap-
prehended in violation of these
new regulations.

Finally, it was two days be-

fore Xmas, Potlatch Day Minus
One. Phone-calls had rippled out
from District Headquarters, call-

ing all BSG Reservists to the

colors, assigning them to Pot-

latch Duty in the townships or

patrol in the city; telling each
officer and non-com where and
when to submit his requisition

for pyrotechnical devices, gaso-

line, thermite bombs, and pads of

BSG Form No. 217-C, “Incident

of Consumer Non-Compliance.”

And the day was even more than
this. It was the day Captain

Wesley Winfree was to wed Cor-

poral Margaret MacHenery in

the sight of God, man, and the

glitteringest crowd of BSG brass
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ever assembled outside Washing-
ton.

By noon the typewriters in

Headquarters were covered and
shoved with their desks behind
folding screens hung with pine-
boughs. Every wheel in the Dis-

trict motorpool was on the high-
way from the airport, shuttling

in the wedding-party. The bride,

closeted in an anteroom with a

gaggle of envious bachelor-girls,

was dressing herself in winter
greens, her chevrons brilliant

against her sleeves. Peggy had
pinned a tiny poinsetta to her
lapel

;
strictly against Regula-

tions
;
but who’d have the heart

to reprimand so lovely a bride?

The minister who was to per-

form the wedding, a young cap-

tain-chaplain of BSG, paced

amongst the hidden desks, mem-
orizing the greetings he’d com-
posed to precede the formal
words of wedding. The guests

came laughing through a corri-

dor of potted pines into the Dis-

trict Headquarters, where they

were greeted by the BSG Band-
and-Glee-Club’s rendition of the

Bureau’s official anthem, “I’m
Dreaming of a White Potlatch.”

As though it had been arranged
by Washington, snow had indeed

begun to fall ; and the tiers of

overcoats racked in the outer

hall were beaded with melted

flakes.

The groom, wearing his dress

greens — the winter uniform
worn with white shirt and a

scarlet bow-tie—^was still trap-

ped behind his desk, hardly con-

scious of the joyful noises from
beyond the door. “They haven’t
shown?” he bellowed into the
telephone. “Don’t fret your head
about it. Sergeant. Those Re-
servists will damned well be on
duty tomorrow morning or we’ll

have their cans in a courtroom
before dark.” Slam! An anxious
girl Pfc tiptoed in. "Sir, a con-
sumer’s delegation wishes to
speak with you about the new
Birthday Quotas.”

“Tell them they’re stuck with
it,” Winfree snapped. “Hand
these around that delegation.

Soldier,” he said, shoving a stack
of Schedules 1219B across his
desk toward the girl. “Tell that
bunch of complainers I’ll keep
this District’s economy healthy
if I have to jail every consumer
in it.”

The phone rang again. “It’s

me, Wes, Peggy.”

“Darling, I’m busy,” Winfree
said.

“Didn’t you write our wed-
ding-date on your appointment
list?” she asked. “It’ll only take
a quarter-hour.”

“Don’t marry anyone else,”

Winfree said. “I’ll be right out.”

He hung up the phone and stood
at the mirror in his closet to

check his uniform. Then he pick-

ed up his silver-trimmed dress
swagger-stick and marched out
into the main office to meet the
chaplain, and his wife.

Major Stanley Dampfer, glori-

ous in his dress greens, a Sam
Bowie belt equating his belly and
supporting the side-arm bolster-

ed by one big hip, slapped Win-
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free on the back as he entered

the hall. “At ease!" the Major
shouted, then glanced contritely

toward the two BSG colonels

who’d been talking the loudest.

“Gentlemen, ladies: I want to

present the founder of this feast,

the brightest star in the Bu-
reau’s firmament, the young
genius of Birthday Gratuity

Quotas. I refer, of course, to

Captain Wesley Winfi-ee!"

[Applause, shouts, a few rib-

ald remarks from the officers

nearest the bar]

“I just want to tell you all,”

the Major went on, his arm
heavy across Winfree’s unwilling

shoulders, “before I relinquish

this fine young officer to his new
commander, a corporal . .

.”

[Laughter]
“.

. . that here’s a man who’s
going places. Look well at Cap-
tain Winfree’s face, friends. You
will see it yet on the cover of

Time, above a pair of stars.”

[Applause]

The Major freed Captain Win-
free, the guests settled down into

their folding-chairs, and the

chaplain opened his BSG Book
of Authorized Ceremonies. He
and the affianced couple stood

alone together in a moment of

silence. He opened the service.

“Dearly beloved, we are gathered
together here . . .

“.
. . Margaret, wilt thou have

this Man to thy wedded husband
... so long as ye both shall live ?

... by virtue of the authority
vested in me by the Corps of
Chaplains, Bureau of Seasonal

Gratuities, I pronounce that you
are Man and Wife. Amen, and
Congratulations 1”

The first wedded kiss, and the
stag-line demanding its similar
perquisite. Kevin MacHenery
seized his son-in-law’s right
hand. “I wish you both fifty

happy years, Wes,” he said. “I

hope you’ll see the light soon,

and spend most of those years in

decent mufti.” Major Dampfer
shouldered Mr. MacHenery aside

to tug Winfree and his new wife
toward the mountain of gifts,

covered like a giant’s corpse
with a sheet, standing by the

base of the Xmas tree. The
Major triumphantly pulled a rip-

cord, and the sheet dropped
away. Beneath it were dozens of

boxes and bundles and bottles,

wrapped in scarlet and green
and silver and gold. “Open
them!” some guest prompted
from the end of the hall.

“Why open them?” Corporal
Mrs. Peggy Winfree asked.

“Anyone got a match? We’ll have
our Potlatch Pyre right here and
now, burn them right off instead

of waiting a year.”

“The lady jests,” Major Damp-
fer assumed. “Wedding-gifts,

Corporal, aren’t subject to Pot-

latching.”

“Goody,” Peggy said.

“I’ll have some of the enlisted

guests carry these gratuities out
to your car,” the Major said.

“You can unwrap them during
your honeymoon.” He chuckled.

Towing his bride with his left

hand, accepting handshakes with
his right. Captain Winfree shoul-
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dered his way through the mob
of brass and chevrons to the

door. His car, adorned with a
Just Married sign that complete-
ly obscured the rear window,
trailing strings of shoes and
empty milk-tins, stood at the end
of a corridor formed by two face-

to-face ranks of BSG Officer-

Candidates. The OCS-men wore
dress greens and Academy hel-

mets, and about the waist of

each hung a saber. Consumers
stood gray and inconspicuous be-

hind the two rows of uniformed
men, silent, unsmiling, like on-

lookers at an accident. Captain
Winfree looked over this civilian

crowd. Each person wore, pinned
to a lapel, perched in a hatbrim,

or worn like a corsage, a small

white feather. “We’d best hurry,
Peggy,” he said, urging her to-

ward the gantlet.

The Officer-Candidates, on a

signal from Major Dampfer,
snicked their ceremonial sabers

from their scabbards and pre-

sented them, blade-tip to blade-

tip, as an archway. The BSG
Band - and - Glee Club, playing

and singing, “Potlatch Is Cornin’

to Town,” stood in the door-

way. Captain Winfree, clasping

Peggy’s gloved hand tightly, led

her through the saber-roofed

aisleway as rapidly as he could.

“What’s the rush, Wes?” she
asked. “We’ll get married only
once, and I’d like to see the cere-

mony well enough to be able to

describe it to our eventual chil-

dren, when they ask me what it

was like.”

Winfree opened the door of
their car. “We’d better get out of
here,” he said. “I smell a riot

brewing
; and I don’t want you to

have to describe that to our chil-

dren.”

Peggy scooted into the car just
as the District Headquarters
building burped out a giant bub-
ble of smoke. An arm reached
out to Winfree’s lapel and tugged
him back from the car. “You’re
going nowhere, buddy,” a civil-

ian growled at him. The man,
Winfree saw, was wearing the
ubiquitous white feather in his

lapel. As Winfree shook himself
free from the civilian, the arch
of sabers above them collapsed.

The BSG-OCS men were tossed
about in a mob of suddenly
screaming consumers, waving
their weapons as ineffectively as
brooms. Fragments were spun
off the whirl of people, bits of
BSG uniforms torn off their
wearers and tossed like confetti.

A huge pink figure, clad in one
trouser-leg and a pair of shorts,

smeared across the chest and
face with soot, dashed toward
Winfree, waving a .45 pistol.

“Stop this violence!” he scream-
ed at the consumers in his way,
leveling his pistol. “Maintain the
peace, dammit! or I’ll shoot!”

“That idiot!” Winfree said.

He slammed the door of the car
to give Peggy a little protection,

then scooped up a handful of
snow from the gutter to pound
into a ball and toss like a gre-

nade at the back of Major Damp-
fer’s neck. The Major’s boots

flew out from under him, and he
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landed belly-down in the snow,

burying his pistol’s muzzle. The
gun went off, flinging itself like

a rocket out of his hand. Winfree
snatched it up. “Blanks!” he

yelled, waving the .45. “He was
only going to shoot blanks.”

Three more civilians, wearing
the white-feather symbol on

their overcoats, advanced toward
Winfree. Together, like partners

in a ballet, they bent to build

snowballs, then stood and let fly.

Winfree ducked, found one of

the dress sabers ignominiously

sheathed in snow, and drew it

out. He retreated toward the au-

tomobile, the saber raised to

protect Peggy. “Stand back,” he

shouted. “I don’t want to bloody-

up this clean snow.”

Another mitrailleusade of

snowballs connected, knocking off

Winfree’s cap and sending a

shower of snow down his collar.

The Headquarters building was
burning so well that it served as

a warming bonfire to the tattered

BSG personnel. A squad of civil-

ian youngsters was chasing

Major Dampfer down the street,

pelting the huge target of his

backside with snowballs.

The BSG Band-and-Glee-Club,

covering their nakedness by pool-

ing their rags, were a musical

rabble. Kevin MacHenery, carry-

ing a saber captured from one of

the BSG-OCS-men, shouted to a

tuba-player, the bell of whose

horn had been dimpled by a

hard-cored snowball. “Play the

National Anthem,” he yelled.

The player, chilly and terrified,
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raised the mouthpiece of the

tuba to his lips and, looking fear-

fully about like the target of a

test - your - skill ball - throwing

game, puffed out the sonorous

opening notes. One by one the

other players, a flute behind an
elm tree, a trumpet hidden in the

back seat of a parked limousine,

a snow-damaged snare-drum,
joined in; gravitating towards
one another through the sudden-

ly quiet crowd. Winfree, like the

other men, civil and BSG, stood

at attention ; but as he felt

Peggy’s arm slip through his he

spoke out of the corner of his

mouth. “Get back to the car,

Peggy,” he said. “Drive like hell

out of this chivaree. I’ll meet you

at your dad’s place. Now git!”

“You think maybe I had my
fingers crossed when I promised

to have and hold you?” she ask-

ed. “You’re my man, Wes. If you

get beat up, I want my eyes

blackened to match yours.”

The anthem drew to a close

just as a new instrument, the

siren of a firetruck, joined in.

“Stop that truck!” one of the

insurgent consumers shouted.

“Don’t let ’em touch our fire.”

The mob went back into action

in two task-forces ; one dedicated

to the extirpation of the BSG-
men currently available, the

other clustered around the fire-

truck, thwarting the fire-fighters’

efforts to couple their hose to

the hydrant. One youngster,

wearing the black leather jacket

and crash-helmet of a Potlatch

Party, ran from the fireworks
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warehouse with a thermite gre-

nade. Pulling the pin, he tossed

the sputtering bomb through a
window of the burning building.

“Stop him!” the w'hite-helmeted

fire-chief shouted.

“Stop him, hell!” a consumer
replied. “Man, we got a rebellion

going. Don’t you guys try to

throw cold water on it unless

you’d like to be squirted solid ice

with your own hose.”

The fire-chief, his hands raised

in despair, turned to his col-

leagues. “Stand by, boys,” he
said. “Nothing we can do till the

cops get here to quell this

bunch.”

“Pretty, isn’t it?” one of the

firemen remarked, dropping the

canvas hose. “We never get to see

a building burn all the way.
Think of all the papers in there,

file-cabinets full of government
regulations, lists of all our birth-

days, quota-forms
; all curling up

and turning brown and reaching
the kindling point. Nice fire,

Chief.”

The fire-chief faced Headquar-
ters, a new look replacing his

anxiety. “It is kind of pretty,”

he admitted. He turned to the

consumer ringleader. “OK with
you if we throw a little water on
the fireworks warehouse?” he
asked.

“Sure,” the man said. “We
don’t want to blow' up the old

home-town ; we only want to put
the BSG out of business." His
band of consumers stepped back
from the yellow fireplug to let

the firemen hook up their hoses,
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toggle on the pressure, and begin
playing water over the blank
face of the fireworks warehouse.

Captain Winfree was buried
in hard-fisted civilians, all seem-
ingly intent on erasing him as
the most familiar symbol of the
Bureau of Seasonal Gratuities.

Winfree bobbed to the surface
of the maelstrom for a moment,
waving his saber, and shouted,
“MacHenery! Get these jokers
off my back before I’m knee-deep
in cold meat.” He thwacked an-
other of his assailants across the

pate with the flat of his blade.

MacHenery, using his saber
as a lever, pried himself a path
through the crowd. As he readi-
ed Captain Winfree, he raised
his saber. The crowd about the
two men retreated. “These folks

have suffered a lot from you.
Captain,” MacHenery said,

“Think maybe they’re due to see

a little bloodshed?”

“OK by me,” Winfree said,

panting, “if you don’t mind shed-
ding it.” He raised his saber in

salute — the only fencing-move-
ment he’d become proflcient in

—

and jumped into a crouch. Mac-
Henery closed, and the two
blades met in a clanging open-
ing. Peggy’s father, for all his

handicap of twenty years, was a

fencer; Winfree, in his maiden
effort as a sabreur, used his

weapon like a club. He allemand-
ed about MacHenery, now and
then dashing in with clumsy de-
liveries that were always met by
the older man’s blade.

Those firemen not immediately
concerned with spraying the
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warehouse wall mounted the

racks of their truck to watch
the duel. BSG-men and -women,
huddled close to the warmth of

the burning building, watched
unhappily as their champion was
forced to retreat before Mac-
Henery’s technique. “He’ll kill

him!’’ Peggy shouted. She was
restrained from trying to break
up the fight by two burly con-

sumers.

Winfree, trying a gambit he’d

seen in one of MacHenery’s
books but had never before at-

tempted, extended his saber and
flew forward toward MacHenery
in a flwhe. MacHenery caught

Winfree’s blade on his own and
tossed it aside. He brought back
his own weapon to sketch a line

down the Captain’s right cheek.

The scratch was pink for a mo-
ment, then it started to bleed

heavily. The crowd shouted en-

couragement, the BSG-troops
groaned. “Keep cool, Wes,” Mac-
Henery whispered to his oppo-

nent as they dos-a-doed back into

position. “I have to make this

look fierce or they’ll insist on

lynching you.”

“Don’t make it look too good,”

Winfree panted. “Cover your-

self—I might hurt you out of

sheer clumsiness.” His chin and

throat were covered with blood,

now ; blood enough to satisfy the

most indignant consumer. The
moment the measure was set

again, Winfree lunged, trying to

slip his blade beneath MacHen-
ery’s guard to strike his arm.

His foible met the flash of the

other man’s forte, and his blade

bounced aside like a sprung bow.
MacHenery slammed his saber

into Winfree’s, spinning the

weapon out of his hand into the

crowd. He lunged then, deliver-

ing his point against Winfree’s

chest. Peggy, released from her

captors, burst from the crowd to

throw herself against her father.

“Stop it, Daddy!” she pleaded,

“please stop!”

MacHenery raised his saber in

salute. “All right, Pocahontas,”

he said. “Take your John Smith
home and patch up that cut. It’s

no worse than what he gets shav-

ing.” He turned to the crowd, his

saber still raised in salute. “Pot-

latch is over forever!” he

shouted.

Urged by a delegation of

music-loving consumers, the tu-

bist raised his ravaged horn. The
other members of the BSG Band-
and-Glee-Club gathered round
him, all ragged, some with one

eye closed by a purple fist-mark

;

and they began, on the tubist’s

signal, “God Rest Ye Merry, Gen-

tlemen.” The District Headquar-
ters building, gutted, was glow-

ing like an abandoned fireplace.

The firemen joined the singing

as they coiled their hoses. The
Potlatch Riot was over.

Winfree led his wife to their

car. The Just Married sign was
still in place, but the car’s train

of shoes and milk-cans had been

ripped off to furnish ammunition

in the fight. “Let’s go home,

Peggy,” Winfree said. “I yearn

for a fireside and some privacy.”

Kevin MacHenery spoke from
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the back seat. “You deserve

them, Wes,” he said.

“What are you doing here?”
Peggy demanded, twisting to

face her father. “After you cut

up my Wes you should be asham-
ed to show us your face.”

“I want to apologize for that

unfortunate necessity,” MacHen-
ery said. “But if I hadn’t

scratched him, Peggy-my-heart,
the mob might have done more
radical surgery. I saw one con-

sumer with a rope, trying differ-

ent knots.”

“Apology accepted,” Winfree
said. “Now, if you don’t mind,
Mr. MacHenery, Peggy and I’d

like to be alone.”

“Of course,” MacHenery said.

“First, though, I’d like to present

you a decoration to commemo-
rate your part in this skirmish,

Wes.” He took the little white
feather from his hatbrim and
attached it to Winfree’s tattered,

blood-stained tunic.

“What’s this for?” Winfree
asked.

“For services rendered the Re-
bellion,” MacHenery said. “I’ve

often wondered why it’s only the
Tom Paines and the Jeffersons
who get honored by successful

rebels. There’s many a revolu-

tion, Wesley, that would have
failed except for the dedicated
tyranny of the men it over-

threw.”

“I don’t understand. Daddy,”
Peggy protested.

“Wes will probably explain to

you sometime how he brought
this all on himself,” MacHenery
said, opening his door to get out.

“Now I expect you two have
other things to talk about. Thank
you. Captain Winfree, for play-

ing so excellent a George the
Third to our rebellion.”

“Thank you, sir,” Winfree
said, raising his hand in salute.

“I wish you a Merry, nine-letter

Christmas.” THE END
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The young actor was great. . . .

They didn't realize just hew great

until the night of

THE
PREMIERE
By RICHARD SABIA

C
LAMPED to the contour

couch, the young girl strain-

ed against the padded steel grips

and screamed. Again she writh-

ed and screamed as she felt the

hideous touch of the monster

snatching at her. She struggled

frenziedly through the muck of

the swamp but the thing with

the blood eyes scrabbled faster

on its rotten limbs. The thing

seized her in its obscene em-
brace. Raw terror tore another

scream from her throat. Behind
her on the projector a needle

slammed into the red zone. Be-



yond the hundreds of long rows
of couches a warning light

flashed on the control console of

Mezzanine, F and its persistent

buzz snared the attention of one
of the ushers. He glanced at the

light’s location number and ran
along one of the aisles till he

came to the girl. He saw that the

projector had shut off the fea-

ture feelie and was running the

emergency tranquil strip. She
had stopped screaming but her
breathing was still agitated. He
looked around at the rows of

couches, nearly all occupied but
none of the other patrons seem-

ed more frightened than they
should be. Some of the other
ushers had halted on their

rounds and were looking quiz-

zically across at him. He shrug-

ged the question back at them,
removed the feelie permit from
its clip on the girl’s couch and
checkeQ the permitted intensity

level against the setting of the

projector. They matched. Still

puzzled, he examined the other
settings without discovering
any apparent cause for her
fright-hysteria. The tranquil

strip ended and the machine
shut itself off. The usher moved
a switch that released the pres-
sure of the electrodes against
the girl’s head and retracted

them into the headset. Her eyes
opened as he removed the ap-
paratus and folded back the
clamps.

“Feel all right, miss?” he in-

quired with a solicitous smile.

She nodded, but her eyes still

held echoes of alarm.

“Better come down to the
clinic,” he said gently, assisting

her from the couch.

She said nothing but allowed

him to lead her along. They .step-

ped into a float shaft and drifted

gently down past other floors of

the theater occupied by the

myriad rows of feelie couche.s.

When they reached what was ob-

viously an office level, the usher
gi'asped a tug bar which pulled

them into a corridor opening.

He brought her to the clinic and
left her with the doctor after ex-

plaining what had happened.

The doctor seated her along-

side his desk. “How do you feel

now?”
She smiled weakly. “AH right

Ah guess,” .she said with a .soft

drawl.

“Let’s see,” he said looking at

her feelie permit, “you are Miss,

ah, Loretta Meenan, and, well,

you are from Hammond, Lou-
isiana.” He looked up at her and
smiled. “Jlay I ask how old you
are Miss Meenan?”

“Sixteen.”

“A very charming sixteen, I

must say. Are you here with
your family?”

“Yes. Ma an’ pa are at the

convention. They let us come to

the feelies.”

“Us?”
“Mah older brother, Jason,

'

“Oh? How old is he?”
“Eighteen. But he’s big, real

man-lookin’ an’ folks who don’t

know mistake him for past

twenty.”

“What couch did he have?"
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“Next to mine on the left.”

The doctor consulted his note-

pad. “Ah, that would make it

number ah six thousand forty-

two. We’ll have one of the ush-

ers bring him down.”
“Please don’t,” she said hast-

ily. “Not ’till the feelie’s over

anyhow. He’ll have the furies

with me if he misses the endin’

on mah account.”

“All right,” the doctor agreed
amiably. “How are you enjoying

your visit to New York?”
“Ah’m havin’ a dazzlin’ time.”

“Good. Do you go to the feel-

ies at home?” The doctor saw
her tense forward from the

curve of the chair.

“Yes.”
“Enjoy them?”
“Yes.”

“Have you ever been badly

upset by horror feelies before?”

“No, sir.”

The doctor was aware of the

apprehension behind her guard-

edness. “Do you have any idea

why this one should have upset

you so?”

“No, sir, except maybe the

excitement. Ah ain’t never been
much away from home before

but once to New Orleans.”

The doctor looked at her per-

mit card again. “This isn’t a

very good likeness of you.”

“It does reflect me poorly,”

she murmured.
The doctor’s smile evaporated

from his suddenly stern face.

“Perhaps it’s because this is not

your picture and this is not your
card.”

Her face went white.

“What is your name?"
“Robina Rowe.” Her downcast

eyes were locked on her fingers

squirming in her lap.

“Who’s Loretta Meenan?”
“Mah girlfriend.”

“Why did you borrow her
card ?”

She was close to tears. “Ah
jus’ had to go to this feelie. It’s

got mah very favorite actor in

it.”

“Evidently your card doesn’t

permit you to attend horror
feelies.”

She nodded.
“Why not? Nightmares?”
She shook her head.

“Don’t tell me you have a bad
heai’t!”

She shook her head again.

“Ah’m a Sensitive,” she said

bleakly.

In a sudden surge of anger
the doctor half rose out of his

chair and leaned across the desk.

“Why you little fool!” he roared.

“You little damn fool!”

From the open doorway a
shape hurtled across the desk at

the doctor and crashed with him
to the floor.

“Jason!” Robina shrieked.

“Don’t you talk to mah sister

that way,” Jason shouted as he
pummelled the doctor. “Ah’ll kill

you !

”

The usher who had guided Ja-

son to the clinic dashed around
the desk to pull the boy from the
doctor. Robina tried to help but
in the tussle she was knocked
down, striking her head on a leg

of the overturned chair. Jason,
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hearing her cry of pain, leaped

off the doctor to aid her.

“It’s only a little bump,” Ja-

son said reassuringly as he

cradled her in his arms.

The doctor got to his feet and
glared at the tall, strikingly

handsome boy-man helping his

sister to a chair.

That done, Jason whirled to

face the doctor. “Now listen

here
—

”

“Now you listen to me,” the

doctor shouted. He saw Jason
gather himself as if for another

leap but Robina placed a re-

straining hand on his arm and
his fists slowly uncurled. “If you
loved your sister as much as you
pretend to you wouldn’t have

helped her try to kill herself!”

“What do you mean?” the boy
said sullenly.

“You know damn well what I

mean,” the doctor said. “You
know your sister is a Sensitive.

She experiences things with ten

times the impact of an ordinary
person and her empathy thresh-

old is so high a death scene in

a feelie could kill her! And if

you don’t know what some of

the words mean,” the doctor

said, noticing Jason’s slight

puzzlement, “you do know what
your sister is and the care that

has to be taken.”

The guilt in Jason’s abashed
face agreed.

Fired by his anger, the doctor
raged on. “Why the devil do you
think we have laws concerning
attendance permits? What do
you think all that testing by doc-

tors and psychologists before a
permit is issued is for? You,
you big ox, could be killed by
fright too if the intensity level

of the projector was set higher
than your psycho-profile rating.”

He saw his last words had lost

the boy again. “In any case you
know better. Why did you allow
your sister to endanger her life

by letting her illegally use an-

other’s permit? And of all

things, a horror feelie!”

“Ah didn’t want to take her,”

Jason complained, “but she jus’

fussed an’ fretted at me ’till Ah
gave in.”

“Well you’ve both broken the

law. Your parents will be noti-

fied and you’ll have to stay here
until they come.” The doctor

buzzed and a guard appeared.
“Take these two to Mr. Lemson’s
office,” he instructed him.

The guard led them ffom the
floating steel and crystal theater

structure of the U-Live-It Cor-
poration complex to the execu-

tive wing of the general offices.

He stayed with them until the

receptionist at the office suite of

Vice President Cyrus W. Lem-
son ushered them inside.

After having them seat them-
selves, Mr. Lemson Stared at

Jason in his tight, crimson, dress
dungarees and rhinestone speck-

led, black shirt which accentuat-
ed his lithe, muscled body.
Eighteen or not, he thought in

mild astonishment, that hand-
some giant is no boy. “The doc-

tor viphoned me about you,” he
said sternly. He spoke to them
further about the seriousness of
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what they had done and toW
them their parents were on the

way down. Then he took them
into an interior office furnished

like a luxurious living room.

“Plea.-^ wait here,” he said, “un-

til your people arrive. Magazines
aj-e there on the table and you

may turn on the television set.”

He clci.-^ed the door.

“Want me to turn on the tele-

vision set?” Jason a.sked.

“No, Ah don’t much feel like

it.”

They settled themselves on the

enormous couch and Robina look-

ed at her brother. “Jason, Ah’m
real sorry. Ah went an’ stirred

up a hornet’s nest of trouble for

you again.”

“Don’t fret about it, Robee.

They won’t really do nothin’ se-

rious. They’ll talk to Ma an’ Pa
an’ Pa’H make like he’s goin’ to

cuff us aroun’ when we get back

to the hotel an’ instead he’ll jus’

look dark an’ make us feel bad
with his talk. It’ll jus’ be a lot

of commotion like a bee stuck in

a tar bucket.”

“Ah guess,” Robina said. She
cast a sheepish glance at her

brother. “Say Jason, how did the

feelie end up?”
Jason was indignant, “Now

li.sten, Robee, ain’t you had
enough? You heard the doc say

that test was like to kill you,”

“Please, Jason, there’s nothin’

wrong with you jus' tellin' me.”

“It’s almost as bad. You still

get yourself all flittered up.”

“That’s because nobody can
tell a story like you do, the way
you act it out an’ all.”

“Ah don’t act it out. Ah jus’

tell it."

“Well you might call it tellin'

but everybody home says it’s

jus’ like a feelie when you do it.

Arf’ don’t pretend you don’t

know it, brother Jay, an’ enjoy
it too!”

Jason did not tell the ending
of the feelie; he recreated it He
was the monster slurching
across the floor toward her, step

by scraping step and in spite of

her fist on her mouth a tiny ner-
vous scream escaped Robina.
Jason wanted to stop then but

she badgered him into continu-
ing. Now he was the hero, Gregg
Mason, battling the unspeakable
fiend and she shivered uncon-
trollably as she watched them
struggle to the death. In a last,

desperate, superhuman effort,

Gregg’s hands dawned into the

monster’s body and ripped out
the foul, quivering heart of it.

The creature twisted to the
ground and perished in its own
slime. Gregg, torn and bleeding
and with shock frozen eyes,

turned and staggered into the
arms of Robina.

"Oh, Gregg, Gregg,” Robina
cried in relief, the tears stream-
ing down her face.

“It’s okay, Joan," he said com-
forting her, “okay. It’s all over
now. C’mon now, Joan, get out
from behind those tears so you
can see how much Ah love you.
Everything’s all right.”

“Oh, Gregg!” A weak smile

broke through.

Gregg enfolded Joan in his
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arms and pressed his mouth
against her eager lips.

“What are you two doing?!!”
a shocked voice exclaimed from
the open door.

Gregg and Joan were blown
away by the sound like spindrift

before the wind. Jason and Ro-
bina slowly came apart to see

Mr. Lemson and another man
coming into the room.

“What is the matter with you
both?” Mr. Lemson spoke again.

“Aren’t you in enough trouble

now?”
“Let me handle this^ Cy,” the

other man said stepping for-

ward. “I’m Bob Hersehell,” he
said smiling and radiating

friendliness at the youngsters.

“Would you please teO me exact-

ly what you were doing before

we came in here?”

“Weren’t doin’ nothin’,” Jason
said belligerently.

“Shades of the decadent
South f

” Lemson exclaimed.

“Brother and sister glued to-

gether and he calls it nothin’.”

“Ah wasn’t kissin’ her like

you think,” Jason said hotly.

“Ah was tellin’ her a story.”

“What kind of a story?” Her-
sehell asked excitedly.

“Ah was tellin’ her the end of

the feelie we saw; Ah mean Ah
saw. She didn’t get to see it.”

“You mean Terror From
Mars?” Hersehell asked.

“Ah guess that’s it. Ah don’t

recollect the title for certain.”

“Great I” Lemson said. “It

often takes a week long confer-

ence to select a feelie title and

this typical American youth
can’t remember the name of the

feelie he lived less than a hour
ago.”

“How were you telling it?”

Hersehell asked.

“Ah jus’ told it.”

“He storytells fine,” Robina
said proudly. “He sorta acts it

out with feelin’ aji’ really makes
it seem like it’s happenin’ to you
right then and there.”

Hersehell turned to Lemson.
“I’m sure he’s the one, Cy. It

fits. I’ve got the spark of an
idea and if it works then U-
Live-It will be right on top of

the feelie heap.”

“We’re already on top,” Lem-
son said wearily. “U-Live-It is

the biggest producer of feelies

and I think you’re crazy, I think

they’re both insane and I will be
if you don’t tell me what this is

all about. You come barging
into my oflice

—

”

“Sorry, Cy, but this thing
happened so fast. I’m in my of-

fice right below you. I’ve got
Myra Shane doing a reading,
trying to convince her the part
is perfect for her. But she isn’t

coming through on the receptor.

Instead I’m getting the climax
of Terror From Mars. Zack is

receptorman and it takes him
less than no time to check
through and okay our electron-

ics. That means only one thing.

Someone, somehow, is blotting

us with another projection. I

call around and no one is run-
ning a projector and no one is

reading. Your girl tells me you
have a couple of kids up there
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so I come up to see. And I’m sure
that big rebel is the one! He has
to be!”
Lemson was alert with inter-

est. “But he’s not wearing a

relay. How could the receptor
pick up and record his percep-

tics?”

"He might have a surgical.”

Herschell inquired of Jason,

“Did you ever have an operation

for the insertion of an encepha-
lic booster relay! you know, a
thought relay?”

“You mean them tiny transis-

tor things that feelie actors have
stuck in their heads?”

“That’s it.”

“No, Ah never had nothin’

like that,” Jason said, baffled.

“That’s impossible,” Lemson
said, “no one can project with
enough natural power to im-

print a receptor unless they’ve

got a booster.”

“Well it’s not impossible any-

more,” Herschell said gleefully.

“Look Cy, you squash this silly

business about the permit. I

want this fella to make a recep-

tor test as soon as possible.

When his folks show up tell

them we might want to make a

feelie star out of their son but
don’t build it up or they’ll be
back with a regiment of lawyers

and contracts.”

“Bob, you’re going off the

deep end with this deal. So
what if he can project au nat-

urel? Can he act?”

“If you had been plugged into

the receptor like I was a few
minutes ago and felt him, you
wouldn’t even ask.”

“What about that atrocious

accent?”

“Look, Cy, I’ll abide by the

receptor test. If he can’t act;

out ! If he’s as terrific as I think

he is we’ll put him in westerns

and civil war feelies until we
can train the accent out of him.

Cy, if he doesn’t turn out to be
the greatest thing that hit the

feelie business I’ll eat my con-

tract.”

Five months later Herschell

came beaming into Lemson’s of-

fice and tossed an open-folded

newspaper at him. “Cy, did you
read Lorancelli’s review of

Rowe’s oatburner?”

“That’s just great!” Lemson
snapped. “We spend millions of

advertising and publicity dollars

to convince people that we make
adult westerns and you, a pro-

duction vice president, go
around calling them oatburn-
ers.”

“Okay Cy, but read the re-

view. He rated the feelie so so

but he raves about Jason Rowe.”
Lemson picked up the paper

and had it immediately snatched
out of his hands by an impatient

Herschell who began reading
snatches of it. “Listen . . . uh . .

.

Jason Rowe is an intense young
man whose magnificent talent is

wasted in the role of a young
gunfighter in this bland western
... uh ... he projects a sense

of immediacy and aliveness end-
less in its delicate ramifications

of feeling. His characterization

is unmarred by even the slight-

est hint of extraneous aware-
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ness and unaccompanied by the

usual continual subliminal blur

which is the mark of the recep-

torman’s frantic deletion of

the actor's sublevel, irrelevant

thoughts. Either Mr. Rowe is

fortunate to be blessed with a

most superiorly skilled receptor-

man or he is gifted with an awe-
some ability to submerge his

total being in the role he plays.

In this feelie it is as if Mr.
Rowe, the actor, dies and im-

parts only his life force to the

character of the cocky youngster

who comes fully alive without
the slightest trace of the person-

ality of Jason Rowe. In this

debut performance young Rowe
achieves the hitherto unattain-

able goal of completely displac-

ing the feeliegoer’s identity

with that of the character he

portrays. We expect great things

from him for a talent such as

his illumines the theater but

once in a millennium. Thanks to

Mr. Jason Rowe, the U-Live-It

Corporation can now completely

guarantee the promise of its

name.” Herschell dropped the

newspaper on the desk. “How do

you like that, Cy?”

"I like it so well, I surren-

der,” Lemson said with a pleased

smile. “You were right all along

in pushing him so we’ll put him
in ‘Land’ as you want and I’ll at

last have you off my back.”

“Y’know Cy, Lorancelli is

wrong about the receptorman.”

“He didn’t exactly say—

”

“Oh Zack is the best there is,”

Herschell interrupted, “but right

after we started recording the

Rowe feelie he came in all shook
up to see me. Said the Rowe
stuff was recording as if he was
actually living the part. There
were no extraneous sublevels at

all and that’s just never hap-

pened before. It’s like Loran-
celli says about Rowe dying and
the character c'oming to life.

Zack swears that Rowe j'ust dis-

appears. There isn’t a speck of

him that shows on the strip.”

"Then Zack should be happy
not having to over-engineer the

recording.”

“Oh now, it isn’t all breeze.

There’s highlighting and empha-
sizing selected perceptics and
such. You know Zack’s the dif-

ference between the artist

and the photographer. Actually

Zack’s real difficulty is the

battle he has to keep from get-

ting completely sucked in to

Rowe’s portrayal while he’s re-

cording. Don’t misunderstand.
He’s not complaining. In fact

when I suggested relieving him
if the strain was too much he

said if he couldn’t do Rowe’s
feelies I could relieve him from
the payroll. It’s that much of a

challenge for him. So much so,

he’s designed a new receptor

adaptor to prevent Rowe’s po-

tency from overpowering him.”

“Will there be any trouble in

making ‘Land’ ?”

“Yes,” Herschell said bleakly

as Lemson prepared to hear the

worst, “we need horses. In this

atom age I’d like to know where
I’m going to get a couple of di-

visions of cavalry.”
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“Why you can’t even see

where they put it,” Robina said,

fingering Jason’s skull. “Oh,

wait. Ah feel a little hard lump
right here. Ah’m right ain’t Ah?
That’s the relay.”

“No it ain’t,” Jason said

laughing. “Got that failin’ off a

horse yesterday.”

“But why do you have to have
one at all? Ah thought you could

project without it.”

“Well Ah can, but this makes
it better. This picks up all the

tiny waves from mah brain that

wouldn’t otherwise get recorded.

Like the difference between su-

per high-fi an’ ordinary high-fi.

It makes the feelie more real.”

“When are you goin’ to be in

somethin’ else besides westerns?
Ain’t you ever goin’ to get to do

some romancin’?”

“Now don’t you go lookin’ at

the wrong end of the hog, Robee.

They been keepin’ our bellies

filled. Besides this one Ah’m
doin’ now ain’t no western.”

“Then what’s all them horses

over there for?”

“Confederate cavalry, you
melon head. What you think this

uniform is Ah’m wearin’? Fine
southern daughter you are!”

“Oh, a civil war feelie! What’s
it called?”

“.
. . uh . . . A Stillness in the

Land.” Jason smiled, “An’ it

sure would make Mr. Lemson
happy to know Ah remembered
the title. They say it was a big

best seller book. Goin’ to cost

ten million dollars. Ah play the

lead; Jed Carter, young south-

ern fella. Lots of love an’ battles

an’ the best thing is Ah don’t

have to fret about mah accent.”

Jason took his sister’s arm.

“C’mon now if you want to see

the set. Ah’ll be havin’ to go to

work in a few minutes.”

They passed by one of the re-

ceptors and Jason stopped.

“Now here’s the machine that

picks up an’ records what Ah’m
thinkin’ an’ feelin’. The recep-

torman wears this gizmo on his

head an’ cuts in to what Ah’m
feelin’ an’ he fiddles them dials

an’ switches an’ amplifies weak
signals an’ cuts down overpow-
erin’ ones an’—well. Ah don’t

want to frazzle you with the

technical details; he jus’ controls

the quality of the recordin’. He
cuts out stuff that don’t belong

like if Ah should be kissin’ the

gal an’ somewhere under those

passionate thoughts Ah might
wonder when we’re goin’ to

knock off for lunch. Here, slip

this headset on an’ Ah’ll get

Zack to run it so you can feel

how it works.”

“Don’t do anythin’ strong,”

Robina advised.

“Don’t worry. Jus’ a peaceful

bit.”

Zack came over at Jason’s call

and ran the receptor while Ja-
son went through a few quiet

lines with an extra.

“Why it’s funny, somehow,”
Robina said after they removed
the headset. “It jus’ didn’t seem
very good. Ah’ve felt you better

without it, Jason.”

“You didn’t get the full pro-

jection,” Zack explained. “You
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see, Miss Rowe, the receptorman
has got to be alert. He can’t just

relax and enjoy the scene and
become the actor like a paying
customer. He’s got to work,

keeping the perceptics, the feel-

ings coming through in balance.

So there’s a circuit, a part of

this machine that sort of shields

enough of the operator’s mind
and keeps it from getting lost

in the story while it runs the

receptor and lets the other part

live the scene.”

“That sounds hard to do,”

Robina said.

“It takes training and special

conditioning but the point is no-

body connected with the produc-
tion of a feelie ever gets to feel

it in all its original depth as the

feeliegoer does. Rushes are run
at the lowest intensity so that

the producers and directors can

comment and plan changes as

the strips are run. Even with
projector intensity set high we
can’t totally submerge in the

character’s identity because that

specially conditioned part of our
minds won’t submit.”

“Well, you’re still lucky,” Ro-
bina said. “Ah’m a Sensitive

and Ah’m not allowed to go to

anythin’ but silly old musicals

an’ some comedies. Ah can’t

even go to mah brother’s feelies

what with all the shootin’ an’

everythin’.”

‘‘everybody to their places.
RECORDING STARTS IN FIVE MIN-
UTES.” The announcement boom-
ed throughout the vast set and a
population of extras began to

animate the streets with pur-
poseful activity.

“Robee, honey, you’ll have to

go.”

“Oh, Jay, can’t Ah watch. Ah
won’t fuss around.”

“
’Tain’t that. Nobody who

ain’t in the feelie can be in sight

of any of the actors they’re re-

cordin’. Why if ^h was to walk
down that street as Jed Carter
and suddenly see you standin’

over here in them men’s
pants—

”

“These ain’t men’s pants!”
Robina said indignantly. “These
are ladies slacks.”

“Ah know that but Jed Carter
don’t. All he knows is even a
hussy wouldn’t strut around like

that. Tell you what. You go over

there to where it says, Mrs.
Hepple’s Quality Boarding Home
an’ you can peek out the parlor

window at the doin’s. Ah guess
they had noseybodies then too.

Now get!”

Jason turned and hurried
down the street, not bothering
to glance after Robina. She had
crossed the street and was pass-

ing a saloon when the omnipres-
ent voice commanded her, “GIRL

IN THE GREEN SLACKS GET OUT
OF SIGHT.” She became so flus-

tered she dashed into the saloon

doorway.

Jed Carter escorted the lady

from Nashville down the plank
sidewalk to her carriage. He was
furious at her casual gay chat-

ter mocking his churning desire

for her. His glance caught a
movement across the street and
suddenly ha went rigid with
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surprise and soft shock. A girl

had come out of the saloon and
the hussy was wearing men’s

trousers. His shock increased

when he heard the delicate lady

from Nashville say, “Oh, damn,
who the hell is that?” and he

was further startled to see an
oddly dressed man wearing
some sort of metal apparatus on

his head follow the girl out of

the saloon, gesticulating angrily

at her.

“cut!” the omnipresent voice

commanded and now Jed Carter

was utterly confused. The man
wearing the metal apparatus

crossed over to him and spoke.

“Jason, please. You know the

rules about visitors on the set.

No one allowed during record-

ing. Zack says we’ll have to ask

your sister to leave.”

Jed Carter saw the townspeo-
ple just standing around staring

in his direction. “What’s goin’

on?” he said to the odd man.
“What are you talkin’ about?
Who are you?”

“Oh, oh,” the man with the

headset exclaimed, “here we go
again.” He made a signal with
his hand and another man came
running up. The man led Jason
up the steps of the hotel and
into the lobby with a promise
to explain everything. He sat

Jason in a chair. “Jason, Jason
Rowe, Jason Rowe,” the man’s
voice pulled at him. He kept re-

peating the name.

A minute later Zack came into

the lobby. “Jason!”
“Hello Zack,” Jason said.

“Oh, you’re back with us,”

Zack said. He stared at Jason a

long moment. “One of these

days,” he said with a wry grin,

“you’re not going to make it.”

Bob Herschell came out of the

magnificent crystal palace that

was U-Live-It’s New York feelie

showcase and searched the gar-

den plaza. “Cy! I thought I’d

find you here wringing your

hands.”

“We should never have pre-

miered cold like this,”' Lemson
complained. “We should have at

least had one private running
for the reviewers. We wouldn’t

be dangling like this.”

“Stop worrying, Cy. A first

night lets the critics get caught

up in the excitement. And even

if they go sick and thumb down
‘Land’ it won’t stand against the

top power voodoo job the pub-
licity gang is saturating the

public with. And bigger than all

the critics is Jason Rowe. He’s
filled six thousand couches in

there with the biggest volun-

tary celebrity turnout for any
preem.”

“Jason Rowe,” Lem.son sigh-

ed, rolling supplicating eyes

hea'mrward. “He jeopardized a

ten million dollar feelie; almost

gave me heart failure when he
had that heart attack.”

“Cy, for the sake of the studio

don’t let people hear you say
that. It’s not true! It wasn’t a
heart attack. He just played the

death scene too fully. You know
how deep he goes into a role.

That’s what makes him the

world’s greatest actor.”
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“I don’t care what you call it,”

Lemson said heatedly, “the guy’s

heart stopped and it was only

because of Zack’s alertness that

they got to him in time. He al-

most died. I don’t want to be

ghoulish about it. Bob, but the

studio’s putting a lot of time,

money and sweat into making
that boy a star

—

”

“Nobody’s making him a

star,” Herschell cut in, “he was
born one.”

Herschell had spoken with
such honest emphasis that Lem-
son replied, greatly subdued,

“Okay, okay, but we have our-

selves a pretty shaky investment
if every time he dies in a feelie

he’s liable to really go over the

edge.”

“Zack thinks he can work out

a receptor circuit to keep it

from happening again. Sort of

a subliminal survival monitor
that won’t show on the strip.”

Lemson looked nervously, at

the theater entrance. “They
should be coming out soon,” he
muttered.
“Ten minutes yet,” Herschell

assured him.

Inside the shining pleasure

dome, six thousand Jed Carters
lay dying on an afternoon hill-

side. The war was gone to anoth-

er hill and he was alone now
with the grass wind and the

small summer sounds of the

earth. His pain was a soft ache
like a child’s secret tears and
his life was slipping reluctantly

from him in a trickling red rib-

bon. He heard the sweet sound
of a bird and the song of it

wrung his heart. There were so

many songs yet unheard, so

much soft laughter unborn,

so many caresses yet to be
shared; a lifetime of summers,
waiting, now never to be filled.

His heart cried at the thought
of them.

The sun warmed him like a
great golden lover and filled him
with an ineffable sadness for

the bright days to come that

would never be his.

And now at the last he
thought of her. His heart ached
for her, craving one more of

those lost mornings when he
had awakened in the dawn at

her sleeping side and with his

eyes happily loved her sweet
slumbering face, haloed by the
marvel of her wheat hair catch-

ing the first glints of the new
sun.

In a last languid movement
he turned on his back and open-
ed his eyes to the bright sky. He
felt her stir. Her arm brushed
him and the vibrancy of her be-

ing sang through him. She
opened her eyes and her love

smiled out at him. The smile

brightened her face until it

spread across the sky and grew
brilliant like the sun. She reach-

ed out for him. He sighed with
a great breath of quiet happi-

ness because she was the sun
smiling down at him and at last

he rose up and went to meet her.

“It’s time they were coming
out,” Herschell said. “Let’s get
back.”

They entered the lobby, de-
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serted except for a scattering of

ushers, and waited.

"Why aren’t they coming
out?” Lemson asked, more of

the emptiness than of his com-
panion. "It’s ten minutes since

the scheduled ending. Do you
suppose the projection’s broken
down or maybe—

”

“Relax, Cy, you know these

preems. Always a bag full of de-

lays, starting with late vip ar-

rivals.”

“There’ve been no delays.

They started on time
—

”

The sound of sirens spiralled

out of the nig’ht and whirled the

two men around to face the en-

trance. Lights raced frantically

across the plaza as a dozen tur-

bine vehicles whined to a stop in

front. More were arriving. Medi-
cal teams and squads of police-

men burst through the doors.

They ran past the slow float

shafts to the elevators.

“What’s happened?” Lemson
screamed. “What’s going on?”
He tugged at a uniformed sleeve

but was thrust aside by the run-

ning man.
Herschell and Lemson follow-

ed, half running, to the eleva-

tors. Herschell shouted an
inquiry at a cluster of policemen

surging into one of the cars but
the nearest grim-visaged man
almost angrily waved them away
from the door as it closed in

their faces.

“The manager’s office!” Her-
schell cried and they ran for a
private elevator. Seconds later

they dashed into the manager’s
office.

“He’s not here,” Lemson
wailed.

Herschell snapped a switch on

the desk and a harried, shocked

face appeared on the viphone

.screen. “Mr. Herschell! Mr.
Lemson !

”

“Pete!” Herschell exclaimed,

“why’ve we got the police and
medicos? An accident?”

The man’s lips quivered as he

spoke. “A lot of the patrons are

dead.”

“WHAT?!! How many?”
“Don’t know . . . yet . . . may-

be all,” Pete said brokenly.

“What in heaven’s name hap-

pened ?”

“The death scene . . . Rowe
killed them . .

.”

“You’re crazy!” Herschell

shouted. “It’s impossible! The
projector’s triggered to shut off

if the patron’s in danger.”

“What everybody thought,”

Pete said, “but the house doc

said something about the projec-

tors being keyed to extreme agi-

tation
;

racing pulse, increased

blood pressure. That didn’t hap-
pen here. The people weren’t
alarmed. Nothing to trigger a
shutoff. Doc said the death was
. . . was . .

.” Pete turned away,
trying to hold back tears.

Herschell kept himself from
shouting. “Was what?”
“was . . . sweet . . . beautiful

. .
.” Pete’s shoulders shook with

a spasm of sobs that muffled

some of his words, “.
. . should

be . . . here . . . see it . . . kids

too . . . rows and rows of . . .

people ... all smiling . .
.”

THE END
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by S. E. COTTS

STAE SCIENCE FICTION -.5. Edited by Frederick Pohl. 159 pp. Ballan-

tine Books. Paper: 35^..

This is the book for those who claim that S-F stories are nothing
but melodramatic space soap operas with a penchant for taking
themselves too seriously. In this collection, a large percentage of the

stories are delightfully funny : not the laughing out loud funny,

perhaps, but the smiling and chuckling to oneself kind that adds up
to as light an evening of entertainment as could be wished. Further-
more (and Mr. Pohl has my deep appreciation for this), none of

these nine tales has ever before been printed anywhere else. Noth-
ing tops the irritation of sitting down w'ith a brand new antholog.v,

only to find that half the stories are old friends from some other

publication. No danger of that in Mr. Pohl’s Star series. He may
have to hunt far afield, but he alwa.vs manages to give his readers

completely fresh material.

It is hard to pick and choose among such a satisfying collection,

but if I had to, my favorite would be "A Touch of Grapefruit” by
Richard Matheson. In this tall tale about the growth of Los An-
geles, innocent humor and acid-tongued social comment mingle in

a few very tasty pages. Neither this nor any of the other selections

are of an earth-shaking import, but they are consistently good, lit-

erate reading.

ENCOUNTER. By J. Hunter Holly. 224 pp. Avalon Books. $2.75.

Though the jacket of this book bears the science fiction label, the

science aspects of the story are only incidental. The book more ac-

curately falls into the murder mystery category. The author has

endowed the murderer with mind control abilities, but after that

the story is more concerned with suspense than space.

Though it might not seem that a murderer with mind control
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would be a believable character, he is, nonetheless. In fact, he is

much easier to understand and much more interesting than the

rather irritating young scientists and self-styled detectives who
try to solve the mystery. Herein lies the basic flaw in an otherwise

convincing book. When a villain is a stronger character in all ways
than those who hunt him down, then his defeat through trickery

and force of numbers leaves the ending suddenly very negative.

Such a letdown is very disappointing and keeps one’s sympathies

from going fully to the side of law and order.

The story moves easily through the series of apparently unre-

lated murders to the period of mental tension in which the scien-

tists know who is guilty but are not able to arrest him because he
has made himself so powerful and influential through his ability to

control minds.
In spite of the qualified success of the ending, the book is worth

reading for the skill of its development.

THE MARCHING MORONS. By C. M. KornUuth. 158 pp. Ballantine

Books. Paper: 35^.

This volume of stories is so uniformly excellent that I went
through page after page with eagerness even though some of the

stories were familiar to me from their previous publication in

various science fiction magazines. But the high quality of the writ-

ing emphasizes all the more the tragedy of Mr. Kornbluth’s untime-
ly death a short while ago. The success of his writing was a masterly

combination of many elements. He had an uncanny aim in his satire

and social criticism; yet his writing was never blunt or obvious.

He had a low-keyed way of presenting the consequences of rapid
technological advance which was no less gripping for all its subtlety

and the amiable tone that described it. His skillful pen and imag-
inative mind will be greatly missed.

SPECIAL NOTE FOR SPECTROSCOPE READERS: Last month saw the re-

printing of a famous science fiction landmark that every fan ought
to have read.

THE MAN WHO SOLD THE MOON. By Robert Heinlein. 159 pp. Signet
Books. Paper: 35(^.
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you say
Dear Editor:

I have been reading s-f for some time now and like most people,

I guess, I am very happy to see the advent of the new Amazing. I

had just about given the old Amazing up but now, with title pages
such as in the July issue to browse through, you can count on me
not to miss an issue.

One comment on serials. I don’t especially like waiting for two
or three installments, but I would a darned sight rather wait than
miss a good story. To my mind the length of a story doesn’t matter
at all, a fine s-f story is worth reading be it four pages (like Mr.
Bradbury’s) or four hundred pages long.

Jim Veldman
910 Elgin Ave.
Forest Park, 111.

• Ou7- sentiments exactly, Jim.

Dear Editor:

I have been reading Amazing regularly for the last eight months,
and I think it is very good. The stories I like best were “Hunters
Out of Time,” “The Galaxy Primes” and “Greylorn.” The March
issue was definitely the best one I have read.

Brent Phillips

17 Grenada Avenue
Federation Park,
Port-of-Spain, Trinidad

• You mean best one so far.

Dear Editor:
I am overwhelmed at the continued increase of quality in Amaz-

ing. The June issue is excellent, from Robert F. Young’s mildly

poignant “The Stars Are Calling, Mr. Keats” through Poul Ander-
son’s faster-than-light paced “A Handful of Stars.” Mr. Anderson
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outdid himself on this one, and I, for one, would enjoy encountering

further exploits of flamboyant Sir Dominic Flandry.

Bobby Gene Warner
745 Eldridge St.

Orlando, Florida

• You, for one, are in for a special treat along about November
loth. That’s the day the December issue of Fantastic goes on sale

with a Flandry cover and novelet.

Dear Editor:

I have been reading Amazing fifteen months now and consider

it the best publication of its kind on the market. As a faithful read-

er, I would like to make the following suggestion;

Why don’t you offer reproductions of your best covers suitable

for framing? I’m sure there are plenty of fans like myself who
would enjoy displaying classic covers that have appeared on issues

of Amazing throughout the years.

Billy Joe Plott

• Only one problem, Billy, we find editing the tnagazine a full-

time job. What you have in mind comes under the heading of “other

businesses.’’

Dear Editor:

May I say “thank you” for the story “The Stars Are Calling, Mr.
Keats,” by Robert F. Young. I was very impressed by the delicacy

of descriptive phrasing, the shrewd, thoughtful impact, and the

breathtaking, right ending. I have as yet read no other stories in

the issue, but Poul Anderson, one of my most favorite authors, will

have to go a long way to beat this one.

Grace A. Warren

• You’ll be glad to know there’s plenty more by Young in future

issues.

Dear Editor:

The only thing that keeps Eric Frank Russell’s fame from equal-

ling such crusading greats as Wylie, Mills, or Blanshard is the

relatively dilute noxiousness of the breed, astronomers.
Whei'e the three aforementioned writers expose cliques, cartels,

or hierarchys of forced moral, physical, or spiritual conformity,
Russell has contented himself with an honest, if scathing, perusal
of one (previously) rather smug and well-heeled branch of the
sacrosanct association for mental strait-jacketing.
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It is not alone the task of our society’s free-thinkers, standing
like beacons of Truth here and there, to thank and aid brave men
•such as Russell represents. It is more important for the men and
women of the work-a-day world, because of their force in numbers
and their restricted opportunity to conduct their own search after

truth, to take to their hearts such a destiny-proffered leader. Fur-
ther, it is unthinkable that this m.an, offering so much to us, should

.stand alone to the barbs of conditioned-parrots.

We must admit: not only is Russell brave, he is brilliant. Five
lines of his writing spring to a life of such vitality and realness,

that five pages of learned trivia by titled “tribal gods,” with or

without their pants jerked down, could never hope to emulate.
We need this type man, no matter what our social or financial

status. I’m coming forward at this time because it just isn’t right

that only neurotic expressions of minds fairly lambasted by Rus-
sell's acute sense of truth should filter up to the public eye.

Ken Mclntire
Falls Creek, Pa.

• Do we assume correctly that your last sentence indicates you
think you are not neurotic?

Dear Editor

:

Keep up the good work and don’t let anyone stampede you into

bringing back the good-old da,ys. In fact, these days I would sug-

gest that you search for more stories comparable to “Initiative”

and “Wet Paint.” These w’ere better than the standard for the

magazine.
I think that we should keep ahead of advances in science, more

emphasis should be made on social science in science fiction, of earth

people on planets beyond the solar system, and w'holly alien stories

of people who have never seen an earthman, never want to, and
never will.

Richard C. Finch
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• Ah, yes, but what about earthwomen?
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COMPLETE
BOOK-LENGTH NOVEL

LONG AGO,

FAR AWAY
By MURRAY LEINSTER

ILLUSTRATOR FINLAY

CHAPTER 1

The sky was black, with
myriads of stars. The ground

was white. But it was not really

ground at all, it was ice that

covered everything — twenty
miles north to the Barrier, and
southward to the Pole itself, past
towering mountains and howling
emptiness and cold beyond imag-
ining.

The base was almost buried in

snow. Off to one side of the main
building a faint yellowish glow
was the plastic dome of the
meteor-watch radar instrument.
Inside Brad Soames displayed
his special equipment to a girl

reporter flown down to the
The children huddled
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Antarctic to do human-interest

articles for not-too-much-inter-

ested women readers.

All was quiet. This seemed
the most unlikely of all possible

places for anythiiig of impor-

tance to happen.

There was one man awake, on

stand-by watch. A radio glowed

beside him—a short-wave unit,

tuned to the frequency used by
all the bases of all the nations

on Antarctica—English, French,

Belgian, Danish, Russian. The
stand-by man yawned. There
was nothing to do.

“There’s no story in my
work,” said Soames politely. “I

work with this wave-guide radar.

It’s set to explore the sky in-

stead of the horizon. It spots

meteors coming in from space,

records their height and course

and speed, and follows them
down until they burn up in the

air. From its record we can fig-

ure out the orbits they followed

before Earth’s gravity pulled

them down.”

The girl reporter was Gail

Haynes. She nodded, but she

looked at Soames instead of the

complex instrument. She wore
the multi-layer cold-weather gar-

ments issued for Antarctica, but
somehow she did not look gro-

tesque in them. Now her expres-

sion was faintly vexed. The
third person in the dome was
Captain Estelle Moggs, \V. A. C.,

in charge of Gail’s journey and
the public-relations angle gen-
erally.

"I just chart the courses of

meteors,” repeated Soames.
“That’s all. There is nothing else

to it.”

Gail shook her head, watching
him.

“Can’t you give me a human
angle?” she asked. “I’m a wom-
an. I’d like to be interested.”

He shrugged, and she said

somehow disconsolately

:

“What will knowing the orbits

of meteors lead to?”

“Finding out some special

meteor-orbits,” he said drily,

“might lead to finding out when
the Fifth Planet blew itself up.

—According to Bode’s Law there

ought to be a planet like ours be-

tween Mars and Jupiter. If there

was, it blew itself to pieces, or

maybe the people on it had an
atomic war.”

Gail cocked her head to one
side.

“Now, that promises!” she

said. “Keep on!”

“There ought to be a planet

between Mars and Jupiter, in a

certain orbit,” he told her.

“There isn’t. Instead, there’s a

lot of debris floating around.

Some is as far out as Jupiter.

Some is as far in as Earth. It’s

mostly between Mars and Jupi-

ter, though, and it’s hunks of

rock and metal of all shapes and
sizes. We call the big ones aster-

oids. There’s no proof so far, but
it’s respectable to believe that

there used to be a Fifth Planet,

and that it blew itself up or was
blown up by its inhabitants. I’m
checking meteor-orbits to see if

some meteors are really tiny as-

teroids.”
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“Hmmm,” said Gail. She dis-

played one of those surprising,

unconnected bits of information

a person in the newspaper busi-

ness picks up. ‘‘Don’t they say

that the mountains on the moon
were made by asteroids falling

on it?”

“It’s at least possible that the

moon was smashed up by frag-

ments of the Fifth Planet,”

agreed Soames. “In fact, that’s

a more or less accepted explana-

tion.”

She looked at him expectantly.

“I have to think of my readers,”

insisted Gail. “It’s interesting

enough, but how can I make it

something they’ll be concerned

about? When the moon was
.smashed, why wasn’t Earth?”

“It’s assumed that it was,”

Soames told her. “But on Earth
we have weather, and it hap-

pened a long, long time ago, back

in the days of three-toed horses

and ganoid fish. Undoubtedly

once the Earth was devastated

like the moon. But the ring-

mountains were worn away by
rain and snow. New mountain-

ranges rose up. Continents

changed. Now there’s no way to

find even the traces of a disaster

so long past. But the moon has

no weather. Nothing ever

changes on it. Its wounds have
never healed.”

Gail frowned in concentration.

“A bombardment like that

would be something to live

through,” she said vexedly. “An
atomic war would be trivial by
comparison. But it happened
millions and millions of years

LONG AGO. FAR AWAY

ago. We women want to know
about things that are happening
now!”
Soames opened his mouth to

speak. But he didn’t.

The flickering, wavering, sil-

ver-plated wave-guide tube of

the radar suddenly steadied. It

ceased to hunt restlessly among
all places overhead for a tiny ob-

ject headed for Earth. It stopped

dead. It pointed, trembling a

little as if with eagerness. It

pointed somewhere east of due

south, and above the horizon.

“llere’s a meteor. It’s falling

now,” said Soames.
Then he looked again. The

radar’s twin screens should have

shown two dots of light, one to

register the detected object’s

height, and another its angle

and distance. But both screens

were empty. They showed noth-

ing at all. There was nothing

where the radar had stopped it-

self and where it aimed. But all

of the two screens glowed faint-

ly. The graph-pens wrote wholly

meaningless indications on their

tape. A radar, and especially a

meteor-tracking radar, is an in-

strument of high precision. It

either detects something and
pin-points its place, or it

doesn’t, because an object either

reflects radar-pulses or not. Usu-
ally it does.

The radar here, then, gave an
impossible reading. It was as if

it did not receive the reflection.s

of the pulses it sent out, but only

parts of them. It was as if some-

thing were intermittently in
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existence, or was partly real and

partly not. Or as if the radar

had encountered an almost-

soniething which was on the

verge of becoming real, and
didn’t quite make it.

‘ What the—”
The inter-base radio screamed.

At the same instant the twin

radar-screens flashed bright all

over. The twin pens of the tape-

writing machine scrambled crazy

lines on the paper. The noise

was monstrous. A screaming,

shrieking uproar such as no

radio ever gave out. There was
horror in it. And what Soames
could not know now was that at

this same instant the same sound
came out of every radio and tele-

vision set in use in all the world.

The noise stopped. Now a

bright spot showed on each of

the meteor-watch radar’s twin
screens. The screen indicating

height said that the source of

the dot was four miles high. The
screen indicating line and dis-

tance said that it bore 167° true,

and was eighty miles distant.

The radar said that some object

had come into being from noth-

ingness, out of nowhere. It had
not arrived. It had become. It

wa.s twenty thousand feet high,

eighty miles 167° from the base,

and its appearance had been ac-

companied by such a burst of

radio-noise as neither storm nor
lightning nor atomic explosion

had ever made before.

And the thing which came
from nowhere and therefore was
quite impossible, now moved to-

ward the east at roughly three
times the speed of sound.

All manner of foreign voices

came startledly out of the inter-

base radio speaker, asking what
could it be? A Russian voice

snapped suspiciously that the

Americans should be queried.

And the wave-guide I'adar fol-

lowed a large object which had
come out of nowhere at all.

The sheer impossibility of the

thing was only part of the prob-

lem it presented. The radar fol-

lowed it. Moving eastward, far

away in the frigid night, it seem-

ed suddenly to put on brakes.

According to the radar, its orig-

inal speed was close to mach 3,

thirty-nine miles a minute. Then
it checked swiftly. It came to a

complete stop. Then it hurtled

backward along the line it had
followed. It wabbled momentar-
ily as if it had done a flip-flop

four miles above the ground. It

dived. It stopped dead in mid-air

for a full second and abruptly

began to rise once more in an
insane, corkscrew course which
ended abruptly in a headlong
fall toward the ground.

It dropped like a stone. It fell

for long, long seconds. Once it

wavered, as if it made a final

eflfort to continue its frenzy in

the air. But again it fell like a

stone. It reached the horizon. It

dropped behind it.

Seconds later the ground
trembled very, very slightly.

Soames hit the graph-machine
case. The pens jiggled. He’d
made a time-recording of an
earth-shock somewhere.
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Now he read off the interval

between the burst of screaming
static and the jog he’d made by
striking the instrument. Earth-
shock surface waves travel at

four miles per second. The radar
had said the thing which appear-

ed in mid-air did so eighty miles

away. The static-burst was si-

multaneous. There was a twen-
ty-second interval between the

static and the arrival of the

earth-tremor waves. The static

and the appearance of something
from nowhere and the point of

origin of the earth-shock match-

ed up. They were one event. The
event was timed with the out-

burst of radio noise, not the im-

pact of the falling object, which
was a minute later.

Soames struggled to imagine

what that event could be. The
Inter-base radio babbled. Some-
body discovered that the static

had been on all wave-lengths at

the same time. Voices argued

about it.

In the radar-dome Captain

Moggs said indignantly:

“This is monstrous! I shall re-

port this to Washington! What
was that thing, Mr. Soames?”
Soames shrugged.

“There isn’t anything it could

be,” he told her. “It was impos-

sible. There couldn’t be anything

like that.”

Gail cocked her head on one

side.

“D’you mean it’s something

new to science?”

Soames realized how much he

liked Gail. Too much. So he

spoke with great formality. The
radar had tried to detect and
range on something that wasn’t

there. The nearest accurate

statement would be that the

radar had detected something
just before it became something
the radar could detect, which did

not begin to make sense.

Planes didn’t appear in mid-

sky without previously having

been somewhere else; it wasn’t

a plane. There could be meteors,

but it wasn’t a meteor because
it went too slowly and changed
course and stood still in the air

and went upward. Nor was it a

missile. A ballistic missile

couldn’t change course, a rocket-

missile would show on the radar.

He looked at his watch.

“Six minutes and a half from
the static,” he said grimly.

“Eighty miles. Sound travels a

mile every five seconds. Let’s lis-

ten. Ten seconds—eight—six

—

four
—

”

Now the wave-guide radar had
gone back to normal operation.

Its silver-plated square tube

flickered and quivered and spun
quickly in this direction and
that, searching all the sky.

There was a booming sound.

It was infinitely low-pitched. It

was long-continued. It was so

low in frequency that it seemed
more a vibration of the air than

a sound.

It died away.
“It’s a concussion-wave,” said

Soames soberly. “It arrived four

hundred odd seconds after the

static. Eighty miles ... A noise

has to be pretty loud to travel
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60 far ! A ground-shock has to be

rather sharp to be felt as an

earth-tremor at eighty miles.

Even a spark has to be very,

very fierce to mess up radio

and radar reception at eighty

miles . . . Something very re-

markable happened down yonder

tonight— something somebody

ought to look into.”

Gail said quickly, “How about

a spaceship from another

world ?”

“It would have come in from
outer space,” said Soames. “It

didn’t.”

“A secret weapon,” said Cap-

tain Moggs firmly. “I shall re-

port to Washington and ask or-

ders to investigate.”

“I wouldn’t,” said Soames. “If

you ask orders you promise to

wait for them. If you wait for

orders, whatever fell will be cov-

ered by snow past discovery by
the time your orders come.”

Gail looked at him interested-

ly, confidently.

“What will you do, then?”

“I think,” said Soames, “we’ll

find it and then report.

“You were planning a cosey

little article on Housewives of

the Antarctic; The Care and
Feeding of One’s Penguin Hus-
band. Right?”

Gail grinned suddenly.

“I see. Yes.”

“We take off in the ’copter,”

said Soames. “We start out os-

tensibly to gather material for
an article on Can This Penguin
Marriage Be Saved. But we’ll be
blown off course. We’ll find our-
selves quite accidentally where
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the radar said there was the

great-grandfather of static

bursts, with a ground-shock and
a concussion-wave to boot. We
may even be blown farther, to

where something dived down-
ward for four or five miles and
vanished below the horizon.”

Captain Moggs said uneasily:

“Most irregular. But it might
be wise.”

“Of course,” said Soames.
“It’s always safer to report

something you’ve found than
not find something you’ve re-

ported.”

“We start at sunrise,” said

Captain Moggs authoritatively.

Soames went back to the

radar. As he looked at it, it pick-

ed out something rather smaller

than a marble at a height of

seventy-nine miles and followed

that unthinkably ancient small

wanderer of space down to its

spectacular suicide by fire at a
height of thirty-four miles.

He went painstakingly over

the radar. It worked perfectly.

The taped record of its observa-

tions carried the story of all that

Gail and Captain Moggs had
.seen when he saw it. Machinery
may err, but it does not have

delusions. It w’ould have to be
subject to systematic hallucina-

tion to have reported and record-

ed what this radar insisted was
the truth.

When dawn came, he went out

to the helicopter’s hangar. There
was a supply-plane on the run-

way, but the helicopter belonged
at the base. He found himself
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excessively conscientious in his

check-over. Though he hated to

admit it, he knew it was because
Gail would be in the plane.

When he headed back toward
the main building one of the geo-

physics gang beckoned to him.

He followed to the small, far-

spaced hut—now snow-buried to

its eaves—in which the seismo-

graph ticked away to itself.

“I think I’m going crazy,” said

the geophysics man. “Did you
ever hear of a ground-shock
starting inside out?”

He pointed to the graph-paper
that fed very, very slowly past

the seismograph’s pens. The re-

cording did look odd.

“If you put your hand just

under the surface of the water
in a bathtub,” said the geophys-
ics man harassedly, “and jerk it

downward, you get a hollow that

spreads out with a wave behind
it. It’s the exact opposite of

dropping a pebble into water,

which makes a wave that

spreads out with a hollow—

a

trough—behind it. But except

for that one way of making it,

all waves—absolutely all wave-
systems—start out with a crest

and a trough behind it. Every-
where, all the time, unless you
do what I said in a bathtub.”

“I’m a shower man, myself,”

observed Soames. “But go on.”

“This,” said the geophysics

man bitterly, “is like a bathtub
wave. See? The ground was
jerked away, and then pushed
back. Normal shock-waves push
away and then spring back! An
ice-crack, a rock-slide, an explo-

sion of any sort, all of them
make the same kind of waves!
All have compression phases,

then rarefaction phases, then

compression phases, and so on.

What—” his voice was plaintive—“what in hell is this?”

“Are you saying,” Soames
asked after a moment, “that

ordinary earth-tremors record
like explosion-waves, but that

you’d have to have an implosion

to make a record like this?”

“Sure!” said the geophysics
man. “But how can you have an
implosion that will make an
earth-shock? I’m going to have
to take this whole damned wab-
ble-bucket apart to find out
what’s the matter with it! But
there’s nothing the matter! It

registered what it got ! But what
did it get?”

“An implosion,” said Soames.
“And if you have trouble imag-
ining that. I’m right there with
you.”

He went back to the main
building to get Gail and Captain
Moggs. They went out to the ’cop-

ter hangar together.

“I’ve talked to the radar and
loran operator,” said Soames. “I

explained that you wanted to see

some crevasses from the air, and
I’d be wandering around looking

for them on the way to the rook-

ery. He will check on us every
fifteen minutes, anyhow.”

The ’copter went up the long,

sloping, bulldozed snowramp.
Soames checked his radio con-

tact. He nodded. The engines

hummed and roared and bel-
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lowed, and the ship lifted delib-

erately and floated away over

the icy waste.

The little helicopter was very

much alone above a landscape

which had never known a grow-

ing thing.

Soames kept in radar contact

and when he was ready he told

the base, “I’m going down now,

hunting crevasses.”

He let the 'copter descend.

The waste was featureless, then

and for a seemingly intermin-

able time afterward. Then his

estimated position matched the

site of the static-earth-shock-

concussion - wave - occurrence.

There seemed nothing about this

part of the snow-desert which
was different from any other

part. No. Over to the left. A
wind-pattern showed in the

snow. It was already being
blown away ; its edges dulled.

But it was rather far from a

probable thing. There were lines

— hollows— where gusts had
blown at the snow’s surface.

They were spiral lines, tending

toward a center. They had not

the faintest resemblance to the

crater of an explosion which
might have made an earth-shock.

Soames took a camera out of

its place in the ’copter. Gail

stared down.

“I’ve seen something like

that,” she said puzzledly. “Not
a picture. Certainly not a snow-
field. I think it looks like a dia-

gram of some sort.”

“Try a storm-vv-ind diagram,”
said Soames drily. “The way a
cyclone ought to look from di-

rectly overhead. The meteorol-
ogy boys will break down and
cry when they see this picture!”

He took pictures. The shad-
ows of the wind-made indenta-

tions would come out clearly in

the film.

“Unless,” said Soames, “un-
less somebody got a snap of a
whirlwind touching a snow-field

and bouncing up again, this v/ill

be a photographic first. It’s not
an explosion-pattern, you’ll no-

tice. Wind and snow weren’t
thrown away from the center.

They were drawn toward it. Mo-
mentarily. It’s an explosion in-

side out, an implosion-pattern to

be more exact.”

“I don’t understand,” said

Gail.

“An explosion,” said Soames
grimly, “is a bursting-out of a
suddenly present mass of gas.

An implosion is a bursting-in of

a suddenly present vacuum. Set
off a firecracker and you have
an explosion. Break an electric

bulb and you have an implosion.
That pattern behind us is an
implosion-pattern.”

“But how could such a thing
be?”

“If we knew,” said Soames
wrily, “maybe we’d be running
away. Maybe we should.”

The ’copter droned on and on
and on. The ice-sheet continued
unbroken.

“There!” cried Gail, suddenly.

She pointed. Blowing snow
hid everything. Then there was
a hole in the whiteness, a shad-

ow. The shadow sGrred and an
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object too dark to be snow ap-

peared. It vanished again.

“There’s a sheltered place!”

said Gail, “and there’s something
dark in it!”

Soames pulled the microphone
to his lips.

“Calling base,” he said briefly.

“Calling base . . . Hello! I’m well

beyond the last radar-fix. I think

I’m bearing about one seven oh

degrees from base. Get a loran

fix on me. Make it quick. I may
have to land.”

He listened, pressing a button

to activate the loran-relay which
would transmit a signal on sig-

nal from the base, so the bearing

and distance could be computed
back at base. It was wiser to

have such computations done
aground. He readied the camera
again.

Gail looked through the 'cop-

ter’s binoculars. The peculiar

shadow—hole—opening in the

blowing snow reappeared. Some-
thing in it looked like a missile,

only it was bright metal and
much too large. It lay askew on

the ice. A part of it—a large

part—was smashed.

“Spaceship?” asked Gail, “do
you think that’s it?”

“Heaven forbid!” said Soames.
There was movement. One

—

two—three figures stared up
from beside the metal shape. A
fourth appeared. Soames grimly
took pictures. Gail gasped sud-

denly :

“They’re not men!” she said

shakily. “Brad, they’re children!

Queerly dressed children, with
bare arms and legs! They’re out

there on the snow ! They’ll

freeze! We’ve got to help them!”
“Calling base,” said Soames

into the microphone. “I’m land-

ing. I have to. If I don’t report

in twenty minutes come with
caution—repeat with caution

—

to see what’s happened. I repeat.

If I do not report in twenty min-
utes come with caution, caution,

caution to see what is the mat-
ter.”

The ’copter made a loud, loud

noise as it went skittering down
toward the object—and the chil-

dren—on the ice.

CHAPTER 2

The snow-mist blew aside

and there was plainly a ship

lying partly crushed upon the

snow. Half its length was smash-
ed, but he could see that it had
never flown with wings. There
weren’t any.

“It looks like a spaceship,”

said Gail breathlessly.

Soames spoke between set

teeth.

“That would finish things for

all of us!”

And it, would, without any
qualifications. On a world al-

ready squabbling and divided

into two main power-groups and
embittered neutrals; on a world
armed with weapons so deadly

that only the fear of retaliation

kept the peace . . . Contact with
a farther-advanced race would
not unite humanity, either for

defense or for the advantages
such a contact might reasonably

bring. Instead, it would detonate
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hatred and suspicion into mad-
ness.

A higher civilization could

very well tip the scales, if it gave

one side weapons. The world out-

side the Iron Curtain could not

risk that the Iron Curtain na-

tions become best friends of pos-

sible invaders. The communist
leaders could not risk letting the

free nations make alliance with

a higher technology and a great-

er science. So actual contact with
a more-advanced race would be

the mo.st deadly happening that

could take place on the world a.s

it was today.

Soames jumped out. He looked

at the ship and felt sick. But he

snapped a quick photograph. It

had no wings and had never

owned any. It had been probably

a hundred feet long, all bright

metal. Now nearly half of it was
crushed or crumpled by its fall.

It must have been brought partly

under control before the impact,

though, enough to keep it from
total destruction. And Soames,
regarding it, saw that there had
been no propellers to support it

or pull it through the air. There
were no air-ducts for jet-motors.

It w'asn’t a jet.

There were no rockets, either.

The drive was of a kind so far

unimagined by men of here and
now.

Gail stood beside Soames, her
eyes bright. She exclaimed,

“Brad! It isn’t cold here!”

The children looked at her in-

terestedly. One of the girls spoke
politely, in wholly unintelligible

syllables. The girls might be
thirteen or thereabouts. The
boys were possibly a year older,

sturdier and perhaps more mus-
cular than most boys of that age.
All four were wholly composed.
They looked curious but not in

the least alarmed, and not in the

least upset, as they’d have been
had older companions been in-

jured or killed in the ship’s land-

ing. They wore brief garments
that would have been quite suit-

able for a children’s beach-party
in mid-summer, but did not be-

long on the Antarctic ice-cap at

any time. Each wore a belt with
moderately large metal insets

placed on either side of its fas-

tening.

“Brad!” repeated Gail. “It’s

warm here! Do you realize it?

And there’s no wind!”

Soames swallowed. The camera
hung from his hand. It either

was or it could be a spaceship

that lay partly smashed upon
the ice. He looked about him
with a sort of total grimness.

There was a metal girder, quite

separate from the ship, which
had apparently been set up
slantingly in the ice since the

landing. It had no apparent pur-
pose.

Captain Moggs said peremp-
torily :

“Children! We insist on speak-

ing to your parents! At once!”

Gail moved foi'ward. Soames
saw, now, a small tripod near the

ship. Something spun swiftly at

its top. It had plainly been
brought out from inside the

strange vessel. For a hundred
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yards in every direction there

was no wind or snow. More than

that, the calm air was also warm.
It was unbelievable.

“Do you hear me?” demanded
Captain Moggs. “Children!”

Gail said in a friendly fash-

ion, smiling at the girls

:

“I’m sure you don’t under-

stand a word I say, but won’t

you invite us to visit?”

Her tone and manner were
plainly familiar to the children.

One of the two girls smiled and
stood aside for Gail to enter the

ship. Soames and Captain Moggs
followed.

It was quite as bright inside

the ship as out-of-doors. There
were no lights. It was simply

bright. A part of the floor had
buckled upward, and the rest

was not level, but the first im-
pression was of brilliance and
the second was of a kind of

simplicity which was bewilder-

ing. And there was a third. It

was of haste. The ship seemed
to have been put together with
such urgent haste that nothing
had been done for mere finish

or decoration.

“I want to speak to the par-

ents of these children!” said

Captain Moggs firmly. “I insist

upon it!”

“I suspect,” said Soames grim-
ly, “that in the culture these

children came from, the proper
place for parents is the home.
This is a child-size spaceship,

you’ll notice.”

The size of the door and chairs

proved it. He saw through a

crumpled, open doorway into the

crushed part of the ship. There
was machinery in view', but no
shafts or gears or power-leads.

He guessed it to be machinery
because it could not be anything
else. He saw a dented case of

metal, with an opened top. The
boys had apparently dragged it

into the relatively undamaged
part of the ship to work upon
its contents. He could see coils

of bare metal, and arrangements
which might have been induct-

ances. He took a sort of forlorn

pride in guessing that the thing

was some sort of communication-
device.

There was a board with but-

tons on it. It might be a control-

board, but it didn’t look like it.

There was a metal box with a

transparent plastic front. One
could see cryptic shapes of metal
inside. Two bright-metal balls

mounted on a side-wall. They had
holes in them, about the right

size for the hands of children

like these to enter. There was a
two-foot, carefully machined
spiral of metal, intruding into

and lessening the living-space of

the ship. These things had func-

tions he could not even guess at.

He found himself resentful of

things which were obviously the

developments of science, and he
could not even guess what they

were for.

But alien? He looked at the

boys. They were human children.

They had absolutely nothing of

strangeness about them. Their
hair, their eyes and eyelashes

were normal. Their noses. Their
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lips. Their teeth. In every re-

spect they were as human as he
was, or Gail.

He looked to the most urgent
problem of the moment. He snap-

ped pictures, before anything
else.

One of the boys turned to the

dented metal case. He began to

arrange its contents in a some-
how final fashion. Soames guess-

ed that it had been damaged in

the landing, and they’d made a

repair.

The second boy touched

Soames’ elbow and showed him
the box with the clear plastic

front. He touched it, and an im-

age appeared in the plastic. It

was an image of the landscape

outside. He shifted the box, and
the landscape image flashed

sidewise. He touched another
control. The landscape flowed

swiftly toward the viewer. It

raced. Presently the ground
seemed to drop away and
Soames found himself staring at

a picture which showed the ice-

sheet and the sky and—very far

away—the dark blue line which
was the sea, now a hundred
miles distant.

The boy nodded and made
delicate adjustments. Tlren

Soames looked at an image of

the Gissell Bay base from which
he and the others had set out an
hour before. It was a remark-
ably clear image. Soames could

even see the supply-plane wait-

ing on the runway until it was
time for take-off. He knew un-
happily that the box was some-
thing which was not a radar, but

performed all the functions of
one and so many others that it

was a different thing entirely.

Then Gail said:

“Brad! Look at this!”

She held out two necklaces
that the girls had given her. She
showed him the ornaments at
their ends. One was a very tiny
horse. It was beautifully done,
and obviously from life. The
head was larger than an ordi-

nary horse’s head would be. The
body was lightly built. Each of
its tiny feet had three toes.

Gail watched Soames’ face.

“You see? How about this?”
The ornament of the other

necklace was a tiny metal fish. It

had fins and a tail, but no scales.

Instead, its body was protected
by bony armor. It was a ganoid
fish, like a sturgeon. But it was
not a sturgeon, though sturgeons
are now the main representatives
of what once were innumerable
ganoid species.

Soames shook his head, then
spoke to Gail and Captain
Moggs. “The ship was built for
children to operate, I can’t

imagine why. But there’s noth-
ing like a weapon in view. I’m
going to call Base before they
get alarmed.”

He made a report which
sounded as if there were some
minor trouble with the ’copter

and he’d landed. It did not check
with his last call speaking in-

sistently of caution, but he
couldn’t help it. Other bases
were on the same wave-length.

He said he’d call back. He in-
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tended to call for help—in

handling the matter of the chil-

dren—as soon as it would seem
plausible that he needed help to

get off the ground again.

But he felt shaky, inside. The
radar-report and the static and
earth-shock and concussion-wave
of the night before had been im-

probable enough. But this was
more incredible still. The chil-

dren’s ship must have appeared
in the middle of all those unlike-

ly phenomena. It was reasonable

for it to have crashed amid such

violence. But where had it come
from, and why?
They were human and they

were members of a culture be-

side which the current culture

on Earth was barbaric. It could

not be an Earth civilization. On
a world where for thousands of

years men had killed each other

untidily in wars, and where they
now prepared to destroy them-
selves wholly in a final one, there

was no possibility of such a
civilization existing in secret.

But where was it?

Soames stood by the ’copter,

staring bemusedly at the ship.

The two boys came out. They
went briskly to the shattered

part of the ship and picked up
a metal girder neatly matching
the one that leaned absurdly
where it was fixed in the icy sur-

face. By the ease of their move-
ments, it could not be heavy. It

would have to be aluminum or

magnesium to be so light. Mag-
nesium alloy, at a guess.

One boy held it upright by the
slanting beam. The other pro-
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duced a small object Soames
could not see. He bent over the
ice and moved his hand to and
fro. The new girder sank into

the ice. They slanted it to meet
the one already fixed. They held
it fast for a moment. They went
back to the wrecked ship. The
second girder remained fixed,

like the first one.*

Soames went to look. The
metal beam was deeply imbed-
ded in the ice which somehow
did not chill the air above it.

He heard a small sound. One
of the boys, the one in the

brown, tunic-like shirt, - swept
something across the plating of

the crumpled vessel. The plating

parted like wet paper. Soames
watched in a sort of neither be-

lieving nor unbelieving detach-

ment. A whole section of plating

came away. The boy in the

brown tunic very briskly trim-
med plating away from a
strength-member and had a

third metal beam. Whatever in-

strument he used, it cut metal
as if it were butter.

Both boys brought the third

beam to where the others leaned

to form a tripod. But this third

bit of metal was curved. They
lowered it, and the boy in the

brown tunic matter-of-factly

sliced through the metal, took

out a V-shaped piece, and ob-

viously made the rest of the

metal whole once more. They
raised it again, the boy moved
his hand over the ice, it sank
into it, they held it a moment
only, and went off to the ship.

Soames went numbly to see
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what had happened. He picked

up scraps of the trimmed-away
metal.

Soames puzzled over the metal

scraps. They did not look cut.

They had mirror-bright sur-

faces, as if melted apart. But
there’d been no flame . . .

The boys reappeared with the

dented case that Soames guessed

was a communication device of

some sort. They carried it to the

new tripod. One of them carried,

also, a complicated structure of

small rods which could be an

antenna-system to transmit ra-

diation of a type that Soames
could not conceive of.

Captain Moggs came towards
him from the ’copter.

“I called Base,” she said. “Two
.snow-weasels will start here

within the hour. Another ’cop-

ter is due in from an advanced
observation post at any moment.
It will be sent here as soon as it

arrives.”

Soames wondered numbly just

how indiscreet she’d been, in a

short-wave conversation that

could be picked up by any of the

other-nation bases that cared to

listen in. But, ju.st then, Gail

came out of the ship.

“Brad,” she said anxiously,

“what are the boys doing?”

Soames knew only too well. If

the dented case contained a com-
municator, which would use so

complicated an antenna as lay

ready for use, there could only

be one answer. And there could

be only one thing for him to do,

considering everything.

“They’re shipwi’ecked. They’re

setting up something to signal

for help with. They’Ve landed on
a woi’ld of rather primitive sav-

ages and they want somebody to

come and take them away.”

“It mustn’t be permitted!”
said Captain Moggs firmly. “The
ship must be examined! In our
modern world, with the military

situation what it is . .

Soames looked at her iron-

ically.

He had metal scraps in his

hand, those he’d picked up to

examine as a savage might ex-

amine sawdust. There was a

threadlike extension of metal
from one scrap. He twisted it off

and put it on his sleeve. He
struck a light with his cigarette

lighter. He touched it to the

fibre of metal. There was a burst
of flame. His sleeve was singed.

“Mostly magnesium,” he said

detachedly. “It’s possible that

they don’t think of fire as a dan-
ger. They may not use fire any
more. We don’t light our houses
with open flames any longer.

They may not use flames at all.

But I’m a savage. I do.”

He sorted through the bits of

silvery metal. Another morsel
had a wire-like projection. He
saw the boy with the green tunic

laying something on the snow,
from the ship to the tripod.

“A power-line,” he said ap-
palled. “They’ve got to signal

nobody knows how far, with no-

body can guess how much power
in the signal. And they use
power-leads the size of sewing-
thread! But of course the people
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who built this ship would have
superconductors!” Then he said,

"I may be committing suicide,

but I think I ought to, rather
than let ...”

He moved forward. His throat

was dry. He struck his lighter

and touched the flame to the

thread of metal on the second
.scrap. It flared. He threw the

whole piece just as all the flam-

mable alloy caught fire. In mid-
air it became a ball of savage
white incandescence that grew
larger and fiercer as it flew. It

was a full yard in diameter when
it fell upon the dented case the

boys had brought here.

That burst into flame. The
new-made tripod caught. Flame
leaped thirty feet into the air.

Soames was scorched and blind-

ed by the glare. Then the fire

died swiftly and snow-white
ash-particles drifted down on
every hand.

The boy in the brown tunic

cried out fiercely. He held out

his hand with the thing that had
cut metal glittering in it.

Soames faced the fourteen-

year-old grimly. The boy’s face

was contorted. There was more
than anger in it. The boy in the

green tunic clenched and un-

clenched his hands. His expres-

sion was purest horror. One of

the girls sobbed. The other spoke

in a tone of despair so great and
grief so acute that Soames was
almost ashamed.

Then the boy in the brown
tunic spoke very, very bitterly

to the girl who’d evidently said

something to restrain him. He

turned his eyes from Soames.
He went into the ship, stum-
bling a little.

The whole air of the three re-

maining children changed utter-

ly. They had been composed and
confident and even zestful.

They’d acted as if the wrecking
of their ship were an adventure
rather than a catastrophe. But
now they were dazed by disas-

ter. First one of the girls, and
then the second boy, and then

the other girl went despairingly

into the ship.

Soames looked at Gail. The
boy in the brown tunic had
pointed at him with the object

that cut metal plates in half.

He’d been stopped, most likely,

by the girl’s grief-sh-icken

words. Soames had a profound
conviction that the boy could

easily have killed him. He had
an equally strong conviction

that it could have been a low
price to pay for preventing the
rest of these children’s race from
finding Earth.

“I suppose,” said Gail, “that
you feel pretty badly.”

“I’m a savage. I’ve destroyed

their signalling device. I may
have kept their civilization from
destroying ours. I feel like a

murderer,” he told her grimly.

“And of children, at that. With
luck, I may have kept them
from ever seeing their families

again.”

After a long time Gail said

with a curiously mirthless at-

tempt at humor;
“Do you Icnow, this is the big-
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gest news story that’s ever hap-
pened? And do you know that

nobody would believe it?”

“But this,” said Captain
Moggs firmly, “is a matter of

such military importance that
nothing must be said about it at

all! Nothing!”

Soames made no comment, but
he didn’t think the matter could

be kept secret.

They waited. The children

stayed in the ship.

After a very long time the
children appeared again. The
girls’ faces were tear-streaked.

They brought small possessions

and placed them neatly in the

snow. They went back for more.

“At a guess,” said Soames,
“that super-radar of theirs has
shown them a ’copter on the way.
They know they can’t stay here.

I’ve made it impossible for them
to hope to be found. They’ve got

to let themselves be taken away
and they want to keep these

things.”

The bringing-out of small ob-

jects ended. The boy in the

brown tunic went back in the

ship.

When he re-emerged, he said

something in the bitterest of

bitter voices. The girls turned
their backs to the ship. The girl

with brown eyes began to weep.
The boy in the green tunic shift-

ed the small tripod to a new
position. As he carried it, the

calmness and the warmth of the
air changed remarkably. There
was a monstrous gust of icy

wind, and warm calm, and an-
other gust. But when he put the

tripod down again there was
only calm once more.
Soames heard the droning of

another ’copter, far away.
The boy in the green tunic

held out his hand. It had the glit-

tering tiny object in it. From a
fifty-foot distance, he swept his

hand from one end to the other

of the wrecked ship. Flame
leaped up. The magnesium-alloy
vessel burned with a brightness
that stung and dazzled the eyes.

A monstrous, a colossal flaming
flare leaped and soared . . . and
died. Too late, Soames fumbled
for his camera. There was no
longer a wrecked ship on the ice.

There were only a few, smok-
ing, steaming fragments.

When the second ’copter land-

ed beside the first, the four chil-

dren were waiting composedly to

be taken away.

CHAPTER 3

The world’s affairs went on
as usual. There were the cus-

tomary number of international

crises. The current diplomacy
preferred blackmail by threat of
atomic war.

Naturally, even Antarctica
could be used to create turmoil.
The population of the continent
was confined to the staffs of re-

search-bases established during
the International Geophysical
Year. In theory the bases were
an object-lesson in co-operation
for a constructive purpose,
which splendid spirit of mutual
trust and confidence must spread
through the world and some day
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lead to an era of blissful and
unsuspicious peacefulness.

But that time was not yet.

There’d been an outburst of

static of an unprecedented kind.

It had covered the globe on all

wave-lengths, everywhere of ab-

solute maximum volume. It had
used millions of times as much
power as any signal ever heard
before. No atom bomb could

have made it. Science and gov-

ernments, together, raised three

very urgent questions. Who did

it? How did they do it? And,
why did they do it?

Each major nation suspected

the others. Scientific progress

had become the most urgent
need of every nation, and was
expected to be the end of all of

them.

At Gissell Bay, however, the

two ’copters came droning in,

and settled down, and Gail and
Soames and Captain Moggs got

out, and instantly picked up a

boy or a girl and hurried to get

them out of the bitter cold.

The staff reacted immediately
to the children. They tried to be
reassuring. They tried to find a

language the children could un-

derstand. They failed. Then
when the children spoke slowly

and carefully, they searched at

least for familiar root-sounds.

They found nothing. But ceir-

tainly the children felt them-
selves surrounded by people who
wished them well.

The base photographer devel-

oped and printed Soames’ pic-

tures. The design of the ship

was clear and the children before
it gave it scale. The interior pic-

tures were not so good, wrongly
focused. Still, there was plenty

to substantiate Soames’ report.

Aside from the pictures there

were the things the children had
selected to be brought. There
was a cooking-pot. Its substance

conducted heat in one direction

only. Heat could enter its out-

side surface, but not leave it.

Heat could leave its inside

surface, but not enter it. Con-

sequently, when the lid was
on, the outer surface absorbed

heat from the air around it and
the inner surface released it,

and the contents of the pot boil-

ed merrily without fuel, while

the outside became coated with

frost.

Some of the physicists went
about in a state of shock, trying

to figure out how it happened.

Others, starry-eyed, pointed out

that if the cooking-pot had been

a pipe, it could be submerged
under a running river, yield live

steam by cooling off the water
that flowed past it, and that

water would regain normal river

temperature in the course of a

few miles of sunlit flow. In such

a case, what price coal and pe-

troleum? In fact, what price

atomic power?
The small tripod went up out-

side the base’s main building.

Instantly the spinner began to

turn, the wind ceased. In min-

utes the air ceased to be biting.

In tens of minutes it was warm.
Meteorologists, refusing to be-

lieve their senses, explored the
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boundaries of the calm area.

They came back, frost-bitten,

.swearing that there was a drop
of eighty degrees beyond the

calm area, and a rise of tem-

perature beyond the cold belt.

The tripod-spinner was a dif-

ferent application of the prin-

ciple of the cooking-pot. Some-
how the spinning thing made an

area that heat could enter but

not leave, and wind could not

blow through. If the device

could be reversed, deserts would
become temperate zones. As it

was, the arctic and antarctic

could be made to bloom. The
gadget was an out-of-doors heat-

pump.
There was the box with the

plastic sheet in it. One of the

boys, very composed, operated it.

On request, he opened it up.

There was nothing in the case

but a few curiously shaped bits

of metal. The thing was too sim-

ple to be comprehensible when
one did not know the principle

by which it worked.

The same trouble showed up
with every device examined.

These were important mat-
ters. Captain Moggs visibly

grew in her own estimation. She
commandeered a supply plane

and took off immediately for

Wa.shington with the news of

the event she’d witnessed, prints

of Soames’ photographs, and
samples of the children’s posses-

sions which could be carried on

her person.

Back at the base the mo.st

urgent problem was communica-

tion with the children. So Gail

began gently to teach the taller

girl some few English words.

Very shortly she greeted

Soames anxiously when he came
to see how the process went.

“Her name,” said Gail,” is

Zani. The other girl—the one
with blue eyes—is Mai, and the

boy in the brown tunic is Fran
and the one in the green is Hod.
She understands that there’s a

language to be learned. She’s

writing down wmrds in some sort

of writing of her own. She was
bewildered when I handed her a

ball-point pen, but she under-

stood as soon as I demonstrated.

They must w'rite with something
else.

“But—what happens next?
What’s going to happen to the

children? They’ve no friends,

no family, nobody to care what
happens to them! They’re in a

terrible fix, Bi-ad!”

“For which I’m responsible,”

said Soames grimly, “and about
which I’m already jittering.”

“I’m responsible too!” said

Gail quickly. “I helped! What
are you worrying about?”

‘"They burned up their ship,”

said Soames more grimlv still.

“Why?”
She shook her head, watching

his expression.

“They treated us like harm-
less savages in the beginning,”

he said. “Then I destroyed their

only hope of getting in touch
with their families and friends.

So one of the boys destroyed
their ship. But the others knew,
and got ) eady for it b>’ bringing
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some possessions out of it.

Why?”
“I’m not sure . . .said Gail.

“If we’d captured their ship

intact,” Soames told her, “w'e’d

have studied it. Either w'e’d

have come to understand it, so

w'e could build one too, or if w^e

couldn’t— being savages — we’d
have given up entirely. In

either case the children w'ouldn’t

matter to us. They’d simply have
been castaways. As it is, they’ve

got us where they want us. I

suspect they’ve got some trin-

kets to trade with us, as we
might offer beads to bushmen.
Let them or help them signal to

their families, they’ll say, and
their parents will make us all

rich.”

Gail considered. Then she

shook her head.

“It won’t work. We’ve got
newspapers and news broadcasts.

People will be too scared to al-

low it.”

“Scared of four children?” de-

manded Soames.

“You don’t realize what news-
papers are,” Gail said with a

trace of wryness. “They don’t

live by printing news. They print

‘true’ stories, serials. ‘’True’

crime stories, to be continued to-

morrow. ‘True’ international-

crisis suspense stories, for the

next thrilling chapter read to-

morrow’s paper or tune in to

this station ! That’s what’s print-

ed and broadcast. Brad. It’s what
people want and insist on. Don’t

you realize how the children will

be served up in the news? ‘Crea-

tures From Space in Antarctica!

Earth Helpless!’ ” She grimaced.
“There won’t be any demand for

human-interest stories by Gail

Haynes, telling about four nice-

ly-raised children who need to

be helped to get back to their

parents. The public wouldn’t
like that so much.

“You’ll see,” Gail continued,

“I’m very much' afraid. Brad,

that presently you and I will be
the only people in the world who
don’t think the childi’en had bet-

ter be killed, for safety. You did

the right thing for us, in not

letting them signal to their

families. But you don’t need to

worry about too much sympathy
for the children!”

“And I got them into it,” said

Soames, morosely.

“We did,” insisted Gail. “And
we did right. But I’m going to

do what I can to keep it from
being worse for them than I can
help. If you’ll join me—

”

“Naturally!” said Soames.

He went moodily away. He
was unaware of Gail’s expres-

sion as she looked after him. She
turned slowly to the girl with
her.

He found the other three chil-

dren. They were the center of

an agitated group of staff-mem-

bers, trying to communicate by
words and gestures, while the

children tried not to show dis-

turbance at their vehemence. A
cosmic-particle specialist told

Soames the trouble. Among the

children’s possessions there was
a coil of thread-fine copper wire.

Somebody had snipped off a bit
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of it for test, and discovered

that the wire was super-conduc-

tive. A super-conductor is a

material which has no electrical

resistance whatever. In current

Earth science tin and mercury
and a few alloys could be made
into super-conductors by being

cooled below 18° Kelvin, or four

hundred odd degrees Fahrenheit

below zero. Above that tempera-

ture, superconductivity did not

exist. But the children’s wire

was a superconductor at room
temperature. A thread the size

of a cobweb could carry all the

current turned out by Niagara

without heating up. A heavy-

duty dynamo could be replaced

by a superconductive dynamo
that would almost fit in one’s

pocket. A thousand-horse-power

motor would need to be hardly

larger than the shaft it would

turn. It would mean . . .

“Let ’em alone!” snapped

Soames. “They couldn’t tell you

how it was made, even if they

could talk English! Give them a

chance to learn how to talk!

They’ve had a bad time any-

how.”
He took the boys and the other

girl away. He led them to his

own quarters. He whistled for

his dog, Rex, and showed the

children how to play with him.

They began to relax and enjoy

the fun heretofore unknown to

them.

Soames left his quarters and
held his head. There was much
to worry about. For example.
Captain Moggs in Washington,

there to pass on information

perfectly calculated to bring

about confusion. And at the base

itself a completely natural rou-

tine event took place to make
the confusion twice confounded.

The director of the Gissell

Bay base made his normal,

regular, short-wave report to the

scientific organization which
controlled and co-ordinated the

base’s activities and kept it sup-

plied and equipped. The Gissell

Bay director was an eminent
scientist. He talked comfort-

ably to an even more eminent
scientist in the capital of the

United States. Naturally, the

static scream was mentioned in

Washington. As naturally, the

discovery of a crashed spaceship

came up. It was important. It

should be reported. It was. The
Gissell Bay director went into

details about the children and
about the gadgets they’d select-

ed to be salvaged when they

destroyed their ship. A complete

account preceded Captain Moggs
to Washington, but not to the

military. She was in charge of

that angle.

The eminent scientist in

Washington naturally discussed

the report with other scientists

who would naturally be as much
concerned as himself. Later in

the morning, one of those scien-

tists received a reporter. The
reporter asked various routine

questions. In all innocence, the

scientist who had been told by
the scientist who had been told

by the director at Gissell Bay,

told the reporter.
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And therefore, as Captain

Moggs rode toward the Penta-

gon she did not notice the head-

lines, but they had already been

seen in the Pentagon.

"Spaceship Lands in Antarctica!

Alien Life Forms Aboard
Scientists Alarmed.”

No newspaper would spoil a

good story by underplaying it.

Wire services wasted no time.

There were other similar head-

lines all over the United States.

It should be added that the

first editions of the first news-

papers to print the story did

mention that the invaders were
in appearance like human chil-

dren, but somehow it did not

sound plausible. Also, other sorts

of descriptions were more excit-

ing. The description of children

as invaders was classed as a

guess. Then as a bad guess.

Then as something so preposter-

ous that it wasn’t worth relat-

ing. Anyhow the point of the

story was that a ship from off

the Earth had landed, with in-

telligent beings in it, equipped

with marvellous devices. And
marvellous devices would nat-

urally—in the state of the

world at that time—be weapons.

So rewrite men expanded the

news service dispatches by the

sound business-like rule that the

public is entitled to get what it

wants. The public likes to be

scared.

A lieutenant-general greeted

Captain Moggs at the Pentagon.
“This business is true?” he

demanded. “A spaceship from
off Earth has landed? It had a
crew ? The crew’s still alive ? Hell

and damnation! What weapons
have they got?”

Captain Moggs stammered but
managed to give answers. They
did not give an impression of a
properly complete investigation

of the landing of an alien space-

ship. In particular, her state-

ment that the crew of the ship

was human children simply did

not register.

“Hah!” said the lieutenent-

general, bitterly. “Nothing to go
on ! You, Captain whatever-your-
name-is, you were there when
the ship was found, you say.

Very well. Keep your mouth
shut. Get a plane and go back.”

He addressed his men, “Bring
up all their stuff, the stuff they

brought from their ship. Get the

stray unburned parts of their

ship. Get our guided missile

men set to work on them and
find out how the drive worked.
They ought to come up with
something! Round up some spe-

cial-weapons men to investigate

those fragments too. See what
they’ve got! Work from these

pictures until we’ve got the

samples.” He swung back to

Captain Moggs. “You go back
and bring those aliens and
everything that can be brought!
Bring everything! And in the

meantime,” he looked around his

office, “a lid goes on this!

Top secret—top-top secret! The
newspapers have to be choked
off. Deny everything!”
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He waved his hand. She left

the office.

Her plane was barely south

of Virginia when a spokesman

for the Pentagon assured a

news conference that the De-

fense Department had no infor-

mation about an alleged non-ter-

i-estrial spaceship landing in

Antarctica. The newspaper re-

porters pulled newspapers from
their pockets. The Pentagon had
been denying things right and
left, in obedience to orders. Now
the newspapers printed repro-

ductions of United Nations rec-

ords, showing that at the

request of the Defense Depai't-

ment four United Nations pass-

ports had been issued. The
records said that the passports

were for Jane and John Doe, and
Ruth and Richard Roe, who ob-

viously could not enter the

United States without proper

documents. The UN information

on those persons was: birth-

place, unknown ;
nationality, un-

known ;
age, unknown ;

descrip-

tion, not given
; race, unknown

;

occupation, unknown. And all the

newspapers carried headlines

about “SPACESHIP CREW u-s-

BOUND.” Or

:

"Take Us To Your President"—Allens

Spaceship Crew Demands Top-

Level Conference.

Ultimatum Hinted At

It was not, of course, exclu-

sively an American affair. The
London Times pointed out the

remarkable amount of detailed

90

speculation in the air, as com-
pared with the minute amount
of admitted facts. But else-

where: Pravda insisted that the

aliens had refused to enter into

discussions with America after

learning of its capitalistic social

system and tyrannical govern-
ment. Ce Soir claimed exclusive

private information that the

crew of the spaceship—which
was twelve hundred metres long
—were winged monsters of re-

pellant aspect. The official new.s-

paper in Bucharest, to the
contrary, said that they were in-

telligent reptiles. In Cairo it was
believed and printed that the

spacecraft was manned by crea-

tures of protaean structure, re-

markably resembling legendary
djinns.

There were other descriptions,

all attributing monstrous quali-

ties and brutally aggressive ac-

tions to the aliens.

And at Gissell Bay the staff

became rather fond of four
young people whose names w^ere

Zani, Fran, Hod and Mai, be-

cause they had been very well

brought up by their parents and
were thoroughly nice children.

They were tense, and they
were desperately anxious and
uneasy. But they displayed a
resolute courage that made
moderately decent people like

them very much. Most of the

research-staff wanted very bad-

ly to ask them questions, but

that was impossible, so they

studied the rather fuzzy photo-

graphs of the inside of the ship
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—the base photographer had
run off several sets of extra

prints—and poked helplessly at

the things the children had
brought with them, and racked

their brains to imagine how
such things work. The spinning

thing atop the tripod made it

quite pleasant to be out-of-doors

around the Gissell Bay base,

though there were forty-mile

winds and thermometers read

ten below zero two hundred
yards from the thing Hod had
set up. The cooking-pot boiled

merrily without fuel, with an in-

creasingly thick layer of frost

on its outside. The thing Soames
had called a super-radar allowed

a penguin rookery to be watched
in detail without disturbing the

penguins, and Fran obligingly

loaned his pocket instrument

—

the one that cut metal like but-

ter—to the physicists of the

staff.

He had to show them how to

use it, though. It was a flat

metal case about the size of a

pocket cigarette lighter. It had
two very simple controls, and a
highly ingenious gimmick which
kept it from turning itself on
by accident.

In an oblique fashion, it was
a heat-pump. One control turned
it on and intensified or dimin-

ished its effect. The other con-

trolled the area it worked on. In

any material but iron, it made
heat flow together toward the
center of its projected field.

Pointed at a metal bar, the heat
from both ends flowed to the cen-
ter, where the pocket device was

aimed. The center became in-

tensely hot. The rest went
intensely cold. In seconds a

bronze bar turned red-hot along
a line a hundredth of an inch

thick. Then it melted, a layer

the thickness of tissue-paper

turned liquid and one could pull

the bar apart or slide it sidewise

to separate it. Bqt one needed to

hold the bar in thick gloves, be-

cause liquid air could drip off if

one were not careful. And it did

not work on iron or steel.

Soames took Fran with Mai
and Hod, to the improvised
schoolroom where Gail labored to

give Zani a minimum vocabu-
lary of English words. Rex went
happily along with the others.

Zani greeted the dog raptu-

rously. She got down on the floor

with him and tussled with him,
her face beaming.

Soames’ mouth dropped open.

The other children hadn’t known
there w'as such a thing as a dog.

They’d had to learn to play with
Rex. But Zani knew about dogs
and how to play with them on
sight.

“I suppose,” said Gail, not

knowing of Soames’ astonish-

ment, “Zani will help me teach

the other children some words.”
But the boy Hod had picked

up the bail-point pen Gail had
needed to show Zani the use of.

He didn’t need to be shown.
Without a glance at it, he began
to write. A moment later he read
off, slowly and clumsily and from
the completely cryptic marks
he’d made, the English words
that Gail had taught Zani. Fran
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and Mai joined him. They pains-

takingly practiced the pronuncia-

tion of words Gail had taught
Zani but not them.

It was another development
that did not make sense.

CHAPTER 4

CAPTAIN MOGGS landed and
went directly to the main

building of the base. The chil-

dren were playing with Rex.
“Children,” she said with au-

thority, “go inside and pack up.

We are going back to the United
States.”

The girl Mai seemed to under-
stand and went to tell the others.

Captain Moggs came upon
Soames, feverishly making up
bundles of objects the children

had brought out of their ship

before Fran—in the brown
tunic—had burned it. Captain
Moggs said approvingly

:

“You must have anticipated

my orders! But I thought it un-

wise to tell you by radio on the

interbase wave-length.”

Soames said curtly:

“I don’t know anything about
your orders. They’re refuelling

your ship now. We need to get it

aloft with Gail and the kids in-

side of fifteen minutes.

“We were clearing away a
snow-weasel to take to the

woods,” he growled. “Not the

woods, but the wilds. We’ve got

company coming.”

“Impossible!” said Captain
Moggs. “I have top-level orders

for this whole affair to be hush-
ed up. The existence of the chil-

dren is to be denied. Everybody
is to deny everything. Visitors

cannot be permitted! It’s abso-

lutely unthinkable!”

Soames grinned mirthlessly.

“It’s six hours since the
French asked if they might
come over for a social call. We
stalled them. The English sug-

gested a conference about the

extrawd’n’ry burst of static the

other night. They were stalled

off too. But just about an hour
ago the Russians pulled their

stunt. Emergency S.O.S. One of

their planes with engine trouble.

Can’t get home. It’s heading this

way for an emergency landing,

convoyed by another plane. Can
you imagine us refusing permis-
sion for a ship in trouble to

land?”

“I don’t believe it’s in trou-

ble!” said Captain Moggs an-

grily.

“Neither do I,” said Soames.
He passed a wrapped parcel

to one side.

“They must be acting on or-

ders,” he said coldly. “And we
don’t know what their orders
are. Until we realized you’d get
here first, we were making ready
to take the kids off in a snow-
weasel. If we kept 'to soft snow,
no plane could land near them.
It’s just possible somebody could
claim the kids asked protection

from us decadent, warmonger-
ing Americans, and they might
be equipped to shoot it out. We
aren’t.”

Some of the base specialists

appeared to help Soames carry

the parcels to the transport.
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Gail appeared, muffled up for

travel. Fran and Zani were with

her, similarly clothed. They car-

ried garments for the others.

Captain Moggs fled to the

communications room to demand
radio contact to Washington.

But the radio was busy. The
French, having been stalled off

when they suggested a visit,

were now urged to call imme-
diately. The English, similarly

put off, were now invited to drop

in for tea. As Captain Moggs
sputtered, the radio went on to

organize a full-scale conference

on common observational prob-

lems, plus a seminar on Antarc-

tic scientific research in general.

It would be a beautiful example
of whole-hearted co-operation

among scientific groups of dif-

ferent nationalities. It should

set a charming example for the

rest of the world. But members
of the staff, arranging this swift

block of possible trouble-making
by unwelcome visitors, wore the

unpleasant expression of people

who are preparing to be very

polite to people attempting to

put something over on them. It

was notable that the few sport-

ing weapons at the base were
passed out to those who could

use them most effectively if the

need arose.

The transport’s fuel-tanks

were topped. The remaining two
children struggled into fiying

garments. The boy Hod took
down the small tripod with its

spinning thing on ^op. Instantly

the area about the base main
building became bitter cold. The

children climbed into the trans-

port after Gail.

Soames, swearing, climbed in

after a still expostulating Cap-
tain Moggs. He did not like the

idea of leaving while any chance
of trouble stayed behind. But as

a matter of fact, his leaving with
the others removed nearly the

last chance of it.

It was, though, the rational

thing to do.

Representatives of the other

nations would land at the Amer-
ican base, and assure themselves

that there were no extraterres-

trials in hiding nor any signs of

a spaceship anywhere about.

And there would result a scien-

tific conference that would do

some good. The extraordinary

burst of static would be discuss-

ed, with no conclusion whatever.

But the Americans would be
able to make an agreement on
methods of observation with the

other bases so that observations

in the future would yield a little

more information than had been
secured before.

Gail kept a quasi-maternal eye

on the children until they dozed
off. But she watched Soames’ ex-

pression, too. She and Soames
and Captain Moggs rode in the

passenger section of the trans-

port a few seats behind the chil-

dren.

“I wish I could understand,”
said Gail, in a low tone to

Soames. “The other children

know everything I’ve taught
Zani, and there’s been no way
for them to know! They know
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things they weren’t in the room
to learn, and Zani didn’t have

time to tell them! Yet it doesn’t

seem like telepathy. If they were
telepaths they could exchange
thoughts without speaking. But
they chatter all the time!”

“If they’d been telepaths,’’

said Soames, “they’d have known
I was going to burn their sig-

nalling apparatus. They could

have stopped me, or tried to,

anyhow.’’

Captain Moggs had paid no

attention. Now she asked, “Why
does the public insist on details

of matters the military think

should be kept secret?”

“Because,” said Gail briefly,

“it’s the public that gets drown-
ed by a tidal wave or killed by a

cyclone. If strangers from space

discover Earth, it’s the public

that will suffer.”

“But,” said Captain Moggs
querilously, “it is necessary for

this to be kept secret!”

“Unfortunately,” said Soames.
“The story broke before that de-

cision was made.”

He thought how inevitable it

was that everybody should see

the situation from their own
viewpoint only. Captain Moggs
from the military; Gail had a

newspaper-woman’s angle tem-

pered with feminine compassion.

And he was fascinated by the in-

numerable possibilities the tech-

nology of the children’s race

suggested. He yearned for a few
days alone with some low-tem-
perature apparatus. The hand-
tool of Fran’s bothered him.

He told Gail.

“What has low temperature to

do?” she asked.

“They’ve got some wire that’s

a superconductor at room tem-
perature. We can’t have super-

conductors above 18° Kelvin,

which is colder than liquid hy-

drogen. But a superconductor

acts like a magnetic shield, no,

not exactly. But you can’t touch

a magnet to one. Induced cur-

rents in the superconductor flght

its approach. I’d like to know
what happens to the magnetic
field. Does it cancel, or bounce,

or what? Could it, for instance,

be focussed?”

“I don’t see . .

“Neither do I,” said Soames.
“But I’ve got a hunch that the
little pocket gadget Fran carries

has some superconductor in it.

I think I could make something
that wouldn’t be his instrument,

at all—it would do different

things—but that gadget does
suggest some possibilities I fair-

ly ache to try out.”

“And I,” said Gail, with a
faint smile,” I want to try to

write something that nobody
would print. I’d like to write the
real story as I see it, the chil-

dren from a viewpoint nobody
will want to see.”

He looked at her, puzzled.

“My syndicate wants a story

about the children that nobody
will have to think about. No rec-

ognition of a problem in plain

decency with the children con-

sidered as human as they are,

but just a story that everybody
could read without thinking any-
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thing but what they wanted to.

They’re nice children. Somebody
raised them very well. But with

most people nowadays thinking

that if children aren’t ill-bred

they’re frustrated . .

She made a helpless gesture

as the plane bellowed onward.

Presently the moon shone on

Fran’s face. He moved in his

sleep. After a little he opened

his eyes and gasped a little. He
looked startledly around, an in-

stinct of anyone waking in a

strange place. Then he turned

back. He saw the moon.

He uttered a little cry. His

face worked. He stared at the

misshapen, incompletely round
companion of Earth as if its ap-

pearance had some extraordi-

nary, horrifying meaning for

him. His hands clenched.

Behind him, Gail whispered

;

“Brad! He’s—horrified! Does
that mean that he and the other

children need to signal to some-

one . .
.”

“I doubt it very much,” said

Soames. “If his parents and
companions had landed on the

moon, and I stopped him from
signalling to them, he might
look hopefully at it, or longing-

ly, but not the way he does.”

Fran touched the other boy,

Hod. Hod waked, and Fran spoke

to him in an urgent whisper.

Hod jerked his head about and
stared at the moon as Fran had
done. He made a little whimper-
ing noise. Then Mai made a

bubbling sound, as from a bad
dream. She waked. Then Zani

roused and began to ask what
was obviously a question, and
stopped short. They spoke to

each other in hushed voices in

that unintelligible language of

theirs.

“I’ve got an idea,” said

Soames in a flat, unbelieving

tone. “Let’s see.”

Soames went forward and in-

to the pilot’s compartment. He
came back with binoculars. He
touched Fran on the shoulder

and offered them. Fran stared

up at him with dazed eyes, not

really attending to Soames at

all. He looked back at the moon.

He focussed the binoculars.

They were excellent glasses. The
ring-mountains at the edge of

sunshine on the moon were very,

very distinct. He could see those

tiny speckles of light on the dark
side of the terminator which
were mountain-tops rising out
of darkness into the sunshine.

There was Aristarchus and
Copernicus and Tycho. There
were the vast, featureless

“mares,”—those plains of once-

liquid lava which had welled

out when monstrous missiles the
size of counties buried them-
selves deep in the moon’s sub-

stance. The moon could be seen
as battered; shattered, devastat-
ed; destroyed.

Soames touched Fran’s shoul-

der again and showed him how
one looked through the binocu-

lars. Fran’s hand shook as he
took them. He put them to his

eyes.

Zani put her hands over her
eyes with a little cry. It was as
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if sh€ tried to shut out the sight

that Fran saw. Mai began to cry

quietly. Hod made little gasping
noises.

Fran lowered the binoculars.

He looked at Soames with a ter-

rible hatred in his eyes.

Soames went back to Gail,

leaving the binoculars with the

children. He found himself

sweating.

“When,” asked Soames harsh-
ly, “were the mountains on the

moon made? It’s an interesting

question. I just got an answer.
They were made when there

were three-toed horses and many
ganoid fishes on the earth.”

“The children knew the moon
when it—wasn’t the way it is

now,” he said with some difficul-

ty. “You know what that is!

Ring-mountains sometimes hun-
dreds of miles across, splashings

of stone from the impact of as-

teroids and moonlets and islands

of rock and metal falling from
the sky. The mares are where
the moon’s crust was punctured
and lava poured out. The streaks

are where up-flung stuff was
thrown hundreds of miles!

“It was a guess,” said Soames.
“But it’s not a guess any long-

er. There was a Fifth Planet,

and it either exploded or was
blown to bits, heaven knows
how! But the moon was bom-
barded by the wreckage, and so

was Earth ! Mountain-ranges
feU from the sky right here on
this world, too. There was de-

struction on Earth to match that

on the moon. Perhaps here and

there some place remained un-
destroyed, an acre here, perhaps
a square mile a thousand miles
away. Some life survived, and
now it’s all forgotten. There are
rains and winds and frost.

Earth’s scars wore away through
millions of years. We don’t even
know where the wounds were!
But there were people in those
days!

“And they were civilized,”

continued Soames. “They had
superconductors and one-way
conductors of heat. They had
reached the point where they
didn’t need fire any more, and
they built ships of magnesium

' alloy. They saw the Fifth Planet
when it flew apart. They knew
what must happen to Earth with
the whole solar system filled

with a planet’s debris. Earth
would be smashed; wrecked; de-

populated, made like the moon
is now! Maybe they had ships
that went to other planets, but
not enough to carry all the race.

And the only other planets they
could use were the inner ones,

and they’d be smashed like the
Earth and moon? What could
they do? There might be one or
two survivors here and there,

bound to lapse into savagery be-
cause they were so few. . But
where could the civilized race
go?”

Gail made an inarticulate

sound.

“They might,” said Soames in

a flat voice, “they might try to

go into the future
;
into the time

beyond the catastrophe, when
Earth would have healed its
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wounds. They might send some-

one ahead to see if it were pos-

sible. Yet if they sent one ship

first—^with everyone left behind

doomed to die—if they sent one

ship first, it’s reasonable that

they’d give children the chance

of survival. It’s even reasonable

that they’d send two boys and
two girls . .

.”

“They—had a transmitter,”

Gail said, as if breathing hurt

her. “You destroyed it. They
meant to signal, not for help as

we thought, but for their peo-

ple to join them. M-maybe now
they’re hoping to get the mate-
rial and the power to build

another transmitter. Since

everything they use is so sim-

ple, the boys might have been
taught how. They were taught
to repair the one they had ! They
did repair it! Maybe they can
make one, and hope we’ll help

them! They’d have been espe-

cially trained . . .

“Nice, isn’t it?” asked
Soames. “They were sent here

in some fashion to make a beach-
head for the landing of their

people. A civilization that’s

starkly, simply doomed unless it

can migrate. No mere conquest,

with tribute to be paid to it. It

has to take over a whole planet

!

It has to take over Earth, or

die!” He winced. “And the kids,

now, think of their parents as

waiting for mountains to fall

upon them from the sky, and
I’ve doomed them to keep on
waiting. Now the kids must be
hoping desperately that they can
get us to give them the means

to save everything and every-
body they care about, even
though we’re destroyed in the

process! Isn’t it pretty?

“If anybody else finds out

what we know, the children will

be hated as nobody was ever

hated before. They’ll be known
for the deadly danger they are.

We’re primitives, beside their

civilization! We’ll have to fight,

because there’s no room for the

population of another whole
world, here! There’s no food for

more people! We can’t let them
come, and they must die if they
don’t come, and the children

must be here to open the way
for them to come in hordes.

“The children mustn’t be al-

lowed to build anything we
don’t understand or that might
let them open communication
with their people. If they try,

they’ll be trying to serve their

own race by destroying this.

And they’d have to destroy us
and—” his voice was fierce

—

“I’m not going to let anything
happen to you!”

Gail’s cheeks were white, but
a trace of color came into them
then. Yet she looked remorseful
as she glanced forward to where
the children murmured hopeless-

ly together.

CHAPTER 5

The jet transport got new
flight orders while it was in

the air over South Carolina.

There was a new attitude to-

ward their ship and its occu-
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pants among the military men
and the political heads of gov-

ernments. The new attitude was
the result of mathematics.

It was the burst of static

screaming, three whole seconds

long, which made the matter

something much more than a

thing to maneuver with and
make public pronouncements

about. In every nation it even-

tually occurred to somebody to

compute the power in that mean-
ingless signal. It was linked

with the appeai'ance of the chil-

dren’s ship—which nobody real-

ly believed had contained

children—and therefore it was
artificial. But the power, the

energy involved was incredible.

The computations went to de-

fense departments and heads of

state. They reacted. And in con-

sequence the jet-plane was or-

dered to change course and head

west.

After many hours the trans-

port landed. A hillside rose be-

fore it. A vast, grass-covered

area lifted up. It was a great

door. The transport rolled delib-

erately into a monstrous, win-

dowless, artificial cavern, and
the hillside closed behind it.

This was a base, too, but not

like the one at Gissell Bay. The
existence of this one would be
denied. It was hoped that it

would be forever unused for its

designed purpose. Soames never

saw any part of it that he was
not supposed to see. Nobody ever-

mentioned to him any function

it could perform e.xcept the hid-

ing of children from a spaceship

that happened to have crashed
on Antarctica. But he guessed
that if atomic war should ever-

burst on Earth, that rockets ris-

ing from this place and others
like it would avenge the destruc-
tion done to America.

Presently Gail and the chil-

dren were installed in a remark-
ably ordinary small cottage, and
Soames frowned. They’d arrived
at the village by elevator from
a tunnel hundreds of feet under-
ground, but the village in which
the cottage stood looked exactly

like any other remote and sleepy

settlement. Soames began a pro-
test against Gail being so isolat-

ed and so much alone. But,
unsmilingly, he was shown that
there was an electrified fence,

with guards, and another a mile
beyond, and a third still farther,

with watch-posts beyond that.

Nobody would intrude upon the
village. But from the air it

would look perfectly common-
place. There was no indication

at all of shafts from deep under-
ground to what appeared an
ordinary country general store.

There was no sign of tunnels
from the different houses to

that merchandising mart.

Soames went off to be assign-

ed other quarters. He wanted fo

work on some items that had
come into his mind during the

last hours of the flight. He’d
guessed, to Gail, that the chil-

dren came out of remotest time.

There was evidence for it, but
it need not be true. So he’d made
a test.
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When the children had break-

fasted he drew on a sketch-pad

a diagram of part of the solar

system. A dot for the sun, and a

circle with a dot on it for Mer-
cury, the innermost planet. An-
other dot on a circle for Venus,

the second world out. A third

circle and a dot for Earth and

its orbit, and beside the dot in-

dicating Earth he drew a cres-

cent, for- the moon. Alongside

the dot standing for Mars he

drew two crescents, because

Mars has two tiny moons.

The children discussed the

diagram. Zani ended it with a

decisive remark in the language
they used. Fran drew a fifth

circle, placed a dot to indicate a

fifth planet, and put four cres-

cents beside it, then drew a sixth

circle with a large dot and drew
twelve crescents beside that.

Soames drew a deep breath.

The twelve-moon planet was cer-

tainly Jupiter, which is now next

out from the sun after Mars.

The number of moons made it

unmistakable. But Fran put a

Fifth Planet, with four moons,

where now there is only plane-

tary debris, the asteroids.

The diagram quite distinctly

proved, to Soames’ satisfaction,

that the hypothetical Fifth Plan-

et had existed, with four moons,

and that the children had come
out of time rather than across

space. And he was now grimly
sure about the reason for the

children’s coming to Earth of

here and now.
Bombardment from space is

not unknown. In 1914 there was

a meteoric fall in Siberia which
knocked down every tree for
fifty miles around. A few thou.s-

and years earlier, eight or ten.

Canon Diablo crater was formed
in Colorado by a missile from
the heavens which wiped out all

life within a thousand-mile
radius. Earlier still a much larg-

er crater was forjned in Canada,
and there are yet traces of an
even more remote monster-mis-
.sile landing in South Africa.

The ring-mountain there is

largely worn away, but it was
many miles acro.ss.

The situation of the chil-

dren’s race amounted to an in-

finitely speeded-up bombardment
instead of a millennial sniping
from the sky. The Fifth Planet
was newly shattered into bits. Its

fragments plunged upon Earth
and moon as they had weeks
earlier battered Mars, and as

fortnights later they would dev-

astate Venus and plunge upon
Mercury. Jagged portions of the
detonated planet filled the sky of

Earth with flames.

The ground shook continuous-
ly. With a mad imprecision of
timing, mountain-ranges plum-
meted out of the sky at utterly

unpredictable times and places.

Anywhere on Earth, at night-

time, living creatures might look

upward and see the stars blotted

out in irregularly-shaped, swift-

ly enlarging areas which would
grow until there was only black-

ness overhead. But that could

not last. It turned abruptly to

white-hot incandescence as the
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falling enormity touched atmos-
phere, and crashed down upon
them.

No living thing which saw the

sky all turned to flame lived to

remember it. Not one survived.

Obviously! They were turned to

wisps of incandescent gas, ex-

ploding past the normal limits of

Earth’s air. Some may have seen

such plungings from many miles

away and died of the concussion.

The ground heaved in great

waves which ran terribly in all

directions. Vast chasms opened
in the soil, and flames as of hell

flowed out of them. Seashores
were overwhelmed by mountain-
ous tidal waves, caused by cubic

miles of seawater turned to

steam when islands fell into the

ocean at tens of miles per sec-

ond.

This was what happened to

Earth in the time from which
the children came. Perhaps their

elders had foreseen it in time to

take some measures, which
would be the children’s ship. But
that ship had been built very
hastily. It could have been be-

gun before the bombardment
started, or it could have been
completed only near the end,

when asteroids already plunged
into defenseless Earth and it

heaved and writhed in agony.

Humans caught in such a cos-

mic trap would be in no mood
to negotiate or make promises,
if any sort of beachhead to the
future could be set up. They
would pour through and the
world of the present must simp-
ly dissolve into incoherence.

There could be no peace. It was
unthinkable.

The investigation-team from
the East arrived to learn from
Soames all about the landing of
the ship.

He told them, giving them the
tape from the wave-guide radar
and speaking with strict preci-

sion of every event up to the

moment of his arrival at Gissell

Bay with the children and their

artifacts. He did not mention
telepathy or time-travel because
they seemed so impossible.

When the military men want-
ed information about instantly

available super-weapons, he told

them that he knew nothing of

weapons. They’d have to judge
from the gadgets the children

had brought. When the public-

relations men asked briskly from
what other planet or solar sys-

tem the spaceship had come, and
when a search-ship might be ex-

pected, looking for the children,

he was ironic. He suggested that
the children might give that in-

formation if asked in the proper
language. He didn’t know it. But
the two physicists were men
whose names he knew and re-

spected. They listened to what
he said. They’d look at the de-

vices from the ship and then
come back and talk to him.
He went back to his broodigg.

The children had travelled

through time. Everything point-

ed to it, from the meteor-watch
radar to the children’s reaction
at sight of the pock-marked
moon and their knowledge that
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there should have been a Fifth

Planet, to which they assigned

four moons. It had happened.

Positively. But there was one

small difficulty. If time-travel

were possible, a man travelling

about in the past might by some

accident kill his grandfather, or

his father, in which case he

could not be born, and hence

could not possibly go back in

time. But if he did not go back

in time he would be born and
could face the possibility of pre-

venting his own existence—if

time-travel was possible. But
this was impossible, so time-

travel was impossible.

On a higher technical level,

there is just one law of nature

which seems infallibly true,

since its latest modification to

allow for nuclear energy. It is

the law of the conservation of

mass and energy. The total of

energy and matter taken togeth-

er in the universe as a whole,

cannot change. Matter can be

converted to energy and doubt-

less energy to matter, but the

total is fixed for all time and for

each instant of time. So, if a

ship could move from one time-

period to another, it would les-

sen the total of matter and
energy in the time-period it left,

and increase the total when

—

where—where-when it arrived.

And this would mean that the

law of the conservation of mass
and energy was wrong. But it

wasn’t. It was right.

Soames tried to reconcile

what he had to accept with what
he knew. He failed. He provi-
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sionally conceded that the chil-

dren’s civilization did something
which in his frame of reference

was impossible. They had other

frames of reference than his. He
tried to find their frame of ref-

erence in something simpler

than time-travel. He picked one
impossible accomplishment and
tried to duplicate it, then to ap-

proach it, then to parallel it. He
scribbled and diagrammed and
scowled and sweated. He had no

real hope, of course. But pres-

ently he swore abruptly and
stared at what he had drawn.

He’d begun a second set of

diagrams when the two physi-

cists of the investigation-team

came back. There was a short

man and a thin one. They looked

dazed.

“They are children,” said the

thin man in a very thin voice,

“and they are human children,

and their science makes us

ridiculous. They are centuries

ahead of us. I could not under-
stand any device they had. I

could not imagine how any of

them worked.”

“It is impossible to talk at a

distance,” said Soames.

“What do you mean?” asked

the thin man, still numb from
what he’d seen.

“Sound diminishes as the

square of the distance,” Soames
explained. “You can’t make a

sound—unless you use a cannon
—that can be heard ten miles

away. It’s impossible to talk at

a distance.”

“I feel crazy too,” said the
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short man, “but there are tele-

phones.”

“It’.s not talking at a distance.

You talk to a microphone at a

few inches. Someone listens to

a receiver held against his ear.

You don’t talk to the man, but

the microphone. He doesn’t lis-

ten to you, but a receiver. The
effect is the same as talking at

a distance, so you ignore the

fact that it isn’t. I’ve played a

game with the things the chil-

dren brought. I won it, one
game.”

Both men listened intently.

‘Tve been pretending,” said

Soames, “that I’m a member of

the kids’ race, cast away like

they are on Earth. As a cast-

away I know that things can be

done that the local savages—us
—con.sider impossible. But I

need special materials to do them
with. My civilization has provid-

ed them. They don’t exist here.

But I refuse to sink to barbar-

ism. Yet I can’t reconstruct my
civilization. What can I do?”

The thin physicist suddenly

raised his head. The short man
looked up.

“I’ll take what materials the

savages of Earth can supply,”

said Soames. “I’ll settle for an
approximation. And in practice,

as a castaway in a savage en-

vironment, I’ll wind up with a

civilization which isn’t that of

the savages, and isn’t of my own
race, but in some ways is better

than either because it’s tailored

to fit the materials at hand and
the environment I’m in."

The short physicist said slow-
ly:

“I think I see what you’re
driving at. But it’s just an
idea . .

.”

“I tried it on that one-way
heat conductor,” said Soames. “I

can’t duplicate it. But I’ve de-

signed something that will mean
nearly but not quite what their

cooking-pot does. Take a look at

this.”

He spread out the completed
diagram of the first thing he’d

worked on. It was quite clear.

He’d helped design the meteor-
watch radar at Gissell Bay, and
his use of electronic symbols
was normal. There was only one
part of the device that he’d need-
ed to sketch in some detail. The
thin physicist traced the dia-

gram.

“You’ve designed a coil with
extremely low self-induction

—

”

“Not low,” corrected Soames.
“Negative. This has less than no
self-induction. It feeds back to

instead of fighting an applied

current. Put any current in it,

and it feeds back to increase the
magnetism until it reaches sat-

uration. Then it starts to lose

its magnetism and that feeds
back a counter-emf which in-

creases the demagnetizing cur-

rent until it’s saturated with
opposite polarity. You get an al-

ternating magnet, which doesn’t

evolve heat because of its mag-
netic instability, but absorbs
heat trying to maintain its sta-

bility. This thing will absorb ,

heat from anywhere—the air,

water, sunlight or what have you
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—and give out electric current.”

The two scientists stared, and
traced the diagram again, and
stared at each other.

“It—.should!” .said the thin

man. “It—it has to! This is

magnificent ! It’s more important

than one-way heat conduction!

This is . .
.”

“This is not nearly as conven-

ient as a pot that gets cold on

the outside so -it can get hot on

the inside,” observed Soames.
"From a castaway’s standpoint

it’s crude. But this is what can

happen from two civilizations

affecting each other without

immediately resorting to mur-
der. You might try it.”

The two physicists blinked.

Then the short man said uneas-

ily:

“Can we do it?”

The thin man* .said more fever-

ishly than before

:

“Of course! Look at that

weather-making thing! We can’t

duplicate it exactly, but when
you think— There’s no Hall ef-

fect in liquids. Nobody ever tried

to find one in ionized gases. But
when you think—

”

The .short man gulped. Then
he said

:

“You won’t change the tem-

perature, and to make an equa-

tion
—

”

They talked to each other,

feverishly. They scribbled. They
almost babbled in their haste.

When the other members of the

investigating-team arrived, they

had the look of men who walk
on clouds.

The military men were not

happy. They were empty-hand-
ed. They could not even get sta-

tistical information from the

children.

They had no useful informa-
tion. Fran’s pocket instrument

was cryptic, and held no prom-
ise as a weapon. They could not

hope to duplicate what Soames
had called a super-radar. The
cooking-pot, if duplicated, might
by modification supply power
for ships and submarines, or

even planes. But there were no

weapons. None.

The public-relations men were
frightened. The children’s com-
ing must produce a financial

panic. All of Earth’s civilization

was demonstrably out of date.

Earth technology was so old-

fashioned that instantly its

obsolescence was realized, our
economic system must fall apart.

Only the two physicists beam-
ed at each other. They'd learned

no scientific facts from the chil-

dren or their equipment, but
they’d picked up a trick of think-

ing from Soames.
By that time it was night.

Soames went again to the .sur-

prisingly ordinary cottage that

Gail occupied with the four chil-

dren.

“I’ve had quite a day,” .said

Gail tiredly. “And I’m worried;
for the children. For you.

For myself. I’m—I’m terrified.

Brad!”
He put out his hands. He

steadied her. Then, without in-

tending it, he held her close. She
did not resist. She cried heart-
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brokenly on his shoulder from
pure nervous strain.

Suddenly Captain Moggs ap-

peared. Gail was immediately
composed and remote. But one
hand, holding Soames’ sleeve,

still quivered a little.

“It’s dreadful!” said Captain
Moggs. “You’ll never be able to

believe what’s happened! The
Russians have pictures of the

spaceship! The pictures Mr.
Soames took! They know every-

thing! They must have gotten
the pictures when their planes
landed at Gissell Bay ! But
how?”

Soames could have answered,
and quite accurately. Some en-

terprising member of the Rus-
sian scientific team had been left

alone in the developing-room at

the base.

“They gave copies of the pic-

tures to the UN assembly,” wail-

ed Captain Moggs. “All of

them! They say they are pic-

tures of the alien ship which
landed—and they are—and they
say that we Americans took the

crew to the United States

—

which we did—but they say
we’re now making a treaty with
the non-human monsters who
came in the ship ! They say that
we’re selling out the rest of hu-
manity! That we’re making a
bargain to betray the world to

horrors out of space, in return
for safety for ourselves! They
demand that the United Nations
take over the ship and its crew.”
Soames whistled softly. The

charge was just insane enough

to be credited. There was no
longer a ship, too, and the chil-

dren were far from monsters. So
there was no way to convince
anyone that America even made
an honest attempt to satisfy or
answer the complaint. The mat-
ter of the children and their ship
had been badly handled. But
there was no way to handle it

well. The coming of the children

was a catastrophe any way you
looked at it.

“There was nothing to be
done,” mourned Captain Moggs,
“but state the facts. Our delega-

tion said the ship crashed on
landing, and its occupants need-
ed time to recover from the

shock and to develop some way
to communicate with us. Our
delegation said a complete report
hadn’t even been made to our
government, but that one will be
prepared and made public imme-
diately.”

Gail looked up at Soames in

the darkness. He nodded.

“That report,” said Soames.
“That’s us. Particularly you.”

“Yes,” said Gail confidently.

“You write the technical side,

and I’ll do a human-interest
story for the UN that will make
everybody love them!”
Soames felt more than usually

a scoundrel.

“Hold it,” he said unhappily.

“It’s all right to make the kids

attractive, but not too much. Do
you remember why?”

Gail stopped short.

“They don’t come from a com-
fortably distant solar system,”

said Soames, more unhappily
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still. “They come from Earth,
from another time, where there
are mountains falling from the

sky. And the children’s families

have to stay right where they
are until flaming islands turn
their sky to flame and crash
down on them to destroy them.
Because we can’t let them come
here.”

Gail stared up at him, and all

the life went out of her face.

“Oh, surely!” she said with
bitterness. “Surely! That’s
right! We can’t afford it! I don’t

know about you or the rest of

the world, but I’m going to hate
myself all the rest of my life!”

CHAPTER 6

S
GAMES, remembering Rex,

got two puppies for the chil-

dren next morning. He was in-

side the cottage when Captain
Moggs turned up. He watched
Mai and Hod, outside on the
lawn, playing with the two small

dogs. Zani sat at a table indoors,

drawing. Gail had shown her pic-

tures of cities and provided her
with paper and soft pencils. Zani
grasped the idea immediately.

She drew, without remarkable
skill but with a certain pleasing

directness. Now she drew a city

while Gail hovered near.

“I reported to Washington of

your willingness to work on the

report, Mr. Soames,” said Cap-
tain Moggs with gratification.

“Your status has been clarified.

The papers are on the way here
now.”

Soames started a little. From

where he stood, he could Watch
Mai and Hod out of a window,
and by turning his eyes he could
see Zani. She could see nothing
that went on where Mai cuddled
one puppy, girl-fashion, while
Hod played in quite another
fashion with the other. The win-
dow was behind Zani.

Soames had not been too at-

tentive. He realized it.

“What’s that. Captain?”
“Your status is clarified,” said

Captain Moggs, authoritatively.

“You have been appointed a

civilian consultant. You had no
official status before. The book-
keeping problem was serious.

Now you have a civil service

status, a rating, an assimilated

rank and a security classifica-

tion.”

Soames turned again to watch
the children out-of-doors. Fran
came around from the back of

the cottage. He carried some-
thing in his hands. It was a

white rabbit. He’d brought it to

show Mai and Hod. They put
down the puppies and gazed at

it in amazement, stroking its fur
and talking inaudibly.

Soames looked swiftly at Zani.

Her pencil had ceased to make
strokes upon the paper. She had
the expression of someone watch-
ing absorbedly, though her eyes

were on the paper before her.

Gail stirred, and Soames
made a gesture to her. Puzzled,

she came to his side. He said

quietly

:

“Watch the kids outside and
Zani at the same time.”

Fran retrieved the rabbit and
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went away with it, to give it

back to its owners. Zani return-

ed to her drawing. The two chil-

dren outside went back to the

puppies. One small dog sprawled

triumphantly over the other with
an expression of bland amiabil-

ity on his face. For no reason at

all, he began to chew meditative-

ly on the other puppy’s ear. His
victim protested with no indig-

nation at all.

Zani, with her back to the

scene, giggled to herself. The
two children outdoors separated

the puppies to play with them
again, individually.

“Zani knew,” said Soames un-

der his breath. “She knew what
the others saw.”

“It happens all the time,” said

Gail in a similar low tone. “I’ve

noticed, since you pointed it out.

But they aren’t telepaths! They
talk to each other constantly. If

they were telepaths they would-

n’t need to.”

Captain Moggs exclaimed.

She’d gone to look at Zani’s

drawing

:

“Really, Gail, the child draws
very nicely! But do you think

she should waste time on pic-

tures like this, when it’s so im-

portant that she and the others

learn English?”

Gail said quietly:

“She’s drawing pictures of

her own world. That’s a city like

her people build. I thought it

would be a good idea to get such

pictures from her.”

Gail went to look at the draw-

ing, at which Zani labored with

a young girl’s complacent ab-

sorption in something she knows
will be approved by a grown-up
when it’s done. With a gesture,

Gail invited Soames to look. He
did.

Zani had drawn the sky-line

of a city, but it was an odd one.

There were tall buildings, but

their walls were draping, cate-

nary curves. There were splendid

towers and soaring highways,

which leaped across emptiness to

magnificent landings. There were
groups of structures with no
straight line visible anywhere.

“Interesting,” said Soames.
“That kind of building has been

suggested as ultra-modern archi-

tecture. They don’t have an ex-

ternal steel frame. There’s a

central mast from which all the

floors are hung. They have to be

braced by cables, which make
catenary curves like suspension-

bridges on end.”

Zani went on with her draw-
ing. Gail said:

“It isn’t fantasy, then. Look
at this. It’s a—maybe you’ll call

it a car. Only it looks like a

sled. Or maybe a motorcycle.”

She showed him a finished

sketch. With a childish direct-

ness, yet a singular effect of di-

rect observation, Zani had drawn
a vehicle. It did not have wheels.

It rested on what looked like two
short, thick runners like skids.

“This isn’t fantasy, either,”

said Soames. “There’ve been

wheelless vehicles built lately.

They’re held an inch or so above
the ground by columns of air

pouring out. They ride on cush-
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ions of air. But they have to

have perfect highways. It isn’t

likely that a child would draw
them if she hadn’t seen them.”

In silence, Gail showed other

sketches. A man and woman in

costumes somehow related to

those the children had worn at

the beginning. There was a pic-

ture of a group of people.

“Odd,” said Soames. “Evei-j’-

body wears a belt like the chil-

dren have on now. Everybody.

As if it were official.”

He glanced at Zani. She wore
a belt over American-style

young-girl’s clothing today. The
belt was neither leather nor

plastic nor anything that could

have a name put to it. It had two

round and two square medallions

placed two on each side of the

fastening, which was not a

buckle. The others wore the

same. Soames puzzled over it for

a moment.
Gail offered him another sheet

of paper.

“I’m going to tear this up

when you’ve seen it.”

It was a landscape, sketched

in with surprisingly bold strokes

of the soft pencil. The time was
night. Near the bottom of the

picture there was a city of the

strange, catenary-curve archi-

tecture. It was drawn so small,

though, that most of the picture

was black sky. But there was a

blazing light upon the city, and
it came from something mon-
strous and jagged and incandes-

cent and vast, plunging upon the

city from the sky, trailing

flames behind it.
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“And this,” said Gail, very
quietly.

It was a picture of a crater, a

ring-mountain, the scene of the

impact of something terrible

and huge. It was a chasm with

circular, broken rocky walls.

There was a fallen tree in the

foreground, near the spot from
which the sketch seemed to

have been made.

“You’re right not to show
anyone else thos. drawings,”

said Soames. “The kids are in a

bad enough fix as visitors of a

superior race. If it should be
realized that they’re not here by
accident, but somehow to open
a way for invasion by the popu-
lation of a whole planet, well,

you can just imagine ...”

Zani giggled suddenly, and he
jumped. But her eyes were on
the paper before her. Soames
glanced out the window. Mai had
toppled over, and one of the

puppies had climbed valiantly on
her back and was pulling with
all his tiny might at a puppy-
mouthful of her hair. His tail

wagged vigorously the while.

Hod laughed, and Mai giggled,

and inside the cottage Zani

—

who could not see what had hap-
pened—giggled with them.

“She couldn’t see it, but she
knew what happened,” said

Soames. “I suspect this place is

so top-secret that it’s a breach
of security to remember it out-

side. If anybody notices that

little trick the kids can do,

they’ll be suspected of casually

inspecting high-secrecy stuff
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while drawing pictures or play-

ing with little dogs.”

Soames returned to his quar-

ters. He set to work upon the

highly necessary task of pretend-

ing that he was a castaway from
the children’s civilization in or-

der to improvise conveniences

that as a castav/ay he’d consider

crude, but as an aborigine amaz-
ing.

From time to time, though, he

wondered sardonically about the

public-relations program on the

children. He’d prepared a com-
plete report about the ship, tell-

ing in detail about its arrival

and adding everything he could

infer about the civilization that

had made it, except its location

on the Earth of aeons ago and
its imminent doom. Gail had
written what she considered the

best human-interest story of

her life about the children.

Neither report was asked for.

Nobody knew where either was
to be sent. Soames guessed sar-

donically at a change of policy

somewhere.

But the problem justified

worry, the simple, relatively in-

significant problem of the chil-

dren here and now, with all

thought of fiaming skies and up-

heaved earth put firmly aside.

The children had to be reveal-

ed. But the world would auto-

matically assume that the crew
of an alien spaceship must be in

some fashion monsters. But four
nicely raised children? Space-

travellers? Spaceships navigated

by boys and girls who liked to

play with puppies ? Such innocu-

ous persons to represent the

most deadly danger the modern
world had faced?

But they did represent it.

There was no way out of the

fact. And somehow the facts had
to be put across. The public-re-

lations counsellors who had in-

terviewed the children pointed

out the means. They got the job.

The advance publicity was
thoroughly professional. The
spaceship’s company was to be
revealed in the most stupendous
broadcast of all time. For the

second time in history, a trans-

Atlantic relay patrol would form
two relay-channels from North
America to Europe. It would

reach Japan via the Aleutians

and a relay-ship, by wire from
Japan to all Asia and—again re-

layed—to Australia. South Af-
rica would get the coverage by
land-wire down the continent

from the Pillars of Hercules.

The Mediterranean basin, the

Near East, Scandinavia, and
even Iceland would see the spec-

tacle. Detailed instructions were
given to Gail to give to the chil-

dren.

The very top feminine TV
personality of America would
serve as hostess, substituting for

Gail, who must try to make the

children understand. Miss Linda
Beach could establish a personal

contact with any audience. One
had only to watch her to respond
to her charm, her wholesome-
ness, her adroit sincerity. She
had sold soap, automobiles, vita-

min tablets and dessicated soup.
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Obviously, she was the perfect

saleswoman for the children out

of space.

“I hope the professionals know
what they’re doing,” Soames had
said to Gail. “I’m a simple soul

who’d be inclined to tell the

truth without trimmings. It

might not be easy, and it might
not be comfortable, but it would
be fact.”

A small fast transport came
to get the children and Gail and
Soames. It took off.

Soames took a seat beside

Fran. He took out a pencil and
a pad of paper. He drew a sketch

of a boy flying a kite, and added
a close-up drawing of the kite.

He drew a boy walking on stilts,

and a drawing of how stilts were
made. Soames hadn’t actually

seen a boy walking on stilts for

years, and it might now be a lost

art, but Fran showed interest.

Soames drew a bicycle with a

boy on it, and then modified the

bike into a motorcycle. He hoped
his sketches would strike Fran
as interesting, if primitive,

things a boy might do for his

own satisfaction.

Fran was intrigued. Presently

he took the pencil and made
sketches of his own. A boy with
a belt like his rode something
which vaguely resembled a

sledge or a motorcycle. He made
a detailed drawing of a runner.

This was an air-sled, such as

Zani had pictured in more elab-

orate form. Fran sketched the
air-column generator, and it was
utterly simple and a boy of four-

teen could make it. After pain-
ful scrutiny Soames realized that
it was a ram-jet engine which
would start itself and operate in

still air. In the modern world, it

would make gas-turbine engines
practical for locomotives and
motoi-cars.

The transport landed. A mo-
torcycle escort surrounded the

car with drawn curtains which
carried the children from Idle-

wild into New York. In time the

car dived down into the freight

entrance of the new Communica-
tions Building on 59th Street.

Secret Service men had cleared

all corridors so the children

reached their dressing-rooms un-
seen.

Linda Beach appeared an
hour later and began the re-

hearsal.

The children gathered the pur-

pose of the thing by watching
the monitors. They chattered

together, and the girls went
pleasantly through what was ex-

pected of them. Hod seemed
quite numb, and Fran scowled.

But he was more gracious when
he saw Soames going through
similar antics.

The rehearsal ended. There
was another long wait. This was
to introduce the children—from
a totally unknown and superior
civilization—to a world which
considered them strangers from
space, when they were actually

from a much more improbable
homeland. The world was wait-

ing to see this. Time dragged.
All over the world people were

waiting to get a first glimpse of
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creatures whose coming might

mean the end of the world.

Presently it began.

The show, naturally, opened

with a tremendous fanfare of

trumpets, played from tape.

Then Linda Beach appeared.

She introduced Gail and Soames
and Captain Moggs.

This broadcast was supposed

to be strictly informative. It

was, however, produced with the

attitude and the technique and
the fine professionalism of spe-

cialists in the area of subcon-

scious selling. So it put its

audience—the vast majority of

it—into the exact mood of peo-

ple who surrender themselves

to mildly lulling make-believe.

When Captain Moggs told of the

finding of the ship, her authori-

tative manner and self-impor-

tance made people feel, without
regard to their thoughts, that

she was an un-funny comedian.

The audience remembered with
decreasing concern that some
interesting monsters were sup-

posed to be in the show later and
that they were waiting to see

them.

The introduction of the chil-

dren was a disappointment, but

a mild one. When they were
produced and identified, the

television - watching syndrome
was fully developed. There was
a feeling, of course, that the

show fell down in interest and
that it did not live up to its ad-

vance publicity. But the televi-

sion audience is used to that. Its

members continued to watch
with slightly dulled eyes, listen-

ing with partly attentive ears,

automatically waiting for a com-
mercial when it could get some
beer or an equivalent without
missing anything.

Even when tumult and confu-

sion began; when Linda Beach
tried to hold the show together

in the teeth of uproar behind
her, the tranquillized state of

the audience continued. When
Linda Beach’s necklace was
snatched from her neck it seem-
ed intended to be funny.

It v/asn’t until the very end
that anything occurred really to

break the mood professionally

pi'oduced shows are designed to

achieve. That occurrence startled

the viewers out of their semi-

comatose state, just as blatant

obscenity or intolerable profan-

ity would have done. Linda
Beach, in fine sincerity and in

tribute to the children, made a
statement which was utterly ex-

plosive. When the show ended,

people all over the world were
roused and horrified and en-

raged.

Only small children, waiting

in space-helmets and with ray-

guns ready, complained aggriev-

edly that there hadn’t been any
monsters. The adults felt that

there had been. That there were.

They hated the children with
a strictly personal hatred based
on panic combined with shame.

CHAPTER 7

S
OAMES’ rehearsed part in

the broadcast was finished

after he and Gail and Captain
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Moggs had told the story of the

finding of the ship. Their narra-

tives were deftly guided by
Linda Beach’s questions.

Soames wanted to get out of

sight. He was sunk in gloom. It

was a show instead of what he

would have considered a presen-

tation of the facts, though near-

ly everything said had been
factual. He left the studio.

In an uninhabited room he
found himself staring out a win-

dow, down at the crowd before

the Communications Building.

It was a restless crowd, now.

The ground-floor plate-glass

windows had been filled with
television screens, and those

near them could see the broad-

cast and hear it through out-door

loud-speakers. But this crowd
was a special one, in that it

hadn’t gathered to see the broad-

cast but extraterrestrial mon-
sters, in the flesh or fur or scales

or however they might appear.

It now knew that the monsters
had arrived and there was no
chance of seeing them direct. It

had been harangued by orators

and people who already began
to call themselves humanity-
firsters. It felt cheated.

There were a large number of

teen-agers in the crowd.

At the window, Soames recog-

nized the oddity of the crowd
below him. An ordinary, curios-

ity-seeking crowd would contain

a considerable percentage of
women. This did not. There were
shouting voices which Soames
heard faintly. They were orators
declaiming assorted emotional

opinions about monsters from
space, obviously in the belief

that they were beyond dispute

and needed to be acted on at

once. There was competition

among these orators. Some had
bands of supporters around
them to aid their effectivene.s.s

by applause and loud agreement.

Soames saw, too, at least one

hilarious group of college-age

boys who might have been or-

ganized by a college humor mag-
azine. They waved cardboard
signs. “Space-Mmsters Go
Home!”
The unattended monitor set,

placed around some corner in a

corridor, gave out an excellently

modulated reproduction of the

program going on the air. An
Italian physicist asked questions

about the qualifications of such
young children as space naviga-

tors. Soames listened abstract-

edly. He knew unhappily that if

the children weren’t convincing

as visitors from space, they’d be
much less plausible in their true

roles as fugitives out of time.

The collegians surged here
and there, making a demonstra-
tion in favor of mirth. There
were also youthful members of

less innocuous groups, swagger-
ing, consciously ominious mem-
bers of organizations known as

the Maharajas and the Comets
and the Toppers. Members of

these groups eyed members of

other such groups with chal-

lenging, level gazes.

Voices harangued. Collegians

attempted to sing what must
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have seemed to them a delicious-

ly satirical song. But it did not

please the non-collegian Mahara-
jas or Comets or the Toppers.

A Russian scientist took over

on the broadcast. He had been

flown to the United States espe-

cially for the occasion. He asked

elaborate and carefully loaded

questions. They had been pre-

pared as propaganda stumpers
by people who in their way were
as skilled in public relations as

the producers of this show. Lin-

da Beach applied the charm
which had sold soap, vitamins,

automobiles and dessicated soup.

Soames heard the exchanges
from the monitor set.

Outside, in the street, a brick

suddenly fell among the colle-

gians. More bricks fell among
those engaged in an impromptu
meeting of Humanity Firsters.

Police whistles blew. A plate-

glass window crashed. A col-

legian suddenly had a bloody

face and a flying wedge
of Maharajas scornfully cut

through the formerly singing

group, wielding belts and blud-

geons for the honor of having
started a riot on 57th Street.

They fought past the college

crowd and into a band of the

Comets. There they found a
rumble ready-made. Haranguing
orators found themselves jos-

tled. Fights broke out among
members of groups which had
come to stage demonstrations
against extraterrestrials. The
fighting spread to individuals.

Police-car sirens wailed.

Squad-cars came careening out

of uptown-traffic streets and con-
verged on the tumult. The
sirens produced violent surgings
of the crowd. There was a wild
rush in this direction as a siren
sounded from that, and then an
equally wild rush in another di-

rection still as blazing headlights
and a moving howl came from
elsewhere. Rushing figures surg-
ed against the doors to the lobby
of the Communications Build-
ing.

Members of the Toppers and
the Comets and the Maharajas
and other fanatics rushed up
the stairs. There was a sign “On
the Air” lighted from behind
outside the studio in which the
world-wide broadcast was in

progress. There was a door.

They opened it.

The watching world heard the

racket as a former Nobel prize-

winner’s stilted questions about
the children were drowned out.

This was not a planned invasion.

It was a totally chaotic rushing-
about of people who’d been half

hysterical to start with, who had
been crushed in a senselessly

swaying mob, had been pushed
bodily into a building-lobby

jammed past endurance, and
escaped into a maze from which
they’d blundered into a studio

with a broadcast going on.

Stagehands and necktie-less per-

sons rushed to throw them out.

But the noise grew greater

while Linda Beach tried gamely
to cover it up.

It was not easy. In fact, it was
impossible. One of the Toppers
found himself cornered by two
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stagehands and dashed triumph-

antly across that sacrosanct

space, the area in a camera’s field

of vision. He raced behind Linda

Beach, then smiling pleasantly

and talking at the top of her

voice to cover the noise behind

her. The Topper snatched as he

went by. Linda Beach staggered,

and her necklace broke, and this

particular juvenile delinquent

plunged into the crowd by the

doorway and wormed his way
through to lose himself in the

crush outside.

But now the cops from the

squad-cars were at work.

The lobby began to be partial-

ly cleared. Fugitives from panic

came down into the street where
they were commanded to get

moving and keep moving. They
did.

And Soames arrived at the

studio. He’d fought his way
there with a sort of white-hot

passion, because Gail was where
this lunatic mob might trample

her. He raged, and then he saw
her standing with precarious

composure out of the way of

everything.

Fran dragged fiercely at his

arm. His eyes burned. He thrust

something upon Soames and
frantically repeated the one

word of his scanty English vo-

cabulary which seemed to fit.

The word was, “Try ! Try ! Try !’’

He reached around Soames’
waist and linked a belt about
him.

Soames had the abrupt con-

viction that he was going mad.

He stood, himself, in the studio
where the tumult was now al-

most ended. But he looked up at

himself from the level of his own
breast. Also he was down in the
lobby of the Communications
Building, mingling with the
thinning mob there, allowing
himself to be shepherded out in-

to the street. There he was
surrounded by people taller than
himself. That part of his aware-
ness reached the open air and
moved swiftly westward. That
part of him put his hand in his

pocket—but Soames had nothing
to do with the action—and felt

things there. There was a chain
with sharp-edged, faceted things

on it. There was a belt with
shaped metallic objects fastened

to it . . .

“Try!” cried Fran desperate-
ly. “Try!"
And suddenly Soames realized.

He heard the street-sounds

through someone else’s ears. He
saw the street through someone
else’s eyes. Simultaneously he
saw himself in the studio

through someone else’s eyes,

Fran’s. And this explained the

behavior of the children with
puppies and English lessons and
items of information which all

of them seemed to know when
one knew. The children were not

telepathic. They could not read

each other’s minds. But someone
or all of the decorative squares

and circles on their belts enabled

them to share each other’s sense-

impressions. They were both

broadcasters and receivers of

sensory impressions. And there-
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fore it was because Soames had

Mai’s belt about him that he

could see what Fran saw, and

hear what Fran heard, and also

he saw and heard and felt what
an oily-haired member of the

Toppers saw and heard and felt

with Hod’s belt in his pocket be-

side Linda Beach’s necklace,

snatched from her neck even be-

fore the camera.

But there was no sign that the

oily-haired person saw or heard
or felt what Soames did. Per-

haps because he was not wearing
the belt, but only had it crum-
pled together in his pocket.

“Right!” said Soames harsh-

ly. “I’ll get it back!”

He plunged toward the studio

door. There had been Secret

Service men assigned to guard
the children. Soames caught one
of them by the shoulder.

“The kids have been robbed,”

he snapped in the Secret Service
man’s ear. “Secret device! We’ve
got to get it back! I can do it!

Come along!”

The Secret Service man in-

stantly followed him. And
Soames tore through the scared

people still aimlessly wandering
about. He plunged down the

stairs. A squad-car cop moved to

check his rush, and the Secret

Service man panted an identifi-

cation and a need. The cop
abandoned all other matters and
followed, too.

Soames needed to close his
eyes to see what the Topper saw.
He blinked them shut while he
ran three paces. The Topper

walked, now. He’d been joined
by two friends. Soames heard his

voice, he even felt the motions
of his lips and tongue in speech.
He boasted that he’d snatched
the beads off Linda Beach’s neck,

and got a fancy belt one of those
funny-dressed kids was wearing.

Half a block. Two more of the

Toppers joined the bragging
snatcher. They also heard of his

grand achievement. The Topper
drew his loot partly from his

pocket to prove his boast. They
looked, and swaggered, and
whooped to others of their fel-

lowship.

Soames pelted around a cor-

ner, turning it without warning.
The Secret Service man and the
cop lost a dozen paces. Soames
raced ahead. There was a clus-

ter of late-teen-age boys on the
sidewalk of Eighth Avenue.
They wanted to see the loot.

Soames plunged into them.
Without a word, he tackled and
bore to the ground the one in

whose pocket Hod’s belt and
Linda Beach’s necklace still re-

posed.

Their reaction was instant.

The Toppers were in a close

group. Soames hit it and fell to

the ground atop one of their

number. The others instantly at-

tacked him as if by reflex action.

They stamped and kicked vi-

ciously.

But there was a cop and a Se-

cret Service man on the way.
They struck. The Toppers turned
to fight and fled instead at the

sight of two adults already ad-

ministering punishment to those
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within reach and coming on to

reach others.

The two officers pulled Soames
to his feet. In seconds he’d been
badly battered. He pulled Hod’s
belt out from the pocket of the

snarling, now-pallid member of

the Toppers, who was half-stran-

gled and shaken. He got the

necklace. Numbly, he felt again
and found a stray stone or two.

“All right,” he said thickly. “I

got it. I’ll get back to the kids

with it.”

The cop took the Topper.

Soames and the Secret Service

man got back to the studio. The
show was still on. Soames ex-

haustedly handed flod his belt,

and stripped off the other belt

that Fran had put on him. He
gave it back to Fran. Fran’s eyes

still burned, but he regarded
Soames with definite respect.

Perhaps there was even liking.

And Soames held up the recov-

ered necklace for Linda Beach to

see, though she was then still

before the camera.

She was a seasoned perform-

er. Without blinking an eye she

changed what she was saying,

called on Gail to have the chil-

dren demonstrate the devices

they’d brought from the wreck-
ed ship, and came to Soames.
She counted the stones swiftly,

and asked questions.

He told her. It would come
out, necessarily. The children

had, built into their belts, de-

vices which produced an effect

on the order of telepathy. But
it was not telepathy. Undoubted-

ly the devices could be turned on

or off. Turned on, they linked to-

gether the senses of those who
wore them, not the minds, but

the senses. Each saw what the

others saw, and heard what the

others heard, and felt with

the rest. But thoughts were not

shared. Such a device would not

be confusing if one were used

to it, and two men working to-

gether could co-operate with a

thousand times the effectiveness

of men without them. Children

playing together could have a

degree of companionship other-

wise impossible. And four chil-

dren upon a desperate voyage,

without adults to reassure them,

would need this close linkage

with their fellows. It would give

them courage. They could be

more resolute.

Linda Beach went back to

camera-position and waited un-

til the demonstration of the

pocket metal-cutting device, by
Fran, was ended. Then she sig-

nalled for her own camera and
definitely put on the charm. She
showed the necklace. She said it

had been stolen. She said that

the children were telepaths, and
by the reading of the criminal’s

mind he had been tracked down
through the crowded streets out-

side the studio, and her necklace

recovered.

It is always better to say
something that is not quite the

truth but is perfectly under-
standable than something which
is true but bewildering. This is

a cardinal rule in television.

Never bewilder your audience!
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So Linda Beach did not bewilder

her audience by accurate state-

ment. She told them something

they would understand. It made
the children convincingly more
than merely ordinary children.

It shocked her world-wide au-

dience out of that bemused con-

dition the professionalism of the

broadcast had produced. It lifted

them out of their seats, those

who were seated. It tended to

lift the hair of the rest, those

who realized that monsters from
space who could read human
minds were utterly invincible

and infinitely to be dreaded. No
matter what the children looked

like, now, they had been declar-

ed on an official fact-revealing

broadcast to be extraterrestrial

monsters who could read human
minds

!

It raised hell.

Once said, it could not be
withdi-awn. It could be denied,

but it would be believed. In high-

er echelons of government all

over the world it produced such
raging hatred of the children

and the United States together

as made all previous tensions

seem love-feasts by comparison.
In Russia it was instantly and
bitterly believed that all Soviet

military secrets were now in

process of being plucked from
Russian brains and given to the
American military. Rage came
from helplessness in the face of
such an achievement. There
could be no way to stop such
espionage, and military action
would be hopeless if the Ameri-
cans knew all about it before it

was tried. In more tranquil na-
tions there was deep uneasiness,
and in some there was terror.
And everywhere that men hated
or stole or schemed—which was
everywhere — the belief that

everybody’s secrets were open to

the children filled men with rage.

Of all public-relations enter-

prises in human history, the

world-wide broadcast about the
children was most disastrous.

Soames and Gail could realize

the absurdity of the thing, with-
out any hope of stopping or

correcting it.

They went swiftly back to the

hidden base in the Rockies.

Soames stayed to have certain

minor injuries attended to. Also
he needed to get in touch with
the two physicists who had seen
the children and known despair,

but w’ho now played at being
castaways with gratifying re-

sults. In part he was needed for

endless, harassing consultations

with people who wanted urgent-
ly to disbelieve everything he
said, and managed to hold on to

a great deal of doubt.

Meanwhile there came about
a sullen and infuriated lessening

of international tension. No na-

tion would dare plan a sneak at-

tack on America if it could be
known in advance. And nobody
dared make threats if the United
States could know exactly how
much of the threat was genuine.

Captain Moggs flew busily

back and forth between the east

and the hidden missile base to

which the children had been re-
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turned. She informed Soames
that the decorated belts had been
taken away from the children.

One of them had been opened

up and the round and square
medallions on it examined. One
decoration was undpubtedly the

case for the sensory-linkage ap-

paratus. There was a way to turn

it on and off. It contained a cou-

ple of eccentrically shaped bits

of metal. That was all. Duplicat-

ed, the duplicates did nothing

whatever. The other medallions

seemed to contain apparatus for

purposes yet unguessed-at. One
actually had a minute moving
part in it. But what it did was
past imagining.

Captain Moggs said authori-

tatively :

“It will take time but we’ll

find out what it does. Of course
right now all research is con-

centrated on the telepathic de-

vice. It will be developed and
before long we will be thorough-
ly informed about the weapons
and the councils of other na-

tions. It will be magnificent!

We’ll no longer have reason to

be apprehensive of attack, and
we can evaluate every military

situation with absolute preci-

sion !”

“Dammit!” snapped Soames.
“The gadgets aren’t telepathic!

They don’t transmit thoughts!
They only exchange sensory in-

formation! And there’s no dan-
ger of the children finding out
anything by telepathy when
they can only share the sensa-

tions of someone wearing a spe-

cial device! What would they do

with military information if

they had it?”

Captain Moggs looked mys-
terious. She departed, and
Soames again cursed bitterly

the situation he’d happened to

create. But still he did not see

how he could have done other-

wise than to destroy the chil-

dren’s high-power signalling de-

vice when they would have used

it back on Antarctica. Yet he

was not happy about the conse-

quences of his act.

He found time to get in touch

with the physicists who’d come
out to the Rocky Mountain base.

They’d found a few others who
could put themselves into the

mental state of castaways who
knew that a given device could

be made, and then tried to make
something which wasn’t it but

had some of its properties. In a

way it was deliberate self-decep-

tion, but it was deliberate to

circumvent a natural habit of

the educated mind. A trained

man almost invariably tries to

see what can be done with what
he has and knows, instead of

imagining what he wants and
then trying to make something
more or less like it, even if he

has to look for the knowledge
he will need. It took a particu-

lar type of mind to use Soames’
trick. It was necessary, for ex-

ample, to imagine limitations to

the operation of a desired de-

vice, or one’s starting-point be-

came mere fantasy. And nothing
could be made from fantasy.

But Soames found frustration
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rampant even among the men
who were most successful with
the fantasy-trick. There were
new devices. They were tri-

umphs. They were plainly the

beginnings of progress of a

brand-new kind, not derived

wholly from the present, and
certainly not imitative of the

children’s. But the devices

couldn’t be used. Their existence

couldn’t be i-evealed. Because
anything of unpi-ecedented de-

sign would seem to have been
learned from the children, and
the United States insisted

—

truthfull.y—that so far it had
learned nothing from them. But
nobody would believe it if a spate

of astonishing technological im-

provements began to appear in

the United States.

Dislike of America rose to

new heights anyhow. But pres-

ently some trace of suspicion be-

gan to appear in the actions of

the anti-American nations. Be-

fore the broadcast, a dirty trick

had been prepared against

America. It developed and suc-

ceeded. It was not discovered un-

til too late. Somebody tried

another one. It wasn’t anticipat-

ed or stopped. A very lively and
extremely tempting idea occur-

red in quarters where the

United States was much dislik-

ed. But nobody dared quite be-

lieve it—yet.
Then Fran disappeared. He

vanished as if into thin air. At
one moment he was in the heav-

ily guarded surface area over the

hidden base in the Rockies. The
next moment he was gone. Three

separate lines of electrified

fence protected the area from
intrusion, with sentries and

watching-posts besides. But
Fran disappeared as if he’d

never been. It was not easy to

imagine that he’d run away. His

English was still very limited.

His ignorance of American ways
was abysmal. He couldn’t hope

to hide and find food while ac-

complishing anything at all. On
the other hand, for him to have

been kidnapped out of the top-

secret base was unthinkable. Yet

if he had . . .

Soames got transportation to

the Rocky Mountain installation.

He was shocked when he saw
Gail.

CHAPTER 8

S
HE smiled faintly in the dark-

ness after they’d paused on

the way to the cottage, and after

Soames had released her.

“When this is all over, we’ll

have our life together, you know
that, don’t you.”

“I’m glad,” she said quietly,

“that you feel the way you do.

I’m thinner. I’m not very pretty

just now. But it’s because I’m

worried. Brad.”

He muttered angrily. He felt

that infuriated rage which was
appropriate because something
worried Gail.

“I told the children you were
coming,” Gail added. “I think

they’ll be glad to see you. I’ve

an idea Fran especially liked

you, Brad.”

“No word of him?”
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“N-no,” said Gaii in an odd

tone.

“Did he run away?” demand-
ed Soames. They were w'alking

through a soft-w'arm dusk to-

ward the cottage where Gail

stayed with the children.

Gail said in a low tone

:

- “Careful! The idea of telep-

athy is alarming. Everything’s

overheard, Brad. The children

are watched every second. I even

think there are microphones . .

.”

Soames scowled.

“It’s security,” said Gail. “It

would be taking too big a gamble
to risk that the children can only

receive sensory impressions and

only through those little devices

in their belts. Nobody’s been able

to make the belt-devices do more
than that, but they can’t be

sure . .

“They took the belts away!”
insisted Soames.

“Yes. But it doesn’t seem
enough. You destroyed their sig-

nalling device. But you don’t feel

safe. They’ve taken the devices,

but they still don’t feel sure that

the children can’t do more.

“And, I thought it was wise

to tell Captain Moggs about us.

To explain why you might want
to come back here. They know
I’m rather protective of the

children. An explanation for jmu
to come back seemed wise. The
children aren’t popular since

they’ve been thought able to

read minds. So I wanted you to

be able to come back without

anybody suspecting you of

friendly feelings for them.”
“I’d have come back on ac-

count of you,” growled Soames.
“So it mustn’t appear that any-

body wants to be decent to them,

eh?” Then he said abruptly,

“About Fran . .
.”

“He ran away,” said Gail with

a hint of defiance. “I’ll tell you

more later, maybe.”
They reached the cottage, and

Soames reminded himself that

anything he said would very

probably be overheard and re-

corded on tape. They went in-

side. The boy Hod, and the

younger girl Mai lay on their

stomachs on the floor, doggedly

working at what would be les-

sons. Zani sat in a chair with a

book before her and her hand
seemingly shielding her eyes.

Her expression was abstracted.

As they entered. Hod made a

clicking sound in his throat.

Zani put one hand quickly in her

pocket and opened her eyes. They
had been closed. The book was a

prop to hide something.

Soames had a flash of insight.

He’d worn a belt with a built-in

quasi-telepathic device just once

and for the briefest of times.

While he wore it, too, he’d been

fiercely intent upon the use of

it to recover another such de-

vice that had been looted in the

broadcast studio during the

most disastrous of all public-re-

lations enterprises. He’d had no
time for experiment

;
no time

to accustom himself to the sin-

gular feeling of seeming to

inhabit more than one body at a

time. He’d had no opportunity

to explore the possibilities of the
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device. But he’d worked out

some angles since.

And because of it, he knew
intuitively what Zani had been
doing when he arrived. With
closed eyes, hidden by her hand,

she’d been receiving something
that came from somewhere else.

The two other children had kept

silent. Hod clicked his tongue as

a warning of Gail’s and Soames’
approach. And Zani put her hand
in her pocket quickly and opened
her eyes. She’d put something
away. And Soames knew with
certainty that she’d been receiv-

ing a message from Fran, in

the teeth of merciless v/atching

and probably microphonic eaves-

dropping on every word.

But the children’s belt with
the sensory-transmitters and re-

ceivers had been taken from
them.

Little Mai said politely:

“Fran.” A pause. “Where is?”

“I’d like to know,” Soames
told her.

“That’s almost the only thing

they’i’e ever questioned about,

nowadays,” said Gail. “As a se-

curity measure only Captain
Moggs and enlisted personnel

without classified information,

and the police who’re hunting
for Fran, are allowed to talk to

them.”

“Fran’s been gone—how long?
A week? Over?” Soames scowl-

ed. “How can he hide? He knows
little English! He doesn’t even
know how to act so he won’t be

spotted if he walks down a
street

!

”

120

Gail said with an odd intona-

tion :

“I’m afraid he’s in the wilds

somewhere. He won’t know how
to get food. He’ll be in danger
from wild animals. I’m terribly

afraid for him!”
Soames looked at her sharply.

“How’d he get away?”
“He roamed around, like boys

do,” said Gail. “He made friends,

more or less, with the children

of a staff sergeant’s family. It

was thought there could be no

harm in that. And one morning
he left here apparently to go and
play with them, and they didn’t

see him, and he hasn’t been seen

since.”

Hod was on his stomach again,

doggedly working over a book,

murmuring English words as he
turned the pages from one pic-

ture to another. Mai and Zani
looked from the face of Soames
to that of Gail, and back again.

“They understand more than
they can speak,” said Gail.

Soames searched the walls of

the room. Gail had said micro-
phones were probable. He looked

intently at Zani. He duplicated

her position when he’d entered
and her actions, the quick move-
ment of her hand to her pocket
and the opening of her eyes. She
tensed, staring at him. He shook
his head warningly and put his

finger to his lips.

She caught her breath and
looked at him strangely. He set-

tled down to visit. Gail, with the

air of someone doing something
that did not matter, had the chil-

dren display their English. Their
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accent was good. Their vocabu-

laries were small. Soames guess-

ed that Gail drilled them unceas-

ingly in pronunciation so they

wouldn’t acquire so many words
that they could be expected to

answer involved questions. It

was a way to postpone pressure

upon them.

But it was not a good idea

for Soames to have too parental

or too solicitous an attitude. He
said with inner irony:

“I’m disappointed in Fran. He
shouldn’t have run away. He
made some sketches for me, of

things boys his age make, at

home. I wanted to get more such

pictures from him. Hmmm . . .

Did he leave any sketches around

when he disappeared?”

Gail shook her head.

“No. Every scrap of paper the

children use is gathered up
every night, for study. They
don’t like it. It disturbs them.

Actually, I believe language ex-

perts are trying to find out

something about their language,

but they feel like it’s enmity.

They’re jumpy.”

“And with reason,” said

Soames. He stirred. “I’m disap-

pointed. I’ll go talk to the peo-

ple who’re hunting Fran. Walk
back with me to the store, Gail?”

Gail rose. Zani stared at

Soames. She was pale. He nod-

ded to her again.

Gail and Soames went out

into the now fully fallen night.

Soames said gruffly:

“We’d better walk closer to-

gether.

“When we’re married,” he

said abruptly, “I doubt we’ll hide

many things from each other.

We’d better start being frank

right now. The kids’ belts may
have been taken away, but

they’ve got sensory-transmission

gadgets just the same. Zani was
using one when we went in the

cottage.”

Gail’s footsteps faltered. “Wh-
what are you going to do?”

“Give some good advice,” said

Soames. “Tell the kids you know
about it. Point out that the Se-

curity people have three of the

four belts, and they can wear
them and pick up communica-
tions. Sooner or later they will

and the kids will be caught. If

Fran talks aloud they can pick

up and identify his voice. If

Zani writes, and looks at what
she’s written so he can read it

through her eyes, her hand or

her dress in what she sees could

identify her. I’m telling you to

remind Zani that communication
by those sensory transmitters

can be overheard. Sooner or

later it will be. She must work
out ways to avoid being identi-

fied. If they think more people

of her race have landed, that’s

all right. But it may be bad if

she’s caught communicating
with Fran.”

Gail said nothing for a long

time.

“That’s—that’s all?”

“Just about. I’m Fran’s an-

tagonist in one matter only. I’ll

do anything I can to keep him
from calling all his race to come
here. I hate it, but I’ll do it. Out-
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Bide of that, I feel that he’s here
through my fault. I do not want
him to be psychologically vivi-

sected by people who want
everything he knows, and won’t
believe there are limits to it. So
long as he’s at large, there prob-

ably won’t be frenzied question-

ing of the others.”

“The—things in the belt are

very simple,” said Gail unstead-

ily, “and the children were
scared and jumpy when they

were taken away. So Fran told

me, and he’d picked up some
scraps of metal. Copper, it was.

And I watched for him.”

Soames said nothing.

“He took a straw,” said Gail,

“and used it as a sort of blow-

pipe. He could direct the flame

of a candle I made for him. It

would be heat-treatment?”

Soames nodded, in the dark-

ness.

“It would. A pattern of heat-

treatment might give a metal all

sorts of properties we haven’t

guessed at.” He added sardon-

ically, “And it could be so simple

that a boy could remember and
do it!”

“He made six communicators,”

said Gail. “I insisted on six. And
then I chose two at random for

safety’s sake, I suppose. And he

and the other children hid theirs.

I tried these two. They work.

One is for you. Of course.”

She fumbled something into

his hand. It was tiny; hardly

larger than a match.
“You push in the end. It

works as long as you push it.”

Soames pressed on one end

where there was something
that felt like the head of a pin.

It probably was. It gave a little,

and instantly he saw’ w’hat Gail

saw and felt what she felt, his

hand clasping hers. He released

the tiny object and again was
only himself.

“Turn yours off,” he said

harshly. “Remind the kids that

this sort of thing can be inter-

cepted.”

"I’ll tell them,” said Gail.

“They’re much worse off than

they were,” he told her. “A little

w’hile ago all the world wanted
to learn from the kids. Now its

afraid they’ll learn from it,

about the people in it. I think

everybody’d be quite willing to

forego all possible benefits from
their coming, if only something
would happen to them.”

“But they can’t pry into se-

crets!” protested Gail. “You
know they can’t read minds!
They can’t!”

“But they have the reputation

and have to suffer for it,” said

Soames.

They were then very close to

the pseudo general store. Gail

put her hand lightly on Soames’
arm. “Brad, please be careful.”

He went into the store. He
went through to the stock-room
behind, pressed a button, and an
elevator door opened in a rather

surprising manner. He stepped
inside and the elevator lowered
him three hundred feet into the

earth.

On the way out from the East
he’d sunk into gloomy medita-
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tion about the situation of the

children and for that matter of

the world, since their arrival.

Fran had an urgent mission he

felt he must perform at any
risk. He couldn’t do it on the

missile base.

Fran felt the hatred sur-

rounding all of them from the

conclusion of the broadcast. He
knew that nobody, anywhere,

would help him do something he

had to do. So he fled in order to

try somehow to send the signal

Soames had prevented from be-

side the wrecked spaceship.

But why must Fran send it?

Why hadn’t an automatic device

been used ? Something which
could be so ruggedly built that

it could not possibly smash . .

.

And suddenly there was an ex-

planation.

Up to this moment Soames
had doggedly accepted the idea

that the children came out of a

past so remote that numbers of

years simply had no meaning.
The evidence was overwhelming
even though the law of the con-

servation of mass and energy
denied the possibility of time-

travel. Now, abruptly, Soames
saw the infinitely simple answer.

Time-travel was possible, pro-

vided certain conditions were
met. Those conditions would at

first instance inevitably produce
a monstrous burst of static and
an implosion to cause an earth-

shock and a concussion wave
audible at eighty miles distance.

Once communication between
time-frames had been establish-

ed, however . . .

The flight of Fran instantly

became something so much more
alarming than mere danger to

Fran, that there was only one

thing Soames could possibly do.

He’d said he was not Fran’s

enemy. But he must do anything
to keep Fran from carrying out

the mission he’d been .sent to ac-

complish.
.

So when Soames got out of the

elevator from the village store,

he went directly to a security

officer.

“I’m worried about the boy
Fran, who ran away,’’ he observ-

ed. “Can you tell me what hap-

pened ?’’

“I’d like .somebody to tell me !”

said the security officer morbid-
ly. “If he ran, he had wings on

his shoes. And now he’s out he’s

got me scared! You know those

telepathic gadgets in the belts

the children wore? We took ’em

away. We opened one of ’em- up,

but we left the others in w'0)-k-

ing order. We tried them. When
two men wear them, with both
turned on, they sort of half-way
read each other’s minds. Each
man knows what the other is do-

ing and seeing. But one man by
himself can’t do a thing. Two
men can do a lot. It’s been sug-

gested that if they knew the

trick of it, three men could do
all the telepathy they wanted,

read mind.s and all that. We
haven’t found out the trick,

though.”

Soames nodded, marvelling at

the ability of the human race to

find reasons to believe anything
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it wanted to, whether for sweet

vanity’s sake or for the sake of

scaring itself to death.

“When we first got the belts

from the kids,” pursued the se-

curity officer, “we figured there

might be some other folks of the

kids’ race on Earth, figuring on

ways to get ’em loose. We had a

belt worn night and day. Noth-
ing. So we stopped monitoring.

Then this Fran got away and
we started monitoring all over

again, trying to pick up any
working of belts like these that

we didn’t know about. And we
started picking up stuff right

away!”

Soames stared. Zani’d been

using one such instrument.

“A man’s got one of those

belts on,” said the security man,
frowning, “and it’s like he
didn’t. Nothing happens at all.

But after maybe hours, maybe
a day or two, suddenly, with his

eyes closed, he sees a page of

outlandish writing. The kind of

writing those kids do. It can’t

be photographed, because it’s

only inside your head that you

see it. You can’t make sense of

it. The alphabet isn’t ours. The
words are the language they

talk among themselves. I figure

there’s a ship somewhere, broad-

casting a call to the kids. The
call’s printed. If the kids had
their belts on, and turned on,

they could read it. But we got

their belts. So this Fran, he

broke away to try to make some
kind of way to answer that

call!”

Soames said nothing. But he

was unhappily amused, at him-
self as well as the security offi-

cer. He’d gone to some pains to

tell Gail how the children might
communicate with Fran without

being caught at it. But they

knew. They’d produced this

theory of a hovering ship of

space, broadcasting to Earth to

four children hidden somewhere
on it. There was no ship. There
was only Fran, desperate to per-

form the task he’d been sent

here to do, keeping in touch with
the other three children by a

tiny unit he’d made out of scrap

copper and a straw and a candle-

flame. And it was so natural that

the fact wasn’t guessed!

“How’s he managing to eat?”

asked Soames. “He’s no money
and next to no English, and he
doesn’t know how to act ...”

“He’s smart!” said the se-

curity officer grimly. “He’s hid-

ing by day. At night . . . People
don’t usually tell the cops about
a bottle of milk missing from
their doorsteps. A grocer doesn’t

report one loaf of bread missing
from the package left in front

of his store before daybreak.
He’d pick a loaf of bread today,

and a bottle of milk tomorrow.
Sometimes he’d skip. But we fig-

ured it out. We got every town
in five hundred miles to check

up. Bread-truck drivers asked
grocery stores. Any bread miss-

ing? Milk-men asked their cus-

tomers. Has anybody been pinch-

ing your milk? We found where
he was, in Bluevale, close to the

Navajo Dam, you know. We set
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cops to watch. Almost got him
yesterday morning. He was after

a loaf of bread. A cop fired five

shots at him, but he got away.
Dropped the loaf of bread, too.”

Soames wanted to be sick.

Fran was possibly fourteen

years old and desperate because
his whole civilization depended
on him to save them from the

destruction falling out of the

sky. He was a fugitive on a
strange world.

Then Soames’ mouth went
dry as he realized. Fran had
been shot at in Bluevale, which
was near the Navajo Dam. The
Navajo Dam generated almost
as much electric power as

Niagara.

“I had a hunch,” said the se-

curity officer with some grim-
ness, “the kid got past three

electric fences, and we don’t

know how. He must know
plenty about electricity. So I be-

gan to wonder if he might be
hoping to answer that broadcast
signal with a signal of his own.
He was in Bluevale. We checked
up. A roofer lost some sheet cop-

per a couple of days ago. Some-
body broke in a storehouse and
got away with forty or fifty feet

of heavy-gauge copper wire. A
man’d have stolen the whole
roll. It would be only a kid

that’d break off as much as he
could carry. See?

“He’s getting set to make
something, and we know he’s

near Bluevale. He’ll need tools.

I’ve got Bluevale crammed with
cops and plainclothesmen. That

whole town is one big trap for

that kid right now. And the

cops will shoot! Because we
don’t know what that kid will

make. If those kids had some-
thing that’ll read your mind,
made by grownups, maybe he’ll

make something that’ll burn it

out! He looks human, but he

came out of space from God-

knowswhere. Maybe he’ll . make
deathrays !

”

Soames swallowed. He knew
what Fran would want to make.
A mere local projector of death-

rays would be trivial beside the

consequences of what Fran was
desperately resolved to do for his

own people.

He heard himself say some-
thing relatively soothing.

“Maybe,” he observed, “he’s

not that dangerous. You’re wor-
ried about how he passed those

electrified fences. He used stilts.

He knew about them. They in-

terested him. So he must have
made a pair some seven or eight

feet high, and learned to walk
on them. And then he simply
went to a tree near the fence,

climbed up it and mounted the

stilts, and then walked to the

fence and stepped over it. At his

age he wouldn’t realize the dan-

ger. He’d do it and worm his

way past watchers ... He could
have done that!”

The security officer swore.
“Yes! Dammit, yes! We

should’ve watched him closer.”

“I want to get back East,”

said Soames.
“When do you want to head

East?” asked the officer.
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“Now,” said Soames. “We’ve
got a project started that’s more
or less linked to the kids’ gad-

gets, even though we don’t

understand them. The sooner I

can get back, the better.”

The security officer used the

telephone. He found there was a

plane due. to take off shortly.

Soames could get passage on that

plane, not to the East, but to a

military airfield outside Denver
where a cab could be had to take

him to the commercial airport

to make connections East.

Before starting on this trip

he’d suspected that he might
need to take part in the search

for Fran. He’d cleaned out his

bank account and had the cash

in hi.s pocket. In half an hour
he was on board the outbound
plane.

In two hours Soames was in

Denver. In three he was lost be-

yond all discovery. He’d taken
an inter-urban bus instead of a

plane out of Denver, and gotten

off at a tiny town whose name
he did not even notice. During
the night, with closed eyes and
in a silent hotel room in the

little town, he pressed one end
of the miniature device that

Fran had made and Gail had
given him.

He felt a queer sensation. He
inhabited two bodies at once. It

was eerie. The other body did

nothing. It only breathed and
waited. Someone at the hidden
base from which he had come
wore one of the children’s belts

and patiently waited to eaves-

drop on any communication that

might be made by similar de-

vices.

Soames waited for morning.

Very early, again with close<]

eyes and with his body made
comfortable so that he felt no

distinct sensation from it, he

pressed the end of the miniature

instrument. He saw writing of

the kind the children used for

memoranda about their English

lessons. He released the turn-on

•switch, which was probably the

head of a pin. He turned on a

light. He opened a notebook. Its

first page showed two sketches.

One was of the runner of a boy-

made air-sled. Fran had sketch-

ed it for Soames on the plane

headed for New York and the

disastrous broadcast. The other

was a sketch of a boy on stilts.

Soames had drawn that for

Fran. Nobody but Soames wmuld
have looked at such drawings for

Fran to see through his eyes.

They were at once a call and an
identification of Soames as a

person using a device like a tiny

copper firecracker, with the

head of a pin where a fuse

would belong.

He turned on the device again
while looking at the sketches. He
felt that he shared the physical

sensations of two other bodies,

no, three. He was momentarily
convinced of a third. All three

now kept their eyes tightly

closed. All three saw only

through his eyes, saw rough
sketches which would have
meaning only to two. Soames
felt that he heard a smothered
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noise which only he would have
known was a suppressed giggle.

Then he felt one of the other

bodies shaking hands with itself.

That would be Fran, acknowledg-
ing the message of the drawings
that only Soames would know
about. He shook hands with him-

.self for Soames to experience.

Then he patted his knee as one

would pat a dog, and scratched

his knee as one scratches a dog,

as he did with Rex on Antarc-

tica. He had identified himself.

There was the stirring of an-

other of the bodies with which
Soames was linked. That would
be the security officer, wearing
a belt which brought him these

sensations. He could have no
idea, however, who was commu-
nicating with whom, and pat-

tings and scratchings would
have no meaning at all. He could

only know that the weird expe-

rience stopped when someone
shook hands with himself and
that was all.

But Soames rose and dressed

with many forebodings. Fran
would not meet him. Soames had
given warning of traps and close

hunting. But Fran would not
meet him. It looked bad.

He bought a second-hand mo-
torcycle at ten o’clock in the

morning. He knew motorcycles.

By three in the afternoon he
threaded through the traffic of

Bluevale. To him, on the watch
for such matters, there seemed
an unusual preponderance of

men on the streets of that small

town. Fran wouldn’t notice it.

Soames did. But he wasn’t no-

ticed. He’d bought a leather

jacket and a cap. He rode a bat-

tered motorbike. He didn’t even

faintly resemble Fran.

He rode casually through

Bluevale and along the wide,

smooth highway to the much
smaller village of Navajo Dam
—at the edge of the big lake

the dam had backed up behind

it—and then at a leisurely pace

along the same highway as it

went over the crest of that mas-

sive structure. The lake to his

right rose within feet of the

highway. To the left there was
a chasm, with a winding truck-

road going down to the genera-

tor buildings at the dam’s foot.

Soames jittered. He we*t two
miles on and into forest, drag-

ging the motorcycle out of sight

from the road. He made himself

as comfortable as possible, to

avoid transmitting any informa-

tion about his whereabouts. He
stuffed his ears to mute the

sounds of open country. From
four o’clock to eight, at irregu-

lar intervals, he turned on the

sensory-linkage device for a sec-

ond or two at a time. He came
to recognize the physical sensa-

tions of the man who, back in

the hidden missile base, wore a

child’s belt and monitored for

sensory communications. Be-

tween seven and eight the iden-

tity of that man changed.

Someone else took the place of

the first.

At ten o’clock there was the

briefest possible sensation of a

third body. Soames knew it was
Fran. He shook hands with him-
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self, quickly. Fran would recog-

nize it as a greeting. Soames had
contrived a way to offer argu-
ment, but he only felt a boy’s

small, smooth hands shaking

each other in reply, and Fran
was gone out of communication.
He did not come back.

At midnight Soames got his

motorcycle out of the woods and
onto the highway. He rode slow-

ly back toward Bluevale. He
stopped at a hot-dog stand out-

side the town and waited there

for another signal.

At one, nothing had happened.

Soames was close enough to the

town to have heard any tumult,

certainly any shots.

At two and three—nothing.

At four o’clock, without warn-
ing, there was a flash of intol-

erably vivid blue-green light. It

came from the chasm below the

Navajo Dam. The lights across

the dam’s curving crest went
out. The street-lights of Blue-

vale and the little village of

Navajo Dam went out. The world

went dark, while a mountainous
blue-green flame shed intoler-

ably bright light toward the

stars.

It went out, too.

Soames, cold with fear, press-

ed the end of the sensory device.

He felt pain, lancing, excruciat-

ing pain. He heard Fran’s voice

gasping hopelessly:

"Try! Try! Try!”
He felt Fran’s body turn in

pain, and he saw that Fran’s
eyes looked up at stars, and the

stars were cut off at one side by

the curving bulk of the mon-
strous concrete dam.
Soames shook hands with

himself. He let go the button. He
started the motorcycle. He raced

toward the dam. He did not

again press on the sensory de-

vice until he’d gone frantically

through the village and hair-

raisingly down the truck-road

to the generator buildings.

There he cut off the motor, and
he heard men’s voices, profane
and agitated and alarmed. He
saw the small flickerings of

flashlights.

He found Fran, crumpled on

the ground and trying desperate-

ly not to make sounds of pain.

Soames knew where the hurt

was. He’d experienced it as Fran
did. He’d guessed its cause and
seriousness. He knew he had to

move quickly.

He put Fran swiftly on the

saddle behind his own on the

motorcycle. He gave the motor-
cycle all the gas it would take

and went racketing up the

truck-road from the chasm be-

low the dam.
He made it. The motorcycle,

its lights turned off, was across

the dam and streaking for the

first curve beyond before the

flickerings of car headlights be-

gan to show on the road from
Bluevale.

Fran held on fiercely. But
presently Soames felt the quiv-

erings behind him. He stopped

the motorcycle where the road
was empty. Fran ground his

teeth and stared at him defiant-

ly in the reflected light of the
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now functioning single head-

light.

“If I were you,” said Soames,

not expecting to be understood,

but speaking as one man to an-

other, “If I were you I wouldn’t

be ashamed of crying. I feel

pretty much like it myself, from
relief that your signalling de-

vice blew out.”

CHAPTER 9

The color of the blue-green

flame which had flared so

fiercely outside the generator-

buildings was no mystery at all.

It was the color of vaporized

copper, the same coloring found
in burning driftwood in which
copper nails have rusted. Its

cause was no mystery, either.

There’d been a gigantic short-

circuit where the main power-
leads left the dynamo-rooms to

connect with cross-country pow-
er lines.

Soames and Fran knew di-

rectly, and some few security

officers guessed, that Fran had
caused the short. There was
melted-down, cryptic metal be-

low the place where the short

appeared. Fran had undoubtedly

placed it. How he escaped elec-

trocution the security officers

did not try to figure out. But
they knew he’d tried to do some-
thing with apparatus that burn-
ed itself out without operating,

and that he’d tumbled down a
ten-foot drop while fleeing from
the searing green arc, and even
that he’d appealed for help with
the words, “Try! Try! Try!”
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And they knew that somebody
had helped him get away from
the scene of his exploit and in-

jury. But they didn’t know how,

nor that it was Soames.

Soames was assumed to be on

his way East to confer with a

group of scientists who now had

added certain skilled instru-

ment-makers to. their number
and triumphantly worked them-

selves to twitching exhaustion.

Fran’s part in the affair was
naturally a secret. Lights and

power in five Colorado counties

went off and stayed off. Local

newspapers printed indignant

editorials.

Theirs was a strictly local

view. In high official quarters

the feeling was quite different.

The reaction there was more like

paralyzed horror. Fran was
known to be behind the break-

down of the plant. He’d caused

it by trying to tap its lines for

a monstrous amount of power.

He’d been trying to signal to so

great a distance that tens of

thousands of kilowatts were re-

quired. He’d failed, but the high

brass knew with absolute cer-

tainty that he’d tried to signal

to his own race. And to the high

brass this meant that he’d tried

to summon a space-fleet with in-

vincible weapons to the conquest

of Earth.

So there were two directives

from the highest possible policy-

making levels. First, Fran must
be caught at any cost in effort,

time, money, and man-power.
Second, the rest of the world

must not know that one of the
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four spaceship’s crew members
was at large.

So the hunt for Fran intensi-

fied to a merciless degree.

Soames headed north. He wore
a leather jacket, and he rode a

battered, second-hand motorcy-
cle, and on the saddle behind
him an obvious kid brother rode,

leather-jacketed as Soames was,

capped as he was, scowling as

Soames did, and in all ways
imitating his elder. Which was
so familiar a sight that nobody
noticed Fran at all. He was visi-

bly a tough younger brother of

the kind of young man who goes
in for battered motorcycles be-

cause he can’t afford anything
better. Naturally no one suspect-

ed him of being a telepathic

monster, a ci'eature of space, or

the object of a desperate search.

It was helpful that Soames
was not missed at first and was
not searched for. It was a full

day after the Navajo Dam
breakdown before anybody
thought to have him check on
the melted-down apparatus. It

was two days before anybody
was concerned about him, and
three before flights out of Den-
ver had been checked futilely for

his name.
But on the fourth day after a

green flame reached up toward
the sky, Soames and a silent,

scowling, supposed younger
brother occupied a fishing-shack

on the shores of Calumet Lake.
They were seven hundred miles

from Denver, and the way they’d

come was much longer than that.

They were far removed from the
tumult of the world. They’d
made bivouacs in the open on the

journey, and this would be the

first time they’d settled any-

where long enough to take stock.

“Now,” said Soames, as

sunset-colorings filled the sky

beyond the lake’s farther edge,

“now we figure out what we’re

going to do. We ought to be able

to do something, though I don’t

yet know what. And first we act

the parts we’re playing. We
came here to catch some fish.

You shouldn’t be able to wait. So
we go out and catch fish for our
dinner.”

He led the way to a tiny

wharf where a small boat lay

tied. He carried fishing-rods and
bait.

He untied the boat and rowed
out to the middle of the lake.

He surveyed his surroundings
and dropped anchor. He baited

a hook, with Fran watching in-

tently.

Soames handed him the rod.

Fran waited. He imitated

Soames’ actions when Soames
began to fish. He watched his

line as closely as the deepening
dusk permitted.

“Hmmm,” said Soames. “Your
ankle’s doing all right. Lucky it

was a wrench instead of a break
or a sprain. Four days of riding

and no walking have fixed it

pretty well. It’s fairly certain

nobody knows where you are,

too. But where do we go from
here?”
Fran listened.

“You came out of time,” said
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Soames vexedly. “But time-

travel can’t be done. The natural

law of the conservation of mat-
ter and energy requires that the

total of substance and force in

the cosmos, taken together, be

the same at each instant that it

was in the instant before and
the one after. It’s self-evident.

That rules out travelling in

time.”

He jerked at his fishing-rod.

He did not hook his fish.

“I don’t think you understand
me,” he observed.

“No,” said Fran matter of

factly.

“It doesn’t matter,” Soames
told him. “I’m saying that you
can’t put a gallon of water in a
full keg of wine. And you can’t,

unless you draw off wine as fast

as you add water. Unless you
exchange. So you can’t shift an
object from time-frame A to

time-frame B without shifting a

corresponding amount of matter
and energy from time-frame B
to time-frame A. Unless you
keep the amount of matter and
energy unchanged in each. Un-
less you exchange. So you came
to here and now from there and
then—^your home time-frame,

let’s say—by a process of swap-
ping. By transposition. By re-

placement. Transposition’s the

best word. The effect was time-

travel but the process wasn’t,

like a telephone has the effect

of talking at a distance but the
method is distinctly something
else.”

Fran jerked his fishing-rod. A

nine-inch lake-trout flapped in

the boat’s bottom.
“I’m supposed to be teaching

you how to fish!” said Soames.
He watched as Fran rather

gingerly extracted the hook and
rebaited as he’d seen Soames do.

Soames continued, “Your ship

was transposed from your time
into mine. Sinvultaneously, gram
molecular weight for gram
molecular weight, something had
to be transposed into yours.

Since you were to come into my
time twenty thousand feet high
and there was nothing else

handy to be transposed into your
time—^why—air had to leave

here and turn up there. To
make up the mass and energy of

your ship and you and the other
children.”

As if to indicate that he lis-

tened, Fran said:

“Zani, Mai and Hod.”
“Right!” Soames jerked his

rod and brought up a fingerling

which he silently unhooked and
threw back overboard. “Consid-

ering the thinness of the air

where you came out, maybe half

a cubic mile of it had to trans-

pose into your time to let your
ship come into this.”

He dropped the line overboard
again.

“Which means that there was
an implosion of anywhere from
a quarter to half a cubic mile of

vacuum. It made an earth-shock

and a concussion wave, and it

battered your ship until it went
out of control. It would seem to

make sense that the tumult and
the shouting would appear here.
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where plain force was operating

without much guidance, but not

in your time where the ma-
chinery and the controls were
operating. Your people had to

handle more energy there—and
consequently acted upon more
energy here—than my people

could produce with all the en-

gines now on Earth hooked to-

gether.”

He fished, frowning thought-

fully.

“I suspect,” said Soames, aft-

er a long interval, “that with
machinery and controls at this

end as well as the other, instead

of at one end only, that time-

transposition would be a fairly

tranquil process. It would be
under accurate control. It’d prob-

ably need infinitely less power.
A ship would vanish from your
time and simultaneously a mass-
and-energy equivalent would
take its place. And a ship would
appear in this time and simul-

taneously a mass-and-energy
equivalent would vanish to ap-

pear in your time. But I think

it must have been because the

whole business was done from
one end that the business was so

spectacular, with lightning,

earthquake, and all the rest.

With equipment at both ends,

there should be no static, no
earth-shock, no concussion, noth-
ing but a very peaceful trans-

fer.”

Soames’ expression became
sardonic.

“Which I am prepared to pre-

vent at any cost,” he added.
“Yet I’ve some responsibility to

132

you, Fran. I think I’m getting

an idea of a kind of bluff that

we might pull off, if we could

get the other kids safe away. It

would be a bluff, and the biggest

in history. But we might just

get away with it . .

Fran caught a three-quarter-

pound lake-trout. Soames caught
one weighing half a pound. They
caught two smaller ones before

full darkness fell. Then Soames
put up his fishing-rod and pick-

ed up the oars. He began to row
toward the shore.

“I’ll show you how to clean

and cook the fish,” he observed.

“I think you’ll like the flavor.”

He pulled hard on one oar,

and swung the boat around, and
caught one of the small piles of

the wharf. Fran climbed up and
Soames handed him the fish.

He followed Fran shoreward
toward the rickety little week-
end cottage he’d rented. There
he showed Fran how fish with
scales are cleaned, and then how
they can be cooked over an open
fire.

After Fran had gone to bed,

it occurred to Soames that he
hadn’t heard the news of the

world for four days. On the

run, as he and Fran had been,

they hadn’t seen a newspaper or

heard a news broadcast. Now
Soames turned on the small

radio that went with the fishing

cottage, to give advance infor-

mation on the weather.

News came on immediately. It

was all bad.

The United States had shown
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no signs of having profited by
the telepathic powers of Fran
and his companions. No spies

were seized. A submarine in-

stallation that could lob missiles

into New York from the edge
of the hundred-fathom line was
not depth-bombed. There were
other failures to act on informa-

tion obtained through the chil-

dren. No nation could imagine
another allowing spies to oper-

ate if it could detect them.

So a raging guess began to

spread among the anti-American
peoples of the world. The guess
was that the broadcast was a
lie. Nobody doubted the landing

of a spaceship, of course. The
static and the earth-shock were
evidence, and the Kussians had
photographs. But the children

were too suspiciously like hu-

man children. They could be
child actors, coached to imper-

sonate aliens who could not be

produced. And there was an
easy answer to the question of

why the true aliens weren’t re-

vealed. They could be dead.

Earth’s atmosphere might be
fatal to them. They could have
died of some infection against

which they had no defense.

The politicians and the rulers

of the world suspected the

United States of bad faith and
trickery. They were not certain.

But there were ways of making
sure.

When Soames tuned in to the

news at Calumet Lake, the

United States had been forced

to use a veto in the United Na-
tions for the first time. A reso-

lution passed, calling on the

United States to turn over “the

crew of an extraterrestrial space

vessel’’ to a committee to be ap-

pointed by the UN assembly.

The United States vetoed it.

Ironically, with Fran run away
and not found again, the United
States could not have complied
with the resolution in any case.

But the veto lent plausibility

to suspicions. There was intensi-

fied distrust. The Nato countries

asked to share in technical in-

formation obtained from outer

space. There wasn’t any. They
asked to study the devices sal-

vaged by the children. This
could have been done, but recent

political developments inside

Nato made it certain that any-
thing one particular nation

learned would immediately be
known to Russia. This was to be
avoided if possible.

The mess went farther. South
America was so deeply suspi-

cious of the colossus of the

north that various Latin nations

sought engagements by Euro-
pean countries to defend them
against aggression by the

United States. There had been

two great concentrations of

military power on Earth. Russia

headed one group of nations,

and the United States the other.

Now it looked like there would

soon be three. Russia would
head one. A second would be a

group detached from the United

States. The third would be the

United States standing alone.

It was an absolutely perfect
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set-up for flaming total war to

be begun at any instant.

The news Soames picked up
on a cheap radio on a Calumet
Lake fishing shack was enough
to make any man heartsick.

When Fran waked in the

morning, an unsmiling Soames
greeted him.

“We’re going to ride again,

Fran. I’m going to make a

long-distance call.”

They rode two hundred miles

before noon, and Soames got sil-

ver from a filling-station where
he bought gas. At one of the

out-of-door phone-booths lately a

part of the American scene, he
put through a call to New York.
He got the tall physicist who’d
come West to the hidden missile

base.

“This is Soames,” he said

very distinctly. “I’ve got a tip

for you. Pretend that you want
to make something like the gad-
get that stops winds and warms
places. You know the thing.”

The tall physicist’s voice bab-
bled.

“I know!” said Soames bitter-

ly, “I’m supposed to be dead or

a traitor or something. But lis-

ten to me! You’re a castaway
and savages snipe at you. You
want to make something like the

thing that stops wind, but you
want it to stop arrows instead.

It’s quite a job. Perhaps the only

useful thing you’ve got on this

savage world is a way to make
magnetic fields with minus self-

induction. That’s got to stop the
arrows. You can assume the

arrowheads are metal. Do you
follow me?”
A pause. Then a tinny voice,

singularly calm and astonished

at the same time:

“Why—yes! A very interest-

ing approach! In fact, we’ve got

some very surprising results

lately. One of them will fit in

beautifully! Yes! Beautifully!’’

“If you make it designed for

large enough areas,” said

Soames, “you’ll know where to

use it, and how. And—” Soames’
voice was sardonic indeed, “If

you do get it, this is one thing

that shouldn’t be kept secret!

Get it broadcast! Get it every-

where! Give it to the Russians
and the Greeks and the Chinese

and the French and everybody
else! Understand? The more who
know about it the better.”

The tinny voice said:

“We just developed a thing to

refine metals in situ . . . An in-

duction furnace that sets up the

heating field at almost any dis-

tance from the elements that

handle the power. It will fit in

perfectly! Of course! Certainly!

This is magnificent, Soames!”
“If you can get it working and

in production before hell breaks
loose,” said Soames, “you may
deserve well of the republic.”

“Where are you, Soames? We
need you on several matters—

”

Soames hung up. His call, of

course, could be traced. He’d
travelled two hundred miles so

that tracing it would do no
good. He returned to where
Fran dangled his legs from the

back saddle of the motor-bike.
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and they headed .hack to Calu-

met Lake for a few more days
of peace and quiet.

CHAPTER 10

S
GAMES made his long-dis-

tance call on a Monday,
w'hen war seemed likely to come
perhaps within hours. All day
Monday the tension continued.

Traffic jams became the normal
thing outside the larger cities,

which would be logical targets

for long-range missiles. Every
means of travel away from the

great population centers was
loaded far beyond capacity.

On Tuesday afternoon nation-

al guard troops had been called

out in ten states to keep traffic

moving.

At Calumet Lake, however,
there was no notable change.

Soames and Fran still went fish-

ing. In the boat Fran sometimes
shut his eyes and pressed the

end of one of the tiny sensory-

perception communicators he

had made. He turned it on for

no longer than a second at a

time. If he made contact with
one of the other children he was
prepared to speak swiftly—so

they could hear his voice as he
did—to assure them that he was
safe and to ask for news of Zani
and Mai and Hod, and Gail. He
could do it very quickly indeed.

Soames had insisted on only in-

stants of communicator-use.

“Maybe those gadgets can be

directionally spotted,” he said.

“Security wants you, Fran. If

there’s a W'ay to get a direction-

al fix on you, they’ll find it ! So,

make it short!”

On Thursday morning all

broadcasts broke off to report

that the DEW line of radars
across Canada had reported ob-

jects in the air moving across

the North Pole toward the

United States. America clenched

its fists and waited for missiles

to strike or be blasted by coun-
ter-missiles, as fate or chance
might determine. Twenty min-
utes later a correction came. The
radar-detected objects had not

been missiles, but aircraft flying

in formation. They’d changed
course and returned to their

bases. They were probably for-

eign fighter-planes patrolling

far beyond their usual range.

Soames had held his breath
with the rest of the country. He
was just beginning to breathe

freely again when Fran came
running from the week-end-
shack. His eyes shone.

“I got
—

” he sw'allowed—
“Zani. I said”—he sw'allowed

again, “we will come.” He add-

ed : “Our language.”

Soames looked at him sharp-

ly.

“Maybe you do read minds.

Was anybody listening in? Any-
body else beside Zani?”
“Two men,” said Fran. “Two.

They talked. Fast. English.”

“One man would be a moni-
tor,” said Soames grimly. “Two
means a directional fix. Let's

go!”

By that night they were hun-

dreds of miles from Calumet
Lake.
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The highways were crowded
with the people who’d evacuated
the cities. The high population

of remote places was a protec-

tion for Soames and Fran. He
worried, though, about Gail, her
situation, and that of the three

other children, was far from
enviable. In the present increas-

ing confusion and tension they
were hardly likely to have any
improvement in their state.

“I think,” Soames told Fran
reflectively, “that at night, and
with the kind of disorganization

that seems to be increasing, you
can get away with talking to the

kids again. Nobody’ll try a para-
chute drop in these mountains
in the darkness.” They were then
a hundred miles south of Den-
ver. “They couldn’t get organ-
ized before daybreak, and I

doubt that they could block the
highways. See if you can make
contact, eh? And find out how
they’re getting along?”

Fran nodded. He moved so

that the heat of their fire would
not fall on him, to tell that he
camped out-of-doors. He found
a place to lie down in comfort,
so that there would be no dis-

tracting sensation. He closed his

eyes. Soames saw him press the
end of his tiny communicator
and release it quickly. After an
instant’s pause he pressed it

again. He held the communica-
tor on for several seconds, half
a minute. He released it and sat

up.

“You try,” he said in a puz-
zled fashion. “You try!”

Soames closed his eyes. He

pressed the little pin-head button
at the end of the instrument
which was hardly larger than a

match-stick. He felt the sensa-

tions of another body. That oth-

er body opened its eyes. Soames
saw who it was, Gail’s face was
reflected in a mirror. She was
pale. Her expression was drawn
and harried. But she smiled at

her reflection, because she knew
Soames would see what she saw.

He spoke, so she’d hear his

voice as he did.

“Gail!”

He felt a hand—which was
her hand—spill something on a

levelled surface before her. It

smoothed the spilled stuff. It was
face-powder, spread on a dress-

ing-table top. A finger wrote.
She looked down at what was
written there.

“Help Fran," he read. “You
Must!”

He felt her hand swiftly

smoothing the message away.
Rage swept over him. Instantly

he knew what had happened.
Fran’s escape from Calumet
Lake had proved that he knew
that his communications were
intercepted and directionally

analyzed. Therefore the other
children were no longer a means
by which he might be trapped.
So theiV communicators had
been taken away from them for
the second time, and now they
were watched with an unceasing
closeness. Every glance, every
word, every gesture was noted.

“This has to be quick,” said

Soames coldly, for her to hear.
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"I would help him, but he’d want
to get in touch with his people.”

Gail opened her eyes again.

Her image in the mirror nodded.

“And if he did,” said Soames
as coldly as before, “they’d come
here and conquer us. And I’d

rather that we killed each other

off than that the most kindly-

disposed of conquerors enslaved

us.”

He felt her hand again
smoothing the spilled face-pow-

der. She wrote in it. He knew
what she had written before she

dropped her eyes to it. He could-

n’t believe it. She’d written
three words, no, two words and
a numeral. Soames felt an al-

most physical shock. He was in-

credulous. If this was true . . .

Then he felt a hand closed

firmly on Gail’s shoulder. Cap-
tain Moggs spoke, authoritative

and stern and reproachful

;

“Gail! How could you! You
have one of those horrible tele-

pathic things too! This is a very
grave matter, Gail!’’

Then the contact was broken.
Captain Moggs had snatched

away Gail’s communicator.
Raging, Soames took Fran

and left that spot which was un-
doubtedly pin-pointed by now.
As they sped away he tried to

consider the meaning of the two
words and the numeral which
was completely unbelievable at

first thought.

Shortly after sunrise he
bought a two-day-old newspa-
per. It was the latest he could

find for sale. He rode a certain

distance and stopped where the
highway made an especially dra-

matic turn and there was a

turn-out for tourists to park in

while they admired the view. He
stopped there and deliberately

read the news affecting war and
peace and the children and there-

fore Gail. At the end he folded

the newspaper . painstakingly
and with careful self-control

tore it to bits. Then he said an-
grily ;

“Fran, a question it never oc-

curred to me to ask you before.”

He posed the question. Fran
could have answered it with two
English words and a numeral,
and the same words and numeral
that Gail had used. But he didn’t

have the words. Especially, he
did not have the number. Fran’s
way of wr4ting numbers was as

complex as the system used in

ancient Rome, and Soames had
no key. It took a long time to

grasp the quantity Fran had in

mind. Then Soames had to make
sure he had it right.

Then, abruptly, he knew that

it was true. He knew why it was
true. It increased his anger over
the situation and the treatment
of Gail and the children.

“According to this paper,” he
said icily, “my fellow-country-

men have decided to pay a decent
respect to the opinions of man-
kind, and to sell you down the
river. They suggest an interna-

tional UN committee to receive

custody of you children. That
committee could then set to

work on you to find out where
you came from, why, and when
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you are likely to be searched for.

Now, you know and so do 1 that

part of what they found out

they wouldn’t accept. Time-
travel is impossible. So when
you children told them where
you come from they wouldn’t be-

lieve it. They’d try to pry back
behind what they’d consider

a lie. They’d use different

techniques of inquiry. They’d
use inhibition-releasing drugs.

They’d . . .

Fran’s expression did not

change. Yet it was not passive.

"Which will not happen,” said

Soames in sudden fury, “except

over my dead body! Gail feels

the same way. So let’s go ! We’ve
got to plan a really king-size

monkey-wrench to throw into

these works!”

He stepped on the motor-bike

pedal. He .swung on down the

winding mountain road for the

lowlands. He went into a rela-

tively small town. He bought a

pup-tent, pliers, a small camp-
stove

; a camp-lantern
;

food

;

blankets
;
matches.

They went back into the foot-

hills and settled down to the

strangest scientific conference in

history. The scene of the confer-

ence was a remote and strictly

improvised encampment by the
side of a briskly-flowing trout-

stream. They fished. They talk-

ed. They drew diagrams at each
other.

Fran’s English had improved
remarkably, but this was a high-

ly technical discussion. It was
two days before Soames had the

information he needed firmly in

his mind. He made a working
drawing of what had to be built.

He realized that the drawing it-

self was a simplification of a

much more sophisticated orig-

inal device. It was adapted to

be made out of locally available

materials. It was what Fran had
made and tried at Navajo Dam.

“W’hich,” said Soames, frown-
ing, “proved not to work. You
didn’t realize the local resources.

This thing works, obviously, be-

cause a terrifically strong elec-

tric field is cut off abruptly and
collapses instantly. The original

apparatus—the one I burnt—no
doubt had a very fine gimmick
to break a heavy current flow

without making an arc. The trou-

ble at Navajo Dam w’as that it

did arc—and how! That was a

mess !”

He paused, considering. Since

Soames was not looking at him,
Fran regarded him with infinite

respect.

“The problem,” said Soames,
thinking hard, “is a glorified

job of turning off an electric

light without making a .spark at

the switch. That’s all. It doesn’t

matter how long the current
flows. The thing is that it must
stop instantly. So we turn the

whole business inside out.

“Instead of making a terrific

steady current and cutting it off.

I’m going to start with it not

flowing and use a strobe-light

pack. Every amateur photogra-
pher has one. They give a cur-

rent of eight hundred amperes
and twenty-five hundred volts
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for the forty-thousandth of a

second. The juice doesn’t flow

long enough to burn anything

out. It cuts itself off. There’s

nothing to maintain an arc.

“The really tricky part,” he

said uncomfortably, “may be the

stealing of a helicopter. But I

gue.ss I can manage it.”

He left Fran fishing and went
down to the nearest town again

to buy eccentric items of equip-

ment. Copper foil. Strobe-light

packs, two of them. He could use

foil instead of large-area heat-

dissipating units, because the

current would flow so briefly. He
would get a terrific current, of

course. Two strobe-light packs

in series would give him four

million watts of power for part

of the wink of an eyelid.

When he got back to the camp,
Soames called to Fran. “We’ve
got to get to work. I don’t think

we’ve got much time. I had
hopes of a castaway-gadget
coming up, but it hasn’t.”

He began to assemble the de-

vice which would substitute for

the larger, heavier, much more
massive apparatus he’d destroy-

ed on the Antarctic ice-sheet.

The work went swiftly. Soames
had re-designed the outfit, and a

man can always build a thing of

his own design more easily than

something from another man’s
drawings.

Before sunset the thing was
done. Fran was very respectful.

This apparatus was less than a
quarter the size of the one his

own people had prepared for the

same purpose. .And it was self-

powered, too; it was independent
of outside power-supply.

“I’d like to talk to your peo-

ple about this,” said Soames
grimly. “I do think things can
be transpo.sed in space, and this

should work that way as well as

in time. But starting at one end
has me stymied.”

He abandoned 'the pup-tent

and equipment.

“Either we won’t need them,”
he said, "or we won’t be able to

use them.”

The battered, ancient motor-

cycle took them into the night.

Soames had studied road-maps
and he and Fran had discussed

in detail the route to Navajo
Dam—using stilts to cross elec-

trified fences—from the hidden
missile base. Soames was sure

that with Fran’s help he could

find the pseudo-village wheie
Gail and the children remained.

It would call for a helicoptei-.

But before that there was
a highly necessary operation

which would also go best with a

helicopter to help. So when they

left that pup-tent camp they

headed toward a very minor, lo-

cal airfield where Soame.s had
once landed. It had hangars for

half a dozen cheap private plane.s

and for two helicopters used
mostly for crop-dusting.

At the airfield Soames laid the

motorcycle beside the edge of the

clear area, and left Fran with it,

to wait. He moved quietly

through the darkness toward
close-up buildings with no lighis
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anywhere except in one room re-

served for a watchman.
Fran waited, breathing fast.

He heard night-insects and
nothing else. It seemed a hor-

ribly long time—before he heard

the grinding noise of a motor
being cranked. It caught imme-
diately. There was a terrific

roaring tumult inside a building.

The large door of a hangar tilt-

ed and went upward, and a door

opened from the watchman’s
lighted room and he came shout-

ing outside.

The roaring of motors chang-

ed. The door of the hangar was
quite open. A bellowing thing

came moving out, whirling huge
black vanes against the sky. It

boomed more loudly still, and
lifted, and then drifted with
seeming clumsiness across the

level airfield while the night

watchman shouted after it.

Fran turned on the motor-

cycle headlight as he’d been told,

and picked up the apparatus
Soames had made to use strobe-

light packs in. The ’copter swept
toward him, six feet above-
ground. It came down and Fran
swarmed up into its cabin. Then
the motors really thundered and
the ’copter climbed for the sky.

Soames drove without lights

and headed southward.
A transcontinental highway

appeared below. It was plainly

marked by the headlights of
more than usually heavy traffic

on it. He followed that highway.
Fran rode in a sort of stilly

rapture. Soames said:

“Not worried, Fran?”
Fran shook his head. Then,

boy-like, he turned on the tran-

sistor radio to show his noncha-

lance. A voice spoke. He’d have
shifted to music but Soames
caught a word or two.

“Hold it!” he commanded.
“Put it so I can hear!”

Fran raised the volume and
held the small radio so Soames
could hear it above the motor-

noise.

What he heard, at this mo-
ment, was the official United
States broadcast announcing the

ending of all real menace of

atomic attack. By a fortunate

freak of fate, somebody in au-

thority realized that it was more
important to get the news out

than to make a professionalized

production of it. So a tired but
confident voice said very simply
that American technicians seem-
ed to have solved the problem of

defense attack by atomic bombs
and guided missiles. There had
been, the voice said steadily, re-

cent marked improvements in

electric induction furnaces. The
basic principle of an induction

furnace was the evolution of

heat in the material it was de-

sired to melt, instead of merely
in a container for the stuff that

was to be melted. Within the past

four days induction-furnaces of

a new type had proved able to

induce heat in chosen objects up
to miles. It had been expected
to smelt metal ore in the veins
in which it was found, and to

make mines yield their product
as metal without digging up and
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puttering with useless rock. But
now this apparatus had been

combined with radar.

When a radar detected a mis-
sile or an enemy plane, the

broadcast said carefully, an in-

duction-furnace of the new type
was turned upon the plane or

missile. The effect was exactly

that of enclosing the missile in

a burning blast-furnace. It melt-

ed. The most careful tests as-

sured America, then, that any
city protected by radar-controll-

ed remote-induction furnaces

was safe against atomic attack

and its dread destruction.

And at the time of this broad-

cast, every major center of

population in the United States

was already protected by the new
defense-system. The cities which
had been most vulnerable were
now the safest places in the na-

tion. And it was found, added
the contented voice, that atomic

bombs were not detonated by the

induction fields. The induced
currents seemed to freeze firing

mechanisms. It appeared impos-
sible to design a detonating de-

vice which would blow up a
bomb before it melted.

The broadcast ended in a
matter-of-fact statement that

plans for the defense-system

had been given to all the allies

of the United States, that Lon-
don was already protected and
Paris would be within hours,

and that within days the nations

which were not allies would be
assisted to establish defenses, so

that atomic war need not be
feared in the future.
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Soames listened with an odd
expression on his face.

“That,” he said, “started out
as a gadget for a castaway to

stop arrows that savages were
sniping at him with. I’m very
pleased.”

There was no more for him
to say. The pleasure he felt, of

course, would be the only reward
he was likely to get. At the mo-
ment he was bent upon an en-

terprise his fellow-Americans
would have regarded with hor-
ror.

Ear, far below and surround-
ed by the blackness of tree-

covered ground in starlight,

there was an irregular shape of

brightness. It was miles long. It

reflected the stars. It was the

flood-control reservoir behind
the Polder Dam. There was no
power-plant here. This reservoir

merely took the place of some
hundreds of thousands of acres

of timbered-off forest which
once had controlled floods more
effectivey.

Without a word, Soames slant-

ed the ’copter down. Presently it

hovered delicately over the

dam’s crest and at its very cen-

ter. It touched. The rotor ceased
to whirl. The motor stopped.

There was a great silence.

Fran scrambled down. Soames
swung after him. Together, they

set up the device which was a
time-transposition unit, with its

complicated small antenna aimed
out at the waters of the reser-

voir.

“I’ve gambled,” said Soames,
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“that we understand each other.

Now you pull the string.”

There was a cord which
would discharge the strobe-packs

through the apparatus itself.

The discharge would cease with

absolute abruptness. The packs

would then recharge themselves

from the special batteries in-

cluded in the device.

Fran pulled the cord.

There was no noise except a

small and inadequate “snap.” It

seemed that nothing happened.
But there was suddenly a hole

in the surface of the reservoir.

It was a large hole.

Something came up out of it.

It glittered in ghostly fashion

in the starlight. It rose up and
up and up. It was a cylinder

with a rounded top and a diame-

ter of fifty feet or so. It rose

and rose, very deliberately. Then
a rounded lower end appeared.

It floated in the air.

Fran jerked the cord again.

Another hole in the lake. An-
other round metal thing rising

slowly, one would even say

peacefully into the starlight.

Fran, grinning happily, jerked

the cord again and yet again . .

.

There were eight gigantic

shining cylinders in the air when
he stopped and stood back, his

eyes shining. A vast metal thing

floated ponderously near. A port

opened and a voice called down
in the language the children

used among themselves. Fran
spoke back, remembering to

turn on his sensory communica-
tor.

Fran talked briskly as if to

himself. But it was standard

sensory-communication practice.

After a long time he turned to

Soames.

“My people say
—

” a pause

—

“thank you—” another pause,

“and ask for Zani and Mai and
Hod.”

“Tell them to make a column
of themselves and float right

here, going up to ten thousand

feet or so. Radars will pick them
out. Planes will come in the

night to see what they are.

They’ll guess. I doubt very much
that they’ll attack. Tell your
people simply to keep them wor-
ried until we come back.”

Fran zestfully swarmed back
into the helicopter. Soames told

him

:

“Turn off your communicator.
You’ll be listened in on. But
maybe the monitoring men are

having their hair stand on end
from the welter of communica-
tions from the ships!”

Fran wriggled with excite-

ment as the ’copter rose once

more.

Soames had an odd feeling

that all this could not be true.

But it was, down to the last least

detail which had made it think-

able for him to defy all his fel-

low-men to keep faith with four

children whose lives and errand
he’d interferred with. The mat-
ter had been a very natural

oversight, at first.

Of course Soames had assum-
ed that the children’s civilization

had been one of very millions of

people. A small city cannot es-
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tablish or maintain a great

technological civilization. He
had been right. He’d assumed,

even, that Fran’s people were
able to travel between planets.

Again he’d been right. But the

thing he hadn’t thought of was
that the development of trans-

position in time—and transposi-

tion in space would come later

—wouldn’t occur to anybody un-

less there was absolutely no

other possible solution to the

problem the Old Race faced.

They wouldn’t have tried to solve

it until the Fifth Planet burst

and the doom of the world they

lived on was self-evident. They
wouldn’t have worked at it un-

til they realized that Venus and
Mercury were due to be shat-

tered after Earth, just as Mars
was bombarded before it.

So the struggle to escape

through time was begun in the

fifty-ninth minute of the last

hour. Cities struggled to build

time-ships and get a pioneer ves-

sel through to future time. As-

teroids plunged down upon them,

wiping them out. Cities strug-

gled on, passing to each other

—

to the thinning number of those

who remained—such solutions to

such problems as they developed.

But there were fewer and few-

er .. . The city from which the

children came had fallen in

ruins from earth-shocks, and
only a fraction of its population

continued frantically to labor

on . . .

But Soames hadn’t thought of

this. It was Gail who found it

out from the children with her.

And she’d told Soames that he

must help Fran at any co.st, and
told the reason in two words and

a number. Speaking of Fran’.s

people, she’d told Soames,

"Only 2,000 left."

It was true. It checked with

the number of ships that came
through to modernity. Only two

thousand people remained of

Fran’s race. They could not con-

quer two billions of humankind.
They could not rule them. They
could only take refuge among
them, and share what knowledge
they could with them.

Fran leaned happily against

Soames’ shoulder. The ’copter

swung away from a broad wide

valley.

Fran pointed. Two valleys

came together here. He., who
had come away from the missile

base on foot, was an authority

on how to get back to it in a

helicopter.

The ’copter flew on.

Fran said:

“There!”
And there were small lights,

the color of kerosene lamps. But
they were not lamps, but electric

lights. Soames sent the ’copter

sweeping toward the remarkably
convincing Rocky Mountain vil-

lage. The ship barely cleared an
electrified fence, the last of

thi’ee. But if there were sen-

tries who might have fired on

it, they had already heard of the

arrival of a fleet of alien space-

ships. Nothing so human as a

helicopter could be an enemy
when an invading fleet from
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who-kncws-where was just re-

ported . . .

The ’copter settled to ground
with a whistling noise. Soames
cut off the motors. Then Fran
was calling joyously, and Zani
squealed from a wjpdow, and
Hod came tumbling out of a win-
dow and Mai popped out of no-

where and came running. There
were shouts in the village. Then
Gail was coming, also.

“Pile aboard!” commanded
Soames. “Your families are here,

kids, and they’re waiting for
you. And Gail, there’s going to

be the most thoroughly scared
gang at the UN and elsewhere
that you ever saw, now that what
they think’s a space-fleet is ac-

tually here! We’ve been decent
to the kids, and they think they
haven’t, so we’ll hold out for au-

thority to argue . .
.’’

A door slammed. Fran said

happily

:

“Let’s go!”
Motors boomed. The helicop-

ter lifted. It rushed over the vil-

lage, bellowing. Tree-branches
thrashed violently in the down
draught. It swept splendidly

away down a valley leading to

another valley and under a
precipitous cliff and down more
valleys. There was a place where
eight silvery space-craft floated

composedly above the Earth,
with the few survivors of a
great civilization peering out,

waiting for dawn so they could
see a new world, a fresh world
healed of all scars, waiting . . .

Soames pulled Gail to him.
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“I’ve got to make friends with
these people Gail!” His voice

trembled with excitement. “You
see? They’ve got a wonderful
science, but we’ve got to get to

work on it! They need a modern
viewpoint! That time-transpos-

ing system they’ve used to save

their lives, it’s bound to work
as a space-transposer too! I’ve

got to work it out with their

engineers! We’ve got to get

enough power together to send
some sort of miniature transpos-

er out to Centaurus and Alde-
baran, and then have regular

interstellar transposition routes

and a spate of worlds for every-

body to move to who feels like

it . . . Taking what these people
have, and adding our stuff to

it . . . we’ll really go places!”

They swept over the reflecting

waters which were the reservoir

behind the Polder Dam. Fran
spoke aloud, for someone some-
where else to hear. He spoke
again. He was using his own,
home-made sensory communica-
tor. Then he suddenly touched
Soames’ arm.
“My people say—” pause “you

talk for them.” He grinned.
“Let’s go!”
And the ’copter touched solid-

ity and a great silvery cylinder

touched very delicately close by,

and the children ran, squealing,

to be with people they’d feared
they would never see again. And
Soames and Gail walked a little

bit diffidently toward the same
opened, lowered door. There
were some rather nice people

(Continued on page 146)
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waiting for them. They’d raised

fine children. They needed
Soames and Gail to help them
make friends.

Somehow it did not occur to

Soames that he was the occasion,

if not the cause, that on this one

day and within hours, the dan-

ger of atomic war on Earth was
ended, and the human race was
headed for the stars instead of

annihilation. But it was true.

The people of the Old Race, of

course, would not try to rule

Earth. They were too few. They
wouldn’t want to go to another
planet and be alone. Again they
were too few. They were the last

survivors of a very magnificent
civilization, but they could not
maintain it unless they shared
it with the people of Earth of

now. They could only join the

sprawling younger branch of the
human race as citizens.

But humans, now, had a new
destiny. With Gail close beside
him, Soames waited for the
greetings of the children and
their parents to end. He looked
at Gail. Her eyes were shining.

Soames felt very good. It was
a perfect solution to the trou-

bles of Earth, both past and fu-

ture.

The stars were waiting.

THE END
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